SUPER SYSTEM
FROM NAD AND TANNOY

TECHNICS' SB-M500 FLOORSTANDERS

QUAD'S LATEST 77 CD PLAYER

COMPETITION:
WIN 5 PAIRS OF ROGERS LOUDSPEAKERS
One of life's more rewarding decisions.

If only all decisions in life were as straightforward as this. The fact is that if you want the purest sound and the most uncompromising specification, it simply has to be New KEF Reference. Every speaker must match our engineers' 'reference' prototype to an almost unbelievable tolerance of 0.5 decibels. This means you can be sure that the sound originally achieved at KEF will be recreated in your home. Exactly.

Our breakthrough Uni-Q technology delivers an astonishing stereo image, its unique point source design, with the tweeter at the exact acoustic centre of the mid-range cone, lets you visualise the precise location of every performer on the stage. What's more, because of Uni-Q's smooth, even dispersion you'll hear that incredible realism throughout the room. From speakers this good you'd expect outstanding bass performance. With KEF's famous 'coupled cavity' bass system, now further improved with interports, you get it. We go to similar extremes in perfecting every detail. Some you can't see, like Oxygen-Free Copper internal wiring or magnetic shielding (vital in Home Theatre). Some you can - sumptuously veneered cabinets with heavily gold-plated feet and terminals, for example.

In other words, each pair of Reference speakers is as close to perfection as KEF can make it. When you know you can choose the best, would you willingly settle for anything less?

KEF Reference Series

The experience of sound

KEF Reference Series Authorised Dealers

ABERDEEN
Hotburn Hi-Fi 01224 565793
BARNLEY
Barnsley Hi-Fi Centre 01254 205549
BATH
Paul Green 01225 311697
BISHOP STORTFORD
Audio File 0170 505678
BLOXWICH
Sound Academy 01922 473499
BOURNEMOUTH
Suttons Hi-Fi 01202 555512
BRISTOL
Redford Hi-Fi (head office) 01179 428342
CARDIFF
Audio Excellence (head office) 01222 228565
CHANDLER'S FORD
Harrods Audio 0703 252827
CHELTENHAM
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi 01242 441171
CHESTER
Audio Excellence 01244 345576
CONGLETON
Congleton Hi-Fi 01606 297544
COVENTRY
Frank Harvey Hi-Fi 01230 525200
EDGWARE
Audio Excellence (head office) 01222 228565
EDGWARE
Musical Images (head office) 081 958 8777
GODSTONE
Surrey Hi-Fi 01883 744755
GUILDFORD
P J Hi-Fi 01483 504801
HEREFORD
English Audio 01432 355081
HUDDERSFIELD
Huddersfield Hi-Fi 01484 544686
KINGS LYNN
Martins Hi-Fi 01553 761633
LONDON W1
Hi-Fi Experience 0171 560 3335
LONDON W1
K J Leisure Sounds 0171 466 8282
LONDON W5
Audio Concept 081 567 8703
MAIDSTONE
Speaker Corner 01622 677773
MANCHESTER
The Hi-Fi Room 0161 835 1366
MONTROSE
Robert Ritchie 0167 467 3765
NEW MALDEN
Unilet Audio 0181 942 1657
NEWCASTLE
J G Windows 0191 2212351
NORWICH
Martins Hi-Fi 01603 627690
NOTTINGHAM
Nottingham Hi-Fi 0115 768199
Oxford
Aston Audio 01223 598704
OXFORD
Audio T (head office) 01865 742044
PETERBOROUGH
The Hi-Fi Company 01733 349756
PORTSMOUTH
Jelfs Hi-Fi 01705 663604
SALISBURY
Salisbury Hi-Fi 01722 332269
SHEFFIELD
Sound With Style 01427 378983
SHREWSBURY
Creative Audio 01743 249132
SOLIHULL
Music Matters 021 742 0254
TWICKENHAM
Riverside Hi-Fi 081 492 7613
Worcester
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi 01905 612929
WORTHING
Phase 3 Hi-Fi 01903 245577

IF YOUR TOWN ISN'T LISTED PLEASE CONTACT:
KEF AUDIO (UK) LIMITED, DEPT HFW1, ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVL, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 5QF. TELEPHONE (01622) 672261 FAX (01622) 765663 e-mail: 100447.1106@compuserve.com kefaudo@kefaudio.demon.co.uk

SPEAKERS SHOWN ARE MODEL FOUR IN ROSEWOOD FINISH. KEF AND UNI-Q ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. UNI-Q IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929. WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING. KEF AUDIO (UK) LIMITED, DEPT HFW1, ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVL, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 5QF. TELEPHONE (01622) 672261 FAX (01622) 765663 e-mail: 100447.1106@compuserve.com kefaudo@kefaudio.demon.co.uk
When we spotted a High Definition Aerogel cone Uni-Q driver in KEF’s 60S loudspeakers, even though they’re intended for AV, we had to have a listen. Read our findings on these and the matching 30B subwoofer on page 58.

A dedicated follower of fashion, Audio Innovations’ Alto CD player is certainly eye-catching. But does the sound live up to its looks? See page 30 where Jon Marks has the answers.

Technics’ SB-M300 loudspeakers came as a bit of a shock when we reviewed them in our November ‘95 issue. We were prepared for the SB-M500 floorstanders, but they still managed to captivate us - see page 20.

Also captivating, but from closer shores, is the Audion ETSE Sterling single-ended valve amplifier. At £599 its performance had us hooked - read all about it on page 28.

Hi-Fi World has its own advanced test laboratory and acoustically treated listening room. No other hi-fi magazine has the benefit of such facilities.

Hi-Fi World has a dedicated in-house team of experienced listeners, and uses selected freelance professionals. We review thoroughly by extensive auditioning, rather than by quick-fire group listening tests.

Hi-Fi World’s engineering team designs a wide range of products in-house. No other hi-fi magazine is so expert and dedicated.

TEST EQUIPMENT

TEAC A-BX7R AMPLIFIER
Following the success of the audiophile aimed A-BX10, we audition the Teac A-BX7R, its smaller brother.

UKD CALLAS GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS
The ‘Gold’ version of UKD’s solid walnut miniature uses a Scan Speak fabric dome tweeter in place of the Focal inverted dome of the original. We listen closely for the differences.

NAD 412 TUNER
In 1994, NAD’s 402 tuner set the standard. Just as the competition’s getting close, NAD have launched its replacement, the 412. Will it push the boundaries even further?

THORENS CONSEQUENCE TCD/TDA2000 CD PLAYER AND CONVERTOR
Using a unique three point suspension system, CDM12 pro transport mechanism and DAC-7 convertors is Thoren’s TCD 2000 CD player. We check it out and audition the TDA 2000 convertor too.

SPENDOR 2030 LOUDSPEAKERS
Spendor are aiming to reach a wider audience, and this, their £600 2030 floorstander looks like it could get them where they want fast. We take a first look at this new breed from an established manufacturer.

ROGERS E20a AMPLIFIER
Rogers make their return to valve amplification with this, a 20watt integrated design. Will it be as popular for them second time around?
THIS MONTH'S REVIEWS

AMPLIFIERS

SUMO ATHENA II AND POLARIS III 23
No, this pre-amplifier and power amplifier is not Japanese. The name is a reverse acronym: it stands for 'Only Made in the United States'. Haider Bahrani knew that!

AUDION ETSE STERLING 28
An affordable single-ended valve design from Audion which is especially good with vocals. Read Haider Bahrani, guitarist and lyricist.

AUDIO VALVE PPP 45 51
These very distinctively styled 45watt valve monoblock power amplifiers from Germany immediately caught Douglas Floyd-Douglass' attention. Did they hold it?

COMPACT DISC

AUDIO INNOVATIONS ALTO 30
This is hi-fi, Jim, but not as we know it. Jon Marks is seduced by the space-age looks of this CD player, but is the sound spaced out?

QUAD 7712 41
Quad's latest version of the new 77CD player. Now with added mains power so, unlike the first, you don't have to own the matching amplifier to make it work. Haider Bahrani tries it out...

QUAD 7712 41
Quad's latest version of the new 77CD player. Now with added mains power so, unlike the first, you don't have to own the matching amplifier to make it work. Haider Bahrani tries it out...

LOUDSPEAKERS

TECHNICS SB-M500 20
Technics put twice as many drivers in this floorstanding loudspeaker than are visible to the naked eye. Eric Braithwaite says never mind the number, hear the quality.

MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY

FALCON EXPORT 25
Foreign manufacturers send us products tweaked especially for the UK; this British loudspeaker has been tweaked for the export market. Eric Braithwaite goes bird-watching.

KEF 60S/30B SUBWOOFER 58
It was really meant for audio-visual purposes, but Dominic Baker heard a rumour that it was pretty good for serious hi-fi too.

REL Q-BASS 65
Try an organ transplant right in your living room. Haider Bahrami listens to those low, low notes from this new subwoofer.

SUPER SYSTEM FOR £700!
We put together a very special budget CD system with NAD's latest 512 CD player and 312 amplifier and Tannoy's 'Special Edition' 631 loudspeakers. Plus cables and stands, that's everything you need for less than 70 tenner.

THE BIG SWISS CHEESE 33
If you have to ask the price of this top-quality high-end Swiss hi-fi system, you can't afford it! But like Eric Braithwaite, we can all dream, can't we?

CASSETTE DECK

DENON DRM-550 57
Noel Keywood tests Denon's new £150 deck. Will it awe Aiwa, trounce Teac or maul Marantz?

WORLD VERDICT

OUTSTANDING - Superb sound, something we'd use ourselves.

GOOD - Has strong merits. Well worth an audition.

ADEQUATE - Mediocre in vital areas. May be worth auditioning.
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HI-FI WORLD
REGULARS

NEXT ISSUE
Flaming June already? Check out what will set Hi-Fi World on fire next month.

NEWS
A new turn-up for the book (shelves) from Tannoy; Verity plc buy Roksan; a new budget hi-fi range for Britain; a Special Edition of a classic 24-year old turntable... If it isn’t here, you don’t need to know about it.

READERS’ LETTERS
Who? When? Where? Why? Questions, questions... and, answers, answers. We have a prize for every reader’s letter printed, too!

COLUMNS
Where we let our three columnists sound off about the hi-fi business.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscribe to Hi-Fi World at our special rates. Let your postman do the walking!

SPECIALIST HI-FI DEALERS
Hi-fi is a better investment than any Barings made. Let your dealer help you make the right decision.

MEET YOUR MAKER
If you’ve had the call to serious hi-fi, trawl through these names for future enlightenment.

WORLD AUDIO DESIGN
Introduce yourself to your toolbox again. Put it to use building a World Audio kit.

HI-FI WORLD LIBRARY
Book a session with our booklist for those balmy spring evenings.

DIAL A DEALER
It’s good to talk. It’s even better to talk to a dealer before you buy.

WORLD BUYING GUIDE
Over a hundred run-downs on the best hi-fi we’ve reviewed.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
Testing, testing... The technical low-down on every product reviewed in this issue.

READERS’ CLASSIFIEDS
Probably the greatest number of second-hand hi-fi bargains in the world.

ADVERTISERS INDEX

FEATURES

FIRST GENERATION CD
It’s 12 years since the first CD players appeared. How do the first machines compare to today’s? David Price investigated and found himself in for a surprise.

SOUND AND VISION, BRISTOL ’96
Five years ago, this show was where Hi-Fi World was launched. This year it was better than ever.

COMPETITIONS
PREMIER PRIZE
Courtesy of Carling, five readers can each win a case of Carling Premier, a CD of Gary Numan’s hits and a T-shirt. Look out for this easy-to-enter competition on p11!

WIN FIVE PAIRS OF SPEAKERS!
Five wonderful prizes worth £1400 to be won! Rogers International offer our readers their latest tasty LS33/AB33 speaker and subwoofer combination, two pairs of the new LS33s and two pairs of LS1s. Go for it! See page 66 for details.

MUSIC
The best of this month’s albums

ROCK AND POP
RECORD OF THE MONTH:
Lou Reed: Set the twilight reeling.

JAZZ

CLASSICAL
RECORD OF THE MONTH:
Olivier Messiaen: Et exspecto resurrectionem mortuorum
At B&V we've just scored another major success. Our CDM1 has now won European Speaker of the Year, which was judged by the Editors-in-Chief of leading photo, video and audio magazines from thirteen countries. High praise indeed. But with a winning team of engineers coming up with a host of technological innovations: outside tweeter mounting, kevlar drive unit and contoured edges for reduced sound diffraction, it's not an entirely unexpected result. For more information call B&V UK on 01903 750750. And see that the best European players don't have to start at £8.5m.
**AUDIOPHILE AURAS**

The Aura electronics division of B&W Loudspeakers has announced three brand new audiophile amplifiers. Typical of Aura's slimline styling are the CA200 pre-amplifier and 100W per channel PA200, which can be bridged to deliver 250W.

The pre-amplifier is a pure Class A design, the power amp Class A/B. Both input selection, for the eight possible sources, and volume on the pre-amp are operated by remote control. A programmable ‘intelligent’ display shows the input and volume level and dims automatically after 10 seconds. In mirror black finish, the CA200 costs £699, the PA200 £1199. Chrome is an additional £50.

Also new is a 'high end' integrated amplifier, the 100W per channel VA150. Like the pre/power combination, this features surface-mount technology and internal modular PCB design. Six inputs include an MM phono stage. Price is £799 in black, £849 for chrome.

Aura (B&W UK),
Marlborough Rd,
Churchill Ind. Est., Lancing,
W. Sussex BN15 8TR
Tel 01903 750750

**BUDGET BRAND BACK IN BRITAIN**

After a few years away from the UK, Amcli Lin's AMC range of budget hi-fi is back. First to appear on dealers' shelves is the AMC 3025, a 30W per channel integrated with an MM/MC phono stage for a mere £149.95. Next up is a remote-controlled 50W integrated at £219. Designed to go with both is a CD player, the CDB, at only £199. Equipped with a digital output, this in turn can be linked up with a bitstream CD converter which has four digital inputs and retails for £169. Other digital products are the £299 CD6 CD player and the novel £339 CDM7.

Those who remember the AMC hybrid valve/transistor integrated amplifier which brought the name to our attention in the UK originally will not be surprised to hear that the transistor output stage of the CDM7 can be replaced with a valve one for another £169. The hybrid integrated is also back with us; now in Mark II form, the CVT3030A is priced at £459. A budget tuner is expected to be added to the range during this year. Other AMC products include a Dolby Pro-Logic pre-amplifier, the 2445 two, three or four-channel power amplifier, which sells for £249, and a £399 powered subwoofer. If that weren't enough of an assault on the British budget market, there are also hints of a 'super-budget' range in preparation at prices that will compete directly with Richer Sounds brands.

Home Entertainment Club UK,
St Giles House, Narcom Lane,
Chalfont St Giles, Bucks. HP8 4EU
Tel 01494 874366
Don't ask me why or how, but the Rogers has an exquisite ability to shape each note and to mould every phrase. It takes the raw material and moulds it into living, breathing music.

ALVIN GOLD HI-FI NEWS FEB '96

What inspired Hi-Fi News to deliver such unsolicited praise?

And, why did the Studio Engineers at BBC Pebble Mill insist on Rogers Studio 5s' for their production facility?

Discover Rogers for yourself and it will all become crystal clear.

Rogers
BRITISH HIGH FIDELITY

IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE THAT COUNTS

ROGERS INTERNATIONAL (UK) LIMITED - Unit 3, 310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 1HX.
Tel: 0181 640 2172. Fax: 0181 685 9496. International Audio Club e-mail: gloots@rogerinternationaluk.net.
NEW THIN FILM FROM TECHNICS

Technics unveiled two new cassette decks at their trade shows for dealers last month. Both feature 'thin film' head technology developed from use in Digital Compact Cassette recorders. Technics promise a playback frequency response from this smaller-than-usual head in the RS-AZ7 of DC to 40kHz. Price will be £300; the sister deck, the RS-AZ6, will be £230. Both will be in the dealers' shops in May.

The SU-A600 and SU-A700 integrated amplifiers were launched in MkIII versions. Upgrades include a micro-particle carbon volume control in a zinc case with gold-plated contacts, bamboo dielectric electrolytic capacitors and carbon film resistors, which chief engineer Kiichiro Watari says have better thermal characteristics than conventional types. A brief listen suggested a very promising sound. The SU-A600 MkIII (£230) and SU-A700 MkIII (£280) will be available in July.

Disc jockeys everywhere were tempted by a limited edition of the classic SL 1200 turntable. This must now be one of the longest-lived vinyl spinners ever; first released onto the market in 1972, it has been in continuous production ever since. There will, a Technics spokesperson said, "only be 10,000 made." Only? That's more than some turntable manufacturers expect to sell in a lifetime. Price is yet to be confirmed, but are expected to be in the £230-£350 region.

Panasonic/Technics
Willoughby Road, Bracknell,
Berks. RG12 4PF
01344 862444

LINN WEB LINK UP

Internet surfers can now swim across to a Linn Web site. Product news will be regularly updated and the site includes a list of Linn dealers world-wide. Customers can also Email Linn direct through the Email Helpdesk. Anyone with a home page who would like to develop a 'hot link' to Linn's Web site should contact Brian Morris, whose Email address is: 100445.773@compuserve.com
Linn's home page can be found at http://www.linn.co.uk/linn
Snail mail goes to:
Linn Products Ltd., Floors Road,
Waterfoot, Glasgow G76 0EP
0161 280 5115

CATCH YELLOW TAG FEVER!

Musical Images' Yellow Tag Sale is in its last week. Customers have until 8th April to pick up bargains with as much as 50 per cent off the normal prices on ex-demo and end-of-line equipment. Branches are at 173 Station Road, Edgware; 45 High Street, Hounslow and 18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, in the centre of London.

Panasonic/Technics
Willoughby Road, Bracknell,
Berks. RG12 4PF
01344 862444

TWO NEW PLAYERS ON STREAM

Harman Audio has two new bitstream CD players coming on to the market. The Harman/Kardon HD710, at £249.99, uses Technics' MASH bitstream conversion; the HD730, at £50 more, uses a Philips Bitstream chip. Both offer the usual range of functions, a variable volume headphone output, the ability to switch off the display and co-axial digital outputs. The more expensive of the two adds on peak search, tape editing and synchronising functions for recording, and gold-plate on the output sockets.

Harman International Industries Ltd.,
Unit 2, Borehamwood Industrial Park, Rowley Lane,
Borehamwood, Herts. WD6 5PZ
0181 207 5050

MARCHAND ELECTRONICS

We have just been notified that as a result of a "new retail policy" the price of Marchand Electronics' XM26 valve loudspeaker crossover, featured in Tradewinds last month, has been increased to $1250.

GUN SHY

For a new series of loudspeakers, Revolver has renounced names from the gunsmith, like Purdey, for numbers. First in line is the 260, a £350 three-way bass-reflex floorstander. Two 165mm long-throw mid-bass drivers are combined with a 25mm ferrofluid-cooled tweeter in a 960mm-high enclosure which is available finished in either Black Ash or Bahia Rosewood. Revolver claims an "exciting, dynamic, big sound".

Two smaller models in the range, the 230 and 250, are due to be released in the Spring.

RAM UK Ltd., 16
Willan Trading Estate,
55 Waverley Road,
Sale, Cheshire
M33 7AY
0161 9730505
Masses of offers in store!

**THE YELLOW TAG SALE!**

Saturday 16th March to Monday 8th April 1996

*Up to 50% Off!*

- 6 Demonstration Rooms
- Open Sundays
- Mail Order Worldwide
- 24 hr* Home Delivery

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

45 High Street
HOUNSLOW
Middlesex TW3 1RH
Tel: 0181 569 5802
Fax: 0181 569 6353

173 Station Road
EDGWARE
Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 0181 952 5535
Fax: 0181 951 5864

18 Monmouth Street
COVENT GARDEN
London WC2H 9HB
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Fax: 0171 497 9205

*on selected items only
E. & O. E.
Sale price not available with any other offers. Subject to availability of stock.
LOOK! NO VALVES FOR COPLAND
Copland's long-awaited CD player is the company's only product to use nothing but transistors. Behind the central loading drawer is a Teac VRDS mechanism, with data conversion using two 20-bit Burr-Brown converters in each channel in a time-averaging configuration. A Pacific Microsonics HDCD module will decode HDCD discs. It can be yours for £1,799.

Absolute Sounds Ltd.,
58 Durham Road, London SW20 ODE
0181 947 5047

MICS AND MAGNETS
B-Tech has produced a novel device which combines a phono stage for MM cartridges with a microphone pre-amplifier. Price is a mere £29.95.

B-Tech Ltd.,
10/11 Meridian Centre, Vulcan Way, New Addington, Croydon, Surrey CRO 9UG
01689 848535

ALBUM SALES AS HIGH AS THE SKY
According to the record companies' association, the BPI, album sales reached an all-time high in 1995. The numbers of albums sold went up 10 per cent by 20 million, while sales value exceeded £1bn for the first time. The boom in business, says the BPI, was helped by the "deluge of new releases" from Michael Jackson, Blur, Pulp, Queen, Robson and Jerome and all the rest. Robson and Jerome's debut album I Believe outsold even the all-plastic all-American boy's Earth Song in the last quarter of 1995.

The 12" single now accounts for 49 per cent of the vinyl market. Sales of 7" singles dropped and LPs declined yet further to below a million in the last three months of '95, down 30 per cent on the same period in 1992. Over the year, LP sales were down nearly 20 per cent on 1994, totalling 3.6 million, almost half of what was sold three years ago. They account for just 1.2 per cent of the market, with cassettes, also down, taking 30 per cent.

Compact Discs account for the majority. Despite continual complaints of the price of CDs, three-quarters of the albums shipped to dealers in 1995 were full-price. There were no figures collected for Digital Compact Cassette or MiniDisc; presumably their sales are still too small to count.

Source: BPI, 25 Savile Row, London W1X 1AA
0171 287 4422
Internet: http://www.bpi.co.uk

PHILIPS KEEP A TOEHOLD IN SEPARATES
This May sees a relatively rare event: an analogue cassette deck from Philips. The new FC731 will retail for £199.99. Philips appear to have conceded Digital Compact Cassette is not going to take over. DCC machines are being concentrated in musical instrument retailers, with Philips' eye on the semi-pro recording market. The company claims 250 DCC machines sold through these outlets per month.

Two new Philips CD players are due later this year. July will see the arrival of the CD751 at £199; a £299 machine, the CD791, will follow in November. There are hints that the Dutch company is considering launching a range of hi-fi amplifiers and loudspeakers, but not before next year.

COMPETITION
STAY AHEAD WITH PRIZES FROM CARLING PREMIER!
Carling Premier have teamed up with Gary Numan and Hi-Fi World to give five lucky readers the chance to win the ultimate Premier prize. Five cases of Carling Premier, five copies of 'Premier Hits', the album and five Carling Premier T-shirts are on offer. All you have to do is answer this simple question: "In a world that's losing its head, which lager doesn't?"
You will all have seen the TV commercial which uses Gary Numan's '79 single 'Cars' for the soundtrack, now re-released on CD as 'Premier Mix'.

Send the answer on a postcard, with your name, address and a statement that you are 18 years of age or over, to:
Carling Premier Competition,
Hi-Fi World, 64 Castellain Road, Maida Vale, London W9 1EX

Winners will be picked from a hat by the Editor.
When Reality becomes a Dream....

80W Pure Triode.
Single Ended & Balanced Inputs ....
Pure Magic

FOR YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST CONTACT

AUDIO ILLUSION

ELEMENTAL OR ELEMENTARY?

Back in the good old days, when life was simple and so were those that lived it, there was a group of men that called themselves Alchemists. They heralded the beginnings of what we might call the scientific age. By questioning the world around them, they devoted their lives to finding ways of changing the unchangeable: to transform. Transformation is the process of turning something that is plentiful but ordinary into something special. Water into wine, lead into gold, and in our case, hi-fi into art. That's why we called our company Alchemists. Anyone with a little technical know-how can build an amplifier. The components are freely available and a rectangular box is easy enough to make. At Alchemists we endeavour to transform the ordinary into something special, something unique - something you can be proud of owning.

Alchemists amplifiers are available for between £250 and £15,000. Call us now on 0181-883 3008 for details. We just might transform your life.

Doug Brady Hi-Fi

Warrington.
TEL: 01925 828009.

Wilson Benesch.
Craftsmanship.
Innovation.
Leading Edge Technology.

stereoplay
BEST OF HI-FI '96
THE ONLY BRITISH PRODUCT TO WIN
THIS YEAR'S HIGHEST ACCOLADE FROM
stereoplay
MAGAZINE GERMANY
EIN TFAUM VON EINEM LAUFWERK

From the look of the crowds outside Bristol’s Marriott Hotel, it looked as though hi-fi would have the wind in its sails (and sales!) in ’96.

And sales there were.

Taken by surprise was Ortofon, demonstrating the Rohmann cartridge reviewed in last month’s issue. By the end of the weekend, they’d sold four of these £1,000 needles! Who said vinyl is dead. Now, it’s a top end medium.

Among the surprises from manufacturers was another new speaker from Harbeth, the K6, slightly more compact than the HL Compact 7. QLN raised eyebrows with its first basic budget floorstander, the QUBIC 122 (their spelling) for only £269.95. Also at the budget end, NAD had its new 312 integrated amplifier (reviewed in this issue), while Rotel had an affordable new CD converter and transport to add to their revamped range.

Sonneteer were also into digital, with a prototype CD player to match the Campion amplifier in their room. Audiocraft made its debut with some stylish-looking electronics.

New to the Bristol public, but not to our readers, was Audiolab’s 8000S, reviewed in these pages last month and the REL Q-bass subwoofer, featured in this issue. New to the UK was American valve brand Kora, looking spectacular in Audio Illusion’s room.

Mission Cyrus played musical chairs in their large room, moving listeners round three different Cyrus systems. Linn sat fairly large crowds in front of wide-screen TV, surrounded with a sneak preview of its home cinema set-up. Elsewhere, brands like Levinson and Enlightened Audio Designs from the States rubbed shoulders with British stalwarts like Arcam and Quad (at their first hotel show in years).

As they say, it was a jolly good show!
At KJ West One we pride ourselves on seeking out the very best audio equipment from around the world to offer our discerning customers. We try to put the magic back into your music.

With Unison Research and GRAAF we now have on demonstration two of the world's finest brands of valve amplification. Although very different in concept and in looks, both GRAAF and Unison have one thing in common. A little touch of magic. In design and construction, and in the quality of sound they provide, these amplifiers are quite simply in a class of their own. From the delightful Unison Research Simply Two to the awesome 845 Absolute, from the versatile GRAAF WFB Two to the stunning 5050, these are products which will put real enjoyment back into your music. Come and listen to the magic. Ring now to arrange a demonstration!

**UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845**

**GRAAF 5050**

**KJ WEST ONE**
26 New Cavendish Street,
London. W1M 7LH
Tel: 0171-485-8262/3
Fax: 0171-487-3452

products shown: Unison Research Smart 845, single ended pure triode monoblock power amplifiers, £2995 the pair. GRAAF 5050 Stereo Power amplifier, £2100
STOP PRESS!

BELT DRIVE TOP LOADING CD TRANSPORT £1695

The superb CBP-2000 transport is difficult to equal at almost any price. It's an ideal partner for the D/AC-1600 HD £1449, or for the top of the range DAC-2000, £2495, using Ultra Analogue converter chips and input receiver – arguably the best available in the world today.

The products are designed by John Curl, whose legendary designs virtually defined Hi-END and set the standards for others to follow. The results speak for themselves. Not even considering the products' low price, they outperform almost any product available.

So, if you’re passionate about your music, give us a call for more information on (01752) 731313.
Here's a great system based on super new products from NAD and Tannoy. The price! As keen as you'll get, is the answer. Dominic Baker tests a rocker.

It's been a while since we put a system together, so when the arrival of NAD's new 512 CD player was followed shortly afterwards by the 312 amplifier and then a pair of Tannoy's 631 SE loudspeakers, it was too tempting an opportunity to miss.

All three are essentially budget products, but being a step or two off rock bottom, they offer a high level of performance and sound quality for the money - or in other words, fewer corners have been cut.
NAD 512 CD PLAYER

Starting at the source end first, the 512 CD player is NAD's latest budget machine. In true NAD style, the front panel is devoid of unnecessary clutter, carrying just the basic functions. The 512 comes with its own remote control, but connecting it to other NAD equipment via the NAD Link allows control from one hand-set - although unfortunately the 312 amplifier chosen as its partner was not NAD Link equipped.

Inside the 512 is a 1-bit MASH convertor. Those with an eye on future upgrades will be pleased to know that it comes with a digital output. No optical though, just a single phono socket, but most quality external CD convertors come with inputs for both anyway, so upgrading will not be a problem.

NAD 312 AMPLIFIER

Anyone who has been following hi-fi for more than a few years will have come across NAD's entry level integrated amplifier in one guise or other. It started life in 1979 as the 3020, and continual development has seen it hold its crown as the one to beat for many, many years.

Around three years ago the 3020E version was replaced by a leaner, cleaner sounding 302. Now this in turn has stepped aside to make way for the latest £199.95 312.

From the outside you could be forgiven for thinking that things haven't changed that much. Apart from the racey (?) pin-stripe across the front panel, styling hasn't moved on a great deal in 17 years. But what you get with the NAD 312 is a good basic specification and a sensible range of facilities, at an equally sensible price.

It has a phono stage suitable for MM or high output MC cartridges, six line level inputs including two for tape decks, bass and treble controls with a defeat button, a balance control and you can use it as either a pre or power amplifier by removing the external link between the two sections. If that isn't enough, the 312 even sports a headphone socket. So, simple in terms of styling it may be, but there are very few amplifiers out there at this price that combine so many facilities with high performance sound.

TANNOY PROFILE 631 SE

From the outside there is little to distinguish the SE from the standard 631. The 5” injection moulded bass driver looks identical, but in the SE version it gains an additional flux optimisation magnet. This increases efficiency which Tannoy claim improves midrange resolution. This, and the 1” aluminium dome tweeter are connected to an upgraded crossover, which not only uses higher grade components but, Tannoy claim, gives a flatter, more neutral response through the crossover region.

Tannoy’s 631 is the first loudspeaker in their Profile range to receive the ‘SE’ treatment. Like the standard 631, the SE’s are built into a trapezium shaped cabinet which helps to reduce internal standing waves, giving a more open, less boxy sound. The baffle edges are rounded too, reducing diffraction and improving imaging. The only change to the cabinet with the SE version is a new black Ash vinyl cabinet top. This is laid on a slim panel of MDF and bonded to the cabinet top to help damp cabinet resonance.

The 631 SE loudspeakers came complete with a pair of matching stands, which I must say were not the easiest to construct. Self tapping screws are Spiked to the floor, filled with Sound Bytes filling which really cleaned up the bass end, and screwed firmly into the mounting plate of the 631 SE’s. They certainly gave the speakers a solid footing.

WHAT A SYSTEM!

I must say that I’d forgotten how good a properly sorted budget system can sound. I was taken aback. Straight away it displayed remarkable fluidity and openness, giving a surprisingly lifelike and realistic sound stage.

Heavy keyboard notes on Bjork’s ‘Crying’ from the Debut album, stopped and started with superb precision and accuracy; overhang and waffle were non-existent. Bjork’s vocal had a wonderfully breathy quality to it, a real out-of-box sound devoid of any significant colouration. I had half expected to hear a thickening of tone from the Tannoy’s plastic moulded cone, but this fear was quickly dispelled by their neutrality and clarity.

Although not the richest sounding player, the 512 is respectably smooth through the midrange with excellent upper extension in the treble. This lends a level of insight and excitement to whatever it plays, making listening both engaging and rewarding.

Against a Marantz CD-63SE, the 512 does lack a little sweetness and musicality. Where on a CD-63SE Vivaldi’s strings were sweet and accurate in their harmonic signature, giving a relaxed charm to the piece, the NAD is more of a technical rendition with a keen eye on the rule book. It remained

"Guitar strings were clear in focus and projected forwards, ripe with delicious harmonics. The high quality of production on this track was done ample justice by the system."
The **TEAC VRDS Range**

**The One System You Can't Beat!**

Everybody is aware of the huge success of the VRDS range of integrated CD Players and Transports. Now the VRDS players are complimented by a range of components which share the same outstanding build, engineering and sonic qualities.

Everyone knows that the VRDS mechanism is the best CD transport in the world - now there's no need to compromise with the rest of your system!

---

**VRDS T-1 CD TRANSPORT**

With the acclaimed VRDS mechanism, highly rigid chassis and remote control - the TEAC ethos of sonic performance, build quality and ease of use are typified in the T-1.

---

**D-T1 D/A CONVERTER**

The matching DAC for the T-1 uses Bitstream Conversion* in dual differential operation, a copper chassis to minimise RF interference and offers 4 digital inputs.

---

**V-8030S Cassette Deck**

The latest example of TEAC's expertise in tape engineering features a 3-head Dual- Capstan drive transport, Dolby S Noise Reduction and separate Bias and Level controls - proof indeed that the cassette is still a viable source. Also available is the V-6030S.

---

**A-BX10 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER**

An Audiophile amplifier which gives superb dynamic power and performance. Featuring a balanced stereo input and a fully balanced circuit configuration, the A-BX10 offers 100 Watts per channel and an optional phono board for MM and MC cartridges.

---

*Bitstream Conversion* is a trademark of the Philips Corporation.

---

**Contact Information**

TEAC
5 Martin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Hertfordshire WD1 8YA
TEL: 01923 819630 FAX: 01923 236220

---

*World Radio History*
smooth and consistent across a wide range of styles and recording qualities, only verging once on sharpness with an early and particularly thin-sounding REM recording.

Although not quite as dry and steely as I remember its predecessor, the 302, the 312 amplifier certainly couldn't be described as soft. With the sharp transient attacks on the Chemical Brothers' introduction track, 'Leave Home', it had a firm grip sending out pulses of energy to give real pace and direction. Detail resolution was superb, and although not as sweet as an Aura VA 80 I tried, the extra incision and tighter, faster bass really bought this system to life.

Lightening Seed's 'Open Goals' had strings crisp and clearly defined, with a great sense of the acoustic space on this track coming from fine treble extension. A rich and funky bass line gave real body, and on 'Punch and Judy' even the Cello helped to open out the stage and create atmosphere. Sound staging from the little Tannoy's was first class, stretching well beyond their own compact boundaries whilst holding the image firmly in place.

Surprisingly, although the cheapest component in this system, the Tannoy's were the most amenable to improvements in partnering equipment. A spell with Audiolab's 8000Q preamplifier and 8000M monoblocks fed by a Da Capo CD convertor proved interesting. Here the little Tannoy's performance grew. Bass lines drove even deeper with more force behind them, vocals gained greater depth and strings were sweeter with a greater range of tonal colour.

Although the tweeter's metal dome was certainly noticeable, it stayed remarkably well behaved throughout my listening. On 'Chico's Groove', another superb Chemical Brothers track, bass rolled along effortlessly, displaying scale and power with every note. The Tannoy's seemed to play off this track, hungrily feeding on every note. At higher levels it was possible to force some boxy colouration from them, but these are small speakers for small rooms. The system invited me next into the all-enveloping ambience and atmosphere of Primal Scream's '(I'm Gonna) Cry Myself Blind'. Guitar strings were clear in focus and projected forwards, ripe with delicious harmonics. The high quality of production on this track was done ample justice by the system.

Dynamic contrasts were superb. Staccato struck guitar chords ripped out of the left hand loudspeaker straight at me while backing guitars strummed softly at the back of the stage. This contrast adds an extra dimension to music which, combined with its other qualities, makes this an extremely believable system to sit in front of.

CONCLUSION

For less than £900 complete, I was thoroughly impressed by what this system had to offer. Some may find the Tannoy's a little too forward, but I'd argue what they are doing is accurate. And partnered with the NAD electronics the whole most certainly achieved a performance far greater than the sum of its parts. Possibly I've been a bit lavish with cables, but the performance reward more than justified it, the system giving more and more the better the cables I used.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NAD 512} & \quad \£249.95 \\
\text{NAD 312} & \quad \£199.95 \\
\text{Tannoy 631 SE} & \quad \£169.90 \\
\text{Stands} & \quad \£89.90 \\
\text{Chord Co. Rumour - 103.60 2m silver plated copper bi-wire set} & \quad \£878.30 \\
\text{Chord Co. Sire - 65/m silver plated copper} & \quad \\
\text{System Total} & \quad \\
\text{NAD 401-405 Nether Street} & \quad \text{Finchley} \\
\text{London N3 1QG.} & \quad 0181 343 3240 \\
\text{TANNOY} & \quad \text{Rosehall Ind. Est.} \\
\text{Coatbridge} & \quad \text{Strathclyde ML5 4TF} \\
\text{01236 420 199} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

WORLD VERDICT

As a system, it obtains a very high standard of reproduction. Clear focused sound is musical, involving and realistic.

Measured Performance see p119-127
An ordinary two-way floorstanding design?
There's more to Technics' SBM 500 loudspeaker than meets the eye, Eric Braithwaite discovers.

It's what's hidden away inside this speaker that counts. Technics have shoehorned in another pair of drivers - in addition to those you see on the front panel - and a couple of passive radiators (ABRs) as well. The idea is to produce a coupled-cavity arrangement, developed by KEF and used in their Reference Series, to get exceptionally deep bass. That's a lot of drivers for the money, which is just £450. Not bad for a complex floorstander.

There's probably no way Technics could build this 'speaker in Japan, where labour rates are now high, and then transport it around the world. They build it at their Spanish factory; I suppose technically it counts as an EU product. Certainly, these 'speakers come in one of the very few boxes I've ever seen which bear the legend 'cajas acusticas' as well as 'enceinte acoustique' and 'speaker system' on the
side. Technics haven't made much play of this; after how British fishermen reacted to Spanish trawlers being given the freedom of the Irish Box, perhaps they fear a Cornish uprising: trailers of loudspeakers being burnt the way the French took to roasting English lamb a year or two ago. What a thought!

Like the SB-M300s we reviewed in our November 1995 issue, the 500s use mica diaphragms for both midrange and treble drivers. This is a wise move, helping to keep tonal character intact as midrange crosses over to treble. Unlike the SB-M300s, though, the forward firing half of the coupled-cavity bass system doesn't vent around the midrange driver; the vent is hidden instead behind a cloth grille. The other bass driver fires rearwards. This I found surprising. The arrangement in the SB-M300 was very successful, so I expected the 500 to be a variant on it.

In a floorstander a lot of internal volume is available, which in theory allows much deeper bass to be obtained. So although the bass drivers and accompanying passive radiators in the new 500s are the same size as in the smaller 300s, meaning power handling will be similar, they should all the same have better bass extension.

Technics' new floorstander is quite an athletic animal, especially linked up to the Audiolab 8000A integrated that was mainly used for the listening sessions. It is sometimes awkward mentioning test discs that are out of the ordinary, and which readers won't know, but Urs Wagner of Switzerland's Ensemble passed me a Swedish disc by a gent called Knut Reiersrud last September. This is mostly acoustic, with that superb Swedish recording quality that readers will know from the Opus 3 recordings. A firm favourite is his band's version of Blind Willie Johnson's 'Everybody Oughta Treat A Stranger Right' with the vocals, mercifully, in English, thanks to some chaps called 'The Five Blind Boys Of Alabama'.

This is a fast, rhythmical and melodic piece and it swung like a family of playful chimps. What with a well-scaled acoustic guitar, taut drumming and perfectly-scaled and melodic vocal backing, through the SB-M500s this was a real treat. If the 'speakers didn't do a complete disappearing act, there was so much of the real acoustic and instrumental quality that the music became involving enough not to notice them for the duration.

Changing to EMI recordings of Beethoven and Shostakovich did show that where a full orchestra was given a holistic soundstage to play in, the SB-M500s were highly competent. There is a degree of hardness, especially to the sound of violins and violas and upper woodwind, however. This might prove disconcerting to some, because it doesn't give any quarter to recording quality and tends to emphasise the notes at the expense of tonal shading. At this point I turned a little more thoughtful and on went some jazz.

Here, the Technics' midband clarity came well into its own, with a superb ice-clean sharp-edged sound. A touch of compromise gradually impinged, however. In dynamics, these 'speakers are not as responsive as their initial cleanliness leads one to believe. Thoughtful inspection and comparison (admittedly with more expensive monitors) showed that instruments like saxophones weren't delivering their all; rich and throaty in the mid, but somewhat reduced in apparent scale in the treble clef.

Down in the bass department, the SB-M500s don't do at all badly for the price. For once, these are floorstanders that do go low when they have to. The word is 'when'. Unlike some cheapish floorstanders, the low bass is delivered on demand, rather than being an almost inharmonic rumble. Low organ notes certainly had a depth to them that proved these SB-M500s were doing a little mining rather than delivering a mere surface impression.

On the plus side, this added forcefulness and a worthwhile extension of dynamic range which is unusual in this kind of price bracket and it was very effective, particularly on rock tracks. It was noticeable that the timing was a trifle suspect, however. Low double bass notes, however deep and strong, had an element of time-lag, particularly in jazz pieces where the interplay of melody and rhythm is all-important. That is even allowing for home-grown Mission 752s, probably their nearest rivals. Eminently listenable though they are, critical nitpicking uncovers a warmer, frifter balance in the mid, with an element of cuppiness and nasality higher up. By comparison the Technics are very much more neutral thereabouts, but less dynamically free. Their imagery, too, is marginally tighter. Huntingdon scores over Osaka, however, with better timing and detail at the bass end, for all that it is a little over-full for my taste.

Technics SB-M500 £450
Panasonic/Technics
Willoughby Road,
Bracknell,
Berk's RG12 8FP
01344 862444

WORLD VERDICT

Clean, dry and taut sound with good imaging and sound-staging. More neutral than Mission's 752s, but less euphonic.

Measured Performance see p.119-137
VIBRATION ISOLATION PLATFORMS
AND THE MODULAR AUDIO
SUPPORT SYSTEM

MUCH MORE THAN JUST A STAND!

The Reviewer Choice
As a piece of functional furniture the
BASE Racks and Platforms together
are a work of art - Dave Wiley,
Audiophile Magazine.

The Customer Choice
It's refreshing to find a complete
isolation system that values aesthetics
as highly as it does sonic benefits -
Mr P M Rockwell, Cornwall.

Thanks!! The improvement is
astonishing and after hearing and
trying other audio stands, the
performance of BASE is second to none - Mr M Slattery, Sussex.

“The Audiophile support brings the
sound I hear at home one step closer
to the sounds we create in the concert
hall. Bravo”.....Dr. K Murphy
(Classical Musician)

Great Build and finish, and it sounds great

For more
details
and a
product portfolio please telephone

Tel: 01342 826262
Audiophile Furniture Limited
The Square, Forest Row,
East Sussex RH18 5SE.
Haider Bahrani wrestles with Sumo’s Polaris III power amplifier and Athena II pre-amplifier.

Take all the best aspects of a good valve amplifier and of a good solid-state one. Put them together and you get something closely resembling what comes out of Sumo’s Athena II and Polaris III pre/power combination.

The Athena II is described as a ‘modular pre-amplifier’. Supplied for review in line-level configuration, with five inputs and balanced output via XLR sockets, there are optional plug-in boards for a MM or MC phono stage or even a CD convertor. A digital co-axial socket is already in place on the rear panel along with space for an optical input.

The Polaris III is a MOSFET 120watt per channel stereo power amplifier; some mildly complicated connection work via the XLR and RCA sockets will bridge it to turn it into a 350W monoblock.

Most of my listening was done with the pre-amplifier in ‘Direct’ mode, which effectively bypasses the pre-amplifier’s switching circuitry. This gave a subtly cleaner sound than with the selection circuitry switched in.

Tori Amos’ ‘Past The Mission’ live EP has probably some of the best-quality live recording I have ever heard. The Sumo pair certainly did justice to it. The first track, ‘Upside Down’, which has been honey to many a bear at hi-fi shows, had me imagining, believing even, that I was sitting right next to her on her piano stool. The sound, more raunchy than sweet, had plenty of punch in the mid to upper ranges. The lower end was a little more easy-going, but still full of sumptuous flavour. If it’s musicality you are looking for, take a peek at this Sumo pairing.

Paier tracks like REM’s ‘Orange Crush’, from their album Green, had a breadth and depth of stage, which, if not covering a wide expanse, was definitely more than adequate. At times the image was slightly cluttered, and although the Sumos were not exactly struggling with the dynamics of the CD, the lower mid to bottom end could seem a wee bit muffled at times, with the sound stage narrowing a little too.

I wouldn’t say the Sumos were mad about Vladimir Ashkenazy’s interpretation on Decca of Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata, but the Adagio bore all the hallmarks of truthfulness to the recording, while the Allegretto was joyful rather than wild. Jimi Hendrix’s ‘Highway Chile’ and Rickie Lee Jones’ ‘Easy Money’ were a couple of tracks seemingly recorded just for the Athena and Polaris. Guitars were gutsy and crisp. I could picture Rickie singing in front of me at a smoky, seedy club.

Our American friends do like power, and there is certainly none lacking in this case. The Athena and Polaris might be a bit pricey for the average shopping list, but for this kind of power and musicality, how could you possibly complain?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sumo Athena II</td>
<td>£767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumo Athena IIIB</td>
<td>£987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumo Polaris III</td>
<td>£898</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Audusa & Co.
4 Arundel Road,
Kingston Upon Thames,
Surrey KT1 3RZ
0181 942 6241

WORLD VERDICT

More valve-like than transistor in sound; highly competent if not spectacular.

Measured Performance see p119-127
Gold Medal Winners do it Again!!!

Another Gold Medal!!

The Audion Silver Night Receives State-of-the-Art Best of 1995 Award

Audio Art Magazine

Taiwan

The New Sterling "E.T.S.E." Stereo

Unbelievable but True!

Only £599.00 inc

A New Extended Triode Single Ended "Class A" Amplifier

Complete with Audion's Famous "A" Rated Gold Medal Winning Sound

Overseas Distributors

America Customers Contact Canorus +416 972 0320

Audion Amplifiers United Kingdom

Fact Not Fiction

Alema UK FAX 01273 722250
Let the Music Fly!

Eric Braithwaite swoops down from above to take a closer look at Musical Technology's Falcon Export loudspeakers.

Had a baby lately? If you have, at least you probably had one of those books of first names to help you decide what to call your offspring. Now when a loudspeaker company like Musical Technology gives birth, there's no 'Guide to Naming Your New Loudspeaker' to help.

Some companies, like Rogers, Tannoy and Technics, go for numbers. Some go for association, so Castle picked fortifications like Richmond, diversified into palaces (Howard) and ended up in the rivers. Musical Technology's eye, however, obviously fell on the Observer Book of Birds of Prey. Hence Kestrel, Harrier, Hawk and, what we're listening to here, the Falcon. Soon to come, the Condor, the Vulture... Only joking!

There are, in fact, two Falcons. This one, the Falcon Export, has had its feathers fluffed out a bit. It seems Musical Technology's European distributor asked, like Saudis do with the flying kind, for an improved breeding sample. Wanting a high efficiency speaker which could be easily driven by a low-power valve or transistor amplifier, MT responded by genetically engineering the Falcon.

Cabinet damping has been strategically added and crossover components specially selected. The Vifa 25mm dome tweeter used in its 'raw' state in the standard Falcon, has been modified with a copper 'heat' pipe tuned with foam to take its natural resonance below the crossover frequency. This adds £125 to the standard Falcon's price of £574.95 with a vinyl finish; the spiked steel base plates supplied are £54.95. In real walnut veneer, like the review samples, the price comes to £954.90.
MODEL: DEFINITION D700

EXPERIENCE THE SCALE, EXCITEMENT AND IMPACT OF LIVE MUSIC
WITH THE 'DEFINITION' SERIES FROM TANNOY

TANNOY

MARANTZ HI-FI UK LTD.
575-583 BATH ROAD, LONGFORD, MIDDLESEX. UB7 OEH. TEL: 01753 680868 FAX: 01753 680428
Discovering from the instructions that "the optimum listening height" is 90cm above the floor, I thought I might have to hover like the feathered friend itself above my settee, which puts my ears a little lower. It proved essential, so a cushion was used, though in the case of the Falcons, space between the listener and the loudspeaker is just as important; in their case, distance lends enchantment. Except for the wall behind them, when the exact opposite was a splendidly atmospheric affair. The way Sinead O'Connor's Fires of Babylon thundered out, the town was more like Sodom and Gomorrah. Her voice floated crisply up. Even the dulled vocals on a rap track, which on truer monitors are striking about the Falcons is a sense of scale. Rhythm guitars that are recorded for the apparent dynamics of orchestral tonality to play with, too, the Falcons occasionally produced some softer upper regions, which would undoubtedly help.

As it happens, the bass is not that extended in reality. It's forceful, but playing an organ recording (the famous Westminster Carillon) it was noticeable that low notes hit a kind of plateau, before which they were distinct and clear, and then dropped down to the bottom of the octave in a low rumble with much less definition. Again, it's a personal preference, and though I prefer a higher degree of definition when it comes to low bass, these are effectively £700 loudspeakers after all.

There's no doubt that the Falcon Exports represent a lot of wood and drivers for the money. They provide a greater sense of musical scale than almost anything around at the (vinyl-covered) price. That's especially important to add to the spontaneity of mainstream jazz. Their punchy presentation adds bite to even fairly mediocre-quality rock recordings, which for a lot of rock fans will be a distinct bonus.

What the Falcon giveth, however, in this respect, it taketh away from the classical buff. However attractive the yardage of real wood veneer, when that brings them up towards £1000, that should mean fewer sonic compromises. Listen before you buy.

**Musical Technology Falcon £954.90**

**Musical Technology**

Unit 10, Howard Ind. Est., Chilton Road, Chesham, Bucks. HPS 2AU

Tel 01494 793137

**WORLD VERDICT**

Give a big sense of scale on rock and jazz, but not subtle and even enough to satisfy a critical classical buyer.
his valve amplifier is a vocalist's delight. As for instrumentalists, well, they would be happy with Audion's ETSE Sterling too. A hallmark of any good valve amplifier, its midrange was clear, open and sweet. Wondrous stuff indeed; I was hooked!

Apart from the Audion ETSE Sterling being a mouthful, it is a £599 single-ended 12watt per channel power amplifier with a passive volume control. £200 more buys another four inputs, but even then it is still valve amplification on a budget; its closest rival, the Unison Simply Two, retails for £995. The Sterling was reeling me in.

Lighter than the average valve product, this Audion is an economically, but not cheaply, built specimen with a smart metallic finish which shows off the output and front-end tubes. The input valve is an E88CC/6922 and the driver a 5687 double triode. These I suspect have been selected to balance the full and
warm sound of the EL34 output valves, having a brighter, clearer sound than the more commonly used ECC83.

Underneath the chassis the Sterling’s simple circuit is neatly arranged. The valves are all PCB-mounted with a sprinkling of components around them. A high quality Alps volume control and film signal capacitors are used. The rear cover hides a toroidal mains transformer, which helps to keep the Sterling compact, and the two output transformers. These only have a single 8Ω tap, but because the Sterling has a reasonable amount of feedback in its circuit which lowers output impedance, it will still match a wide range of loudspeakers. Sockets were all chunky and gold plated; overall I was very impressed with the quality and construction at the price.

I’m far from old enough to have been around during the era of music halls and fifties movies, but Björk’s ‘It’s So Quiet’ from his Come to Find CD was, however, about as good as it could be through Harbeth’s HL Compact 7 loudspeakers. Bass was relaxed and free, giving a suitably mellow feeling to this track further enforced by the clear and easy going guitar. The image was neither the widest nor the deepest I had ever heard and the dynamic response was a little top-heavy. But when it comes to this kind of album, all I hear is the music. As for the vocals, well, I think I’ve repeated myself just once too often. Despite having spent twenty hours in a studio a few years back recording an amiable string quartet, I can hardly claim weight in the bass and a sometimes cluttered image. But, oh! those magnificent vocals.

Doug MacLeod’s ‘Bring it on Home’ from the Unison is as smooth and attractively euphonic as the latter is controlled.

The Audion has character, and a pleasing one too, but at the expense of some vital ingredients. Bass is well controlled, but lacks real weight and softens out a little too early. With ‘Toodles Mr Jim’ from Tori Amos’s Caught a Light Sneeze, the vocals dominated the backing.

Tori’s pianos are recorded so closely the listener is practically sitting in her seat, so everything, pedal thuds and all, can usually be heard. It was difficult to be sure of this from the Sterling’s reproduction. Nearly everything came from the middle. The piano also had a little harshness, mainly in the mid-range, but it wasn’t overly displeasing.

Doug MacLeod’s ‘Bring it on Home’ from his Come to Find CD was, however, about as good as it could be through Harbeth’s HL Compact 7 loudspeakers. Bass was relaxed and free, giving a suitably mellow feeling to this track further enforced by the clear and easy going guitar. The image was neither the widest nor the deepest I had ever heard and the dynamic response was a little top-heavy. But when it comes to this kind of album, all I hear is the music. As for the vocals, well, I think I’ve repeated myself just once too often. Despite having spent twenty hours in a studio a few years back recording an amiable string quartet, I can hardly claim weight in the bass and a sometimes cluttered image. But, oh! those magnificent vocals.

\[\text{"Its midrange was clear, open and sweet. Wondrous stuff indeed; I was hooked!"}\]

Audion ETSE Sterling £599

Audion
25 Montefiore Road,
Hove,
Sussex
Enquiries taken by Fax, not telephone:
01273 722250

WORLD VERDICT

Perfect for vocals, not so good on soundstaging. Nonetheless, at the price, an entry-level valve bargain.

Measured Performance see p119-121
Definitely a statement of style.
Maybe in sound too.
Audio Innovations' Alto CD player captures the eyes and ears of Jon Marks.

If the rest of your hi-fi rack is filled with the usual assortment of anonymous black boxes, then an Audio Innovations Alto CD player perched on the top shelf is certainly going to make a very different visual statement. The wing shape, with its polished chrome fascia (black is also available for £50 less than the chrome version's price of £449) almost totally devoid of clutter, is guaranteed to get any visitor rubbernecking as soon as they enter the room.

The only controls on the player are for powering it up and opening or closing the drawer. Inveterate button-pushers like me have to content themselves with the remote control. Operating the player from across the room is made a little less convenient by the blue LCD display crammed in next to the drawer; it was hard to read from more than a few feet away. This meant a fair bit of to-ing and fro-ing at the beginning of the listening session to confirm track numbers. Otherwise only one thing detracts from the general air of quality about this player, and that's the clanking and whining from the transport when it opens and closes.

The Alto's component list makes impressive reading: “premium grade selected op-amps, close-tolerance resistors and polypropylene signal coupling capacitors.” The DAC, a Philips TDA1305 Bitstream chipset, is referenced to a high-quality crystal oscillator for re-clocking the data stream which reduces jitter.
It and the analogue circuitry are powered by no fewer than ten separately regulated power supplies. These are laid out almost entirely in dual mono - a real testament to Audio Innovations' attempts to ensure the proper isolation of each stage, and to keep RF and power supply noise out of both digital and analogue circuitry.

Pressed into service from cold, the Alto had a rather thin, bleached presentation. The midrange possessed a papery quality that was obvious on guitars and vocals. However, most CD players benefit from being powered up for a while before use. Although this one had been running in on the test bench and in the system over the previous few days, it had been switched off overnight. So a cup of tea was duly brewed, and the Alto was left to cook for a few hours with Oasis' 'Definitely Maybe' in the drawer on repeat.

Initial impressions on resuming the hot seat were more promising. From the opening bars of 'Rock 'n' Roll Star' it was obvious that the brothers Gallagher were emerging from the Alto dynamically intact. Drum thwacks exploded from the speakers and kick drums had a good apparent sense of extension, even if some of the control and tautness of the reference Da Capo/Audiolab combination was lacking.

A sense of air around the instruments, especially noticeable with cymbals and tambourine, helped give the impression of a soundstage which was broad left to right but slightly foreshortened front to back. The detailing on cymbals was so good you could almost see the individual rivets rattling each time they were struck, even though this player's portrayal of the full harmonic structure of the sound as it died away wasn't as convincing as some of its competitors.

It was not such a happy story with Tori Amos' Boys for Pele CD. Dynamically, the tracks were as convincing as they had been with Oasis' album, but there were just a few tonal problems which manifested themselves on this recording. Amos' breathy vocal on the prefatory 'Horses', although matching the Da Capo in smoothness, had a paperiness to it that wasn't part of the recording. Notes from the keyboard lost a little of their body and depth, hardening slightly, which had me reaching for the remote to knock the volume down a notch or two.

Track four of this CD, 'Professional Widow', is a superbly bitter, vitriolic little number. On the Da Capo it positively shrivelled the speaker cones with its spite, but on the Alto it didn't send quite the same chill down my spine; it became a more 'technical' rendition, missing out on some of the emotional content. Compared to the NAD 514 though, it was notably cleaner, with a less gritty, more refined sound.

It was time for a musical change of direction, so Grace Jones' Slave To The Rhythm was the next disc to find itself under the laser. I headed straight for the huge title track which possesses a truly over-the-top operatic sense of scale. The effects and samples on this track can sometimes become divorced from the main body of the song, but the Alto produced a coherent overall mix.

Classical music showed up the same basic traits I'd noticed earlier: the lower registers of the organ on Franck's Chorale No.2 rolled uncomfortably around the sound stage, while there was that now familiar papery quality to mid and treble.

With its open, detailed, but never sibilant treble, its dynamic ability and good bass extension, the Alto created, on the whole, a decent impression. There was a fair measure of rhythm to most of the music it played, although this came across as being more of the cerebral score-following type than the emotional full-blooded kind. That vital emotional spark, for me, is the be-all and end-all of hi-fi. Ultimately, in the Alto, I failed to find it, but then players that do have it at this price point are few and far between.

Audio Innovations Alto £449
Audio Components Ltd., Albany Court, Albany Road, Granby Industrial Estate, Weymouth, Dorset DT4 9TH 01305 761017

WORLD VERDICT

Detailed treble and smooth sounding, but otherwise lacks that essential, vital emotional spark.

Measured Performance see p119-121
Trust your instincts.

For further information, a colour brochure or the name of your nearest stockist please ring 01722 332266.

Naim Audio Ltd, Southampton Road, Salisbury SP1 2LN.
NOT CUCKOO!

Swiss Ensemble hi-fi makes a timely entrance to Britain, thinks Eric Braithwaite.

Remember Orson Welles’ throwaway comment about the Swiss in The Third Man? “Four hundred years of peace, and what have they produced? The cuckoo clock!” And Ensemble hi-fi.

To buy it you don’t have to be rich enough to have an account with the Züricher Bank, but it would probably help. But then, when sound is this good, the rule should be: if you have it, lavish it. If you don’t, we can all dream, can’t we? The tout ensemble chez Eric was the Dichrono pre-amp, which is also a DAC with five digital inputs for those who are seriously into digital sources and two analogue ones to cope with a tuner or outboard phono stage, Profundo subwoofers doubling as stands for the Elysia speakers, the Dichrono Drive CD transport and Corifeo hybrid power amplifier.

This month’s Zen question: what is the sound of one foot tapping? Answer: at the third play of Abdullah Ibrahim’s Live at Sweet Basil LP, the sax player’s. It took two plays to velcro my own foot to the tapis to be sure it wasn’t mine. We are talking finesse and fine detail here, such that it was tempting to lean forward towards an invisible table to the right and ask them to stop clinking their glasses please. This was courtesy of a Gyrodec, MC7500 and...
With over 63 years experience in producing loudspeakers for recording, for rock concerts, for discos, for instruments ranging from the wickedest rock guitar to thunderous church organs; only Wharfedale has the ability to give your music the power, the realism, the drama that you really deserve. VALDUS speakers are efficient so you get more sound out into the room for each watt of power delivered by the amplifier. VALDUS takes loudspeaker design into a new era; a new age; a new dimension. Connect-up; Power-up; Volume-up; and say goodbye to your neighbours.

Wharfedale
BRITAIN'S MOST FAMOUS LOUDSPEAKERS
Telephone: 0113 260 1222  Fax: 0113 260 0267

£89.95  £109.95  £149.95  £199.95  £299.95
Michell Iso, confirmed on CD with Ensemble's own Dichrono transport. Just as the space surrounding Ibrahim and Carlos Ward was tangible, so classical CD was definitely one for the connoisseurs of the sonic signatures of Walthamstow or St Eustache.

Perhaps the DAC proved a mite too elegant; supremely smooth, but gently laid-back in the presence region. This didn't stop the Philharmonia's blazing brass in Bruckner from being fiery, but did put a degree too much distance between listener and chorus in a Telarc recording of Beethoven's Missa Solemnis. Transferring to a Sugden DAC and Argo straight into the power amplifier proved the Corifeo could bite with the best Pit-bull if need be, but at the expense of putting in Baroque decor instead of the Ensemble's Georgian gilt elegance.

A quick bash with Glass' Itaipu showed the subwoofer doing its job properly, just as it had beefed up both the Philharmonia's double basses and Rob Wasserman's on his Duets album. Movement IV of Itaipu has some deep grumbling percussion almost worthy of the FX artillery beloved by home theatre buffs, except that this is hi-fi bass. It underpins the music coherently without trying to outdo Concorde at take-off. To ask for an even deeper crisp bass would be tempting, but the Profundos are passive subs not active Stratas, and the seams don't show.

As with all serious hi-fi at this kind of price, patience in positioning the speakers pays off in precision imagery. Equally, patience in listening is rewarded with nothing more than pure alpine air between the listening seat and the music. Ensemble's ensemble is like those alpine plants from its homeland: delicate, fine, intriguing, but robust without brutality. It's one of the finer things in life to seek after, like Swiss watches. There's much to be said for the products of four centuries of peace when they soothe the febrile brow as beautifully (I know it's not in the normal hi-fi lexicon of approved subjective terms) as this. I ask you, Mr Welles, what hi-fi has come out of four years of war in Bosnia?

Dominic Says ...

A well-matched system of this calibre really is something to behold. The level of realism and life behind every track was awe-inspiring. It had all the qualities you could ever ask for: a full, sweet sound, layers of fine detail and texture, a wide acoustic and deep, taut basslines. Unfatiguing, but also exciting, dynamic and involving at the same time.

With a convertor inside as smooth and as sweet as I've heard, the Dichrono DAC/PRE was capable of opening up a level of detail that only a handful of convertors even hint at. The pre-amplifier added very little to the sound, bettering Audiolab's 8000Q in terms of transparency.

Again, resolution was a key word with the Elysia loudspeakers. Using a specially-built light-weight metal cone and a fabric dome tweeter on a slanted baffle to time-align their acoustic centres, they are the latest version of the highly-regarded PA Is. The enclosure itself, loaded with a large, rear-firing passive radiator, is quite compact.

Treble had a lovely silky quality to it, sweet and open, its extension and detail matching the rest of the system with good power and solidity giving a crisp edge to strings. The midrange was softer, but still clear and revealing. Images spread wide across the stage, without being too forward or demanding. The metal cone aided clarity with a brightening of tone; far from being at all detrimental, it proved a lot more neutral than many.

Blending smoothly into the Elysias, stereo Profundo subwoofers-cum-stands add just the right level of weight to the lower octaves. The Elysia/Profundo loudspeaker combination was more than capable of revealing all of the qualities of the electronics, which is rare. The Corifeo power amplifier is clean and neutral, but there are those that do more musically too, whilst retaining all of its best points.
David Price looks back to the early days of Compact Disc and finds out how a first generation machine measures up in the Nineties.

A decade ago mobile phones were for royalty and secret servicemen only. Computers loaded programs from audio cassettes. And Compact Disc players - well, they were the stuff of affluent lifestyle dreams. Now, CD seems the granddaddy of all formats, with audio players in nearly half of the UK's homes.

Recently I have heard some well-preserved first generation machines through properly-matched modern systems and it has been unexpectedly enjoyable. More and more I have been asking myself whether the first generation players were really as bad as I'd remembered them. The challenge was on to pit a good first-generation machine against a modern design.

BACK TO THE FUTURE

The first players reached these shores in a blaze of publicity in early 1983. There were two 'family' types: front-loading Japanese machines using the same 16-bit, two-times oversampling chipset, or Philips-based players with 14-bit, four-times oversampling DACs and top-loading transports. Sony's CDP101 was a highly individual oriental design and, at £800, one of the most expensive first-generation players. With features like motorised tray loading and remote control, it soon became the Rolls-Royce of the first machines. Nowadays, the 101 is something of a cult in its native Japan.

LIVING IN THE PAST

Though as compact as midi-sized machines, by today's standards the 101 is remarkably heavy, the massive independently-sprung transport upping its weight to nearly eight kilograms. Styling is still quite fresh by modern standards. The front panel is a familiar affair with the exception of the Stop button, which Sony's technophile designers chose to label 'Reset'. With just the basic repeat functions and no programming facilities, life is pretty austere, but the brick-sized remote does offer the decadent luxury of a numeric keypad offering 'direct music selection', something many manufacturers didn't manage until much later.

Round the back is the world of the
surreal, with switches for 'Beep' (causing the machine to sound like a Casio calculator when it reads a signal from the remote, something which is now a feature on some personals), 'Anti-Shock' (said to help the machine read a skipping disc) and 'Auto Pause'. This little facility surely alludes to Sony's early thinking on future uses for CD: working in conjunction with a 'microphone amplifier' according to the manual, it pauses the player at the end of each track - presumably for karaoke singers to get their breath back! With digital outputs just a figment in designers' imaginations at the time, sockery doesn't stretch beyond gold-plated line-out phones.

OLD MEETS NEW

Compared to today's hardware, using the Sony feels as anachronistic as driving a vintage car. Hit the Open button and an LED illuminates as the big disc tray laboriously chugs out to you. Insert a disc and hit Play and the Scan legend lights while the mechanism whirls around hunting for the disc's TOC (Table of Contents), until the laser crawls across to the first track.

Charming as this was, distant memories of my old first-generation machine had me envisaging bleeding ears and shattered windows after the first four bars, so I decided to take precautions. Using some late-nineties 'best practice', I gave the laser lens a good clean and de-tarnished the dulling phono sockets.

But maybe I needn't have worried, because when crunch time came and a shiny pressing of Teenage Fanclub's Bandwagonesque was loaded in, it sounded just great, with a consummately smooth, big-hearted and thoroughly musical rendition of 'Starsign'. The excellent tonal colouring struck me first, an unusually deep and fruity sound issuing from the speakers. Bass guitars had an extremely satisfying analogue-like depth and bloom, while treble was smooth and velvety and the midband inoffensive but involving. Very strange, and not what I'd expected!

To make sure I hadn't suddenly fallen under the influence of isopropyl alcohol, it was time to put things in their true perspective. A polished example of the latest generation of players, the Marantz CD-635E, was powered up. The young blood's sharper, more focused sound produced more detail, with more air around the drum kit and a better sense of the recorded studio acoustic.

Where the oldster was big and bloated, the new boy was clean and incisive. But despite this, I wasn't convinced that the sound was better so much as different.

CONCLUSION

Without a doubt, CD has made considerable advances over the years. Nowadays, players are far cheaper, easier to use and yet more sophisticated. But Sony's first player proves it was possible to produce a musical, enjoyable machine from the word go.

But what of the Sony? To my surprise, it too gave a silky smooth presentation totally devoid of grain. In fact, the 101 was softer with a fuller, faster, more airbrushed delivery and no less control. The player's antique DAC was indeed audible, but instead of coarsening and hardening the sound, it softened proceedings, imbuing the midband and treble with a downy fuzz that was far from offensive.

Sure enough, rock cymbal work from Neil Young's classic analogue recording of 'Like a Hurricane' confirmed this. The touch of fizz as the Sony's steam-age DAC tried to describe the sound of a hi-hat decaying into the background wasn't like the painful glare I remembered from my early Yamaha player, instead it was euphonically enhancing the song.
Infidelity

indecently good hi-fi

NAIM, ARCAM, DENSEN, DYNAVECTOR, EPOS, LINN, MICROMEGA, NAKAMICHI, NEAT, REGA, ROTEL, ROYD, SHAHINIAN, XLO and more

9 High Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KT1 4DA
Telephone: 0181-943 3530
Open Tuesday - Friday 10.30am - 7pm, Saturday 10am - 6pm. Closed Monday

Lorcraft Audio
Specialists in Garrard, Thorens and SME.

PSU II Power Supply
Now in its second year of production PSU II mkII is a power supply that mimics a perfect mains supply, allowing Garrard 301/401 TD124 to be used anywhere in the world, and was developed as a result of our more technically minded customers requiring a more advanced PSU over our successful active PSU 1. Whilst PSU 1 cleans and reshapes the incoming wave from PSU II generates a low distortion wave from which is both voltage and frequency stable. PSU II can also be used with CD players pre-amps and tuners.

PSU II £149.00 PSU II £400.00.

Supply and service of Garrard, Thorens, and other high quality turntables using genuine and newly manufactured parts to original specifications.

Also manufacturers of the world finest Plinth for Garrard 301/401 Thorens TD124 now with 5mm covers and finest hinges if required.

Lorcraft PRC 1 Record Cleaning machine as used by the professionals. Please send for details.

Lorcraft Garrard 401s with SME arms and record cleaning machines are in use with recording studios and record dealers.

T. M. O'Sullivan
4 Big Lane, Goose Green Lambourn,
Berks RG16 7XQ

See us at "The Great British Hi-Fi Show" on the 13th & 14th April 1996

Fax / Anifaphone: 01488 72267

Suppliers of Art Audio Amplifiers, Goldring, Ortofon, & SME
ANTIOQUES ROADSHOW - THE FIRST CLASSICS

PHILIPS CD100
For many this was the definitive player. A silver top-loading machine with a row of LEDs to indicate track position, its ergonomics were crude in the extreme. Nevertheless, this 14-bit, four-times oversampling player soon gained a good reputation for its sound quality.

MARANTZ CD63, CD63B
No, not today's front loader with rave reviews! The original '63 was a champagne gold clone of Philips' CD100, although reviewers preferred it to its Eindhoven uncle. In an early example of Marantz's love of tweakery, the 'B' version appeared in black with a couple of internal mods.

MERIDIAN MCD, MCD-PRO
Meridian set to work on Philips' CD100 to produce Britain's first audiophile player, with encouraging results. The subsequent MCD-PRO - which looked like a two-box player but wasn't - won many friends.

PHILIPS CD104
The Dutch giant's second-generation machine caught up with Japan by offering luxuries like a digital display and motorised drawer loading.

"PURE, PERFECT SOUND-FOREVER"

CD - THE EARLY YEARS
When CD players gained a foothold in the High Street, competition hotted up and prices tumbled. First-generation players like Philips' CD100 which had come on to the market in 1983 at around £500 were in discount shops for less than £250 by 1986. Obsolete Japanese players were retailing at less than £200 by 1987. Software prices remained high, new releases never being cheaper than their £10.95 launch price despite tumbling production costs.

CD players superficially measured startlingly well by conventional standards. The CDP101's quoted 5Hz to 20kHz (± 0.5dB) frequency response, 90dB dynamic range, 0.004% distortion and 'Below measurable limit' wow and flutter must have seemed like heaven on earth. It was left to journalists to point out how much the new machines distorted at low levels.

Oversampling and digital word size soon became effective marketing tools on the High Street. The early Philips players were 14-bit 4x oversampling while the Japanese players were 16-bit 2x. Soon this became 4x, and then increased to pseudo 18-bit 8x until single bit Bitstream and hybrid DACs arrived to confuse everyone. Despite the popularity of bitstream machines today, liked from the beginning for their smooth sound, some manufacturers like Naim and Orelle (to name but two) still prefer Philips' late Eighties 16-bit 4x chipset, often characterised as being more involving despite its age.
THE NEW HARBETH HL-P3ES

Perfectly formed!

Remember the time traveller's box that was far bigger on the inside than out? It's the same with the new Harbeth HL-P3ES: the big-box sound from a conveniently small cabinet!

Jazz, classics, pop, speech whatever; the HL-P3ES brings the sweet, detailed and dynamic full-scale sound of reality to even the smallest room or studio!

Whatever your musical (or home theatre) tastes, the HL-P3ES transports you right into the recording — you're simply never aware of these unobtrusive mini-marvels. Just as real hi-fi should be.

Uncover hidden depths — sounds you'd never noticed before — in modern sessions and your most treasured recordings. That's what we mean by low-colouration.

A pair of these mini-Harbeths upgrade any hi-fi system and the screened magnet technology and super-size sound make them ideal for front and dialogue channels in AV systems.

In nine beautiful real-wood veneers the HL-P3ES blends into any room, acoustically and cosmetically.

The new Harbeth HL-P3ES: dynamically!

For information please contact Heather Lewis, Harbeth Acoustics Ltd. Unit 1, Bridge Road, Haywards Heath, W. Sussex, RH16 1UA, UK.
Tel: 01444 440955 Fax: 440688 E-Mail CompuServe 100624,455

Give your outboard converter the digital source it deserves.

Our no nonsense modifications will transform an average integrated C.D. Player into a top-notch C.D. Transport.

We operate a professional, well-organised factory service and guarantee all our work.

For a copy of our Company profile together with prices and details on our unique, affordable upgrades send an S.A.E. to:

AUDIO SYNERGY LTD., VALLEY WORKS, STATION LANE, HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKSHIRE, WF16 ONF

HIGH END Export discount 50% or more

SALE

Only few units left!
Some prices negotiable

AUDIO RESEARCH
DAC1 D/A converter - LS1, SP15
preamplifiers - D250 MkII, M300
MkII, Classic150 power amplifiers

WELL TEMPERED
Record Player, Classic, Signature

import price from

£590

GOLDMUND
Studetto turntable - T5
tonearm - Mimesis 8 power
amplifier - Apologue speakers

Also: Berning TF-10 preamplifier, Breuer tonearm, Cotter ultra-isubsonic filter, Eureka 1 and 2 step-up devices,
MarkLevinson MLC-1 cartridge, Moerch tonearms

Call for catalogue!

Glotta AB, phone +46 8345251, fax +46 8346533
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Now, Quad's stand-alone mains-powered 77CD player can be used with any amplifier.

Haider Bahrani plugs in.

Maire Ni Bhraonain brought a tingle of Celtic pride to my bones, despite my own roots being on the other side of the Irish Sea. The effect was down to her voice, a harp, a double bass and acoustic guitars on 'Bhean a Ti' from the live Clannad in Concert CD. The fact it was spinning inside the drawer of Quad's mains-powered 7712CD player might have had something to do with it, too, of course.

The 'Quadlink' model, now known as the 7714, was reviewed in the November '95 issue and can only be used in conjunction with the 77 integrated amplifier, from which it takes its power. The 7712 is for those who prefer to use other amplifiers and therefore need to plug it into the mains. It will set you back £250 more, priced at £850.

The second track on Bjork's Post CD is, soundwise, a bit of a hybrid. Her voice mixes it with strings, accompanied, unusually, with a plethora of techno-type delights. Although her voice sounded somewhat hollow, Quad's slimline CD player reproduced the rest with excellent instrumental detail and good depth. Ricky Lee Jones's laid-back 'Easy Money' had all the cool of someone driving down Highway No 1 in an open-top Mercedes wearing Raybans. The image was uncluttered, both instrumentalists and vocalist having a clear but not overwhelming presence, and stretching beyond the 'speaker boundaries. The guitar on Paul Weller's 'You do Something to Me', raunchy but smooth enough not to be piercing on the higher notes, had such an analogue character to it it almost distracted me from the song. Weller's 'Broken Stones' was warm and relaxed, with an equally open image and a calmly controlled bass.

Up-tempo music, though, found the lower-mid and upper-bass registers dominating the proceedings. Tuce's 'Celebration of Life', a bass-heavy funk album, boomed more than thundered. Marvin Gaye's 'What's Going On' is carried along by its bass line, but on this occasion it engulfed the other instruments, obscuring their expressiveness.

Unlike Quad's 67CD, which had only a single Open/Close/Play control on the fascia, the 7712 has four: Standby, Drawer Open/Close, one which toggles between Next and Previous tracks and another which combines Play and Stop. A 'basic' remote adds the usual random play, track skip and track access functions.

Using an Audiolab 8000Q pre-amplifier, 8000M monoblocks and Mission 752 loudspeakers, the 7712 would be judged, at least, adequate in the face of its direct price competitors from Teac and Marantz. Except that the 7712 has no digital output, just analogue RCAs.

Quad 7712
£850
Quad
St Peters Road,
Huntingdon,
Cambs. PE18 7DB

WORLD VERDICT

A sweet and musical sound, but competition from Marantz and TEAC is particular is strong.

Measured Performance see p119-121
Hi-Fi World's letter of the month: A CASE OF HI-FI STYLE

I D Curry
Gt. Yarmouth,
Norfolk

Dear Hi-Fi World,

Do other readers of Hi-Fi World agree that amplifiers in so many cases are just plain ugly? Is it just me, or do other readers of Hi-Fi World agree that

It seems the more money we part with, the more 'biscuit-tin' like the product becomes: poor graphic printing, plain aluminium fascias, accessory-bin buttons and knobs and so on. I am not doubting the sonic ability of these products. Clearly they are of very high component quality, offering, sonically, very good value for money. But what surprises me is why manufacturers who show such brilliance in creating these dynamic works of art house their components in casings that are lacking any design concept whatsoever.

When you consider these amps cost hundreds, or even thousands, of pounds, you would think manufacturers would show more interest in trying to create a more stylish, more saleable fascia for their amps. Customers are influenced by the appearance of a product and do not buy on sonic ability alone. We not only want to hear the quality, we also want to see it!

I agree not all manufacturers fall into this category, but perhaps we have come to accept the 'biscuit-tin' as the norm. But I feel with more imagination from manufacturers and more discerning demand from customers, things may change for the better.

I entirely agree. Too many British manufacturers have neglected aesthetics, and, alas, sometimes quality control, over the last few years.

To give an example or two. One pair of loudspeakers, in use over a few months, had a veneer which discoloured and cracked. A pre-amplifier, said by the manufacturer to be straight off the production line, arrived with a selector knob spinning uselessly on its spindle. The paint on the fascia also began to flake off at a touch in a matter of days.

A well-known company apparently is unable to ensure a BNC socket on its CD transports stays secured to the PCB. Other items have turned up for review with control knobs that would be considered too plasticky and cheap for a Chinese-made toy. Once, I watched the brass finish of a valve amplifier chassis literally tarnish before my eyes with the heat from the transformers. It's been lacquered since to prevent this happening, but it should have been done in the first place, surely?

And the aesthetics! While British designers are highly rated when their talent is applied to motorbikes or household implements, their expertise seems rarely called upon for hi-fi. The last time I remember being excited by the look of a new British hi-fi product was the appearance three years ago of the Michell Alecto.

Probably, the lack of 'design' is a product of both complacency and lack of cash. The first has resulted from general acclaim worldwide for the way British hi-fi sounds and has led, particularly on the part of some smaller companies to the notion that as long as it sounds good it doesn't matter what it looks like. In my view this is wrong-headed, confirmed by a spell talking with Ken Ishiwata of Marantz on their stand at Live '95.

We had been talking about the 'look and feel' of hi-fi that summer and agreed that manufacturers needed to pay the same kind of attention to elements of design that car manufacturers do to a dashboard. We were confirmed in our belief as to its importance just watching people stroking the metalwork.

I know that hi-fi is in a more precarious position than it was ten or twenty years ago and that costs have to be shaved. Few companies can afford to pay a design group like, say, Pentagram. But if companies carry on thinking they can get away with the hi-fi equivalent of a Morris Oxford instead of a Vectra, their position, methinks, is going to become even more precarious. EB
THE DEFENCE

After reading your letter and Eric’s reply, I must say I have to disagree. I penned a list of ten or more manufacturers’ names straight away whose products combine performance with style and quality. The thing is, products such as these naturally take longer to develop and cost more to produce, so there aren’t that many new ones each year and they tend to be higher priced too.

Here’s just a few examples that spring to mind: Eric mentioned Michell’s Alecto, but take a look at the engineering and design quality in the Gyrodec and Orbe turntables too. Whilst we’re on the subject, what about SME tonearms - which I don’t think anyone could criticise and Linn, Ortofon and Lyra all make cartridges that show remarkable engineering elegance.

Meridian, Quad, with their growing 77 series, and Mission all offer ranges of electronics that I feel are superbly built and styled, with a real luxury feel in use. They are conservatively-styled I must admit, but then that is what the public demands in most cases. If you want something a little more showy, Audio Innovations’ Alto CD and amplifier, especially in chrome, set the standard, and at a reasonably affordable price.

Again conservatively styled, but with absolutely fabulous build and finish are loudspeakers from Castle, ProAc, Spendor and Harbeth. It never ceases to amaze me that these manufacturers manage to finish their cabinets to such perfection on a production line. Have a close look at how the veneers meet at the edges - not a missing fibre or split in sight, and on more expensive models veneers are even pair-matched. The quality of cabinet work here is unmatched in my opinion.

There are many more I haven’t listed, but I hope the above is enough to re-assure you that there is quality-engineered, built and styled equipment out there to be found. Primarily, I feel equipment should be designed and engineered for reliability and sound quality, its performance if you like. If it sounds terrible and blows up after a few months, all the styling in the world won’t save it.

There are many products out there from specialist manufacturers that offer this ‘performance’. I don’t think they should be discounted just for using an off-the-shelf control knob because the manufacturer concerned can neither afford nor justify the expense of a custom alternative. There are a few that offer neither the performance or build quality appropriate to the price, but these are few and far between and a fact of life in any industry.

Anyway, I’ve probably gone on too long and I’ve just remembered your criticism was regarding amplifiers. Here’s ten across a wide price range I think you should take a look at:

Mission
Cyrus III,
Unison
Simply II,
McIntosh
MA6800, Meridian
551, Quad 77,
Michell Alecto,
Alchemist Axiom, Audio
Innovations Alto, John Shearne Phase
II, Focusrite Red 4/5. I rest my case in the defence of hi-fi style. DB
Concerning the request from S.M. Beckford (Letters, Dec '95) for help finding material recorded in '3D sound', as on BBC's Tomorrow's World back in early '92, your reader wasn’t thinking of EMI's Sensaura.

The actual process demo'd on TW was Roland's RSS (Roland Sound Space) system based on distortion phase/intensity. The effect is quite dramatic but like the similar 'Q-sound' it sounded dreadful in mono. Music recorded with this process won’t get air play as T.V./Radio still have to cater for the huge number of mono receivers.

Your readers may like to purchase Essential Hi-Tech, BBC CD 856, mastered by Nimbus. This includes the Tomorrow's World theme as demo'd in Roland's RSS system on the programme that one time. I know of no other discs recorded in this process.

John Slevin
Stockwell,
London.
the following.
I too have a 'stand alone' CD ROM player. An NEC unit, it cost nearly £400 and is built like the proverbial battleship. For computer use - a lovely bit of kit!

Being curious I connected its audio output to my system (Naim 42.5, Hi-Cap, 250, Isobariks) and guess what? Its audio capabilities are severely limited. In short it sounds bloody awful!

Before I am accused of belonging to the Flat Earth Society, I use (and enjoy) a Pioneer PD801 for CD listening. The difference between this and the NEC is about the same as the difference between the Pioneer and a Wadia/Krell player.

You have been warned. Want to play Sonic? Buy a computer. Want to listen to music? Buy a dedicated CD player.

A. Andrews
Linslade, Beds.

The trouble is that computer CD-ROM drives do not play hi-fi quality audio. Then again, have you seen the sort of speakers people use with their computers? Very lo-fi as a rule, so perhaps people just don't notice. Mind you, I've heard a computer-synthesised orchestra start off on Apple Macs and end up sounding very successful through Quad ESL-63s. EB

A WOMAN'S WEEKLY HI-FI TROUBLE
Has Dominic Todd (Feb. '96) really thought through the implications of his sofa-in-every-shop policy? I have a horrible vision of being steered towards an old armchair and a pile of Woman's Weeklys every time I visit a shop in the company of a man.

It is already almost inevitable that when a woman asks a question (especially if it is more technical) the reply will be directed towards the man. At best, the more 'informed' dealers might, as an afterthought, tell the wee lassie that it's really no more complicated than whether or not you can tap your foot to it. "Just keep on tapping your foot, dearie, and leave all those nasty technicalities to the men."

Is this any way to treat a sentient being?

Please, Hi-Fi World, think twice before making any more suggestions like this. Retailers already have enough ways of keeping women in their place without being encouraged to dump us in the 'soft play' area!

Fiona Lucock Lancaster.

I think you may have misinterpreted Dominic Todd's views. The point he was trying to make is that a hi-fi retailer should make the shop as inviting and comfortable as possible for a wide range of customers in various circumstances. Providing comfortable seating, coffee, magazines and games to keep children amused can only make the whole experience of buying a piece of hi-fi a more enjoyable and civilised occasion for everyone.

The large majority of hi-fi dealers are very professional and caring in their approach to customers. Many of the staff in hi-fi shops are there through their love of music and hi-fi, which makes them very valuable when it comes to choosing the right equipment. A good approach to making the very best of this service is to call your hi-fi dealer first and arrange a time for a demonstration. This will give them time to set up an example system that they think will be suitable and ensures that you will have their undivided attention throughout your visit.

Often, if you book like this, you will be assigned one member of staff who will be with you the whole time, setting up different systems and helping to guide you towards the best possible choice. If you want to make the right choice and come away with something that will give years of enjoyment, I think it is well worth trying this approach. DB

Audiophile Int. Tel: 01276 855578

Make the most of a demonstration with this Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab album.

TIME TO ASSEMBLE A DAC?
My system consists of a Linn LP12, Ittok, and Audio Technica OCS, via a Hart phono stage and Roksan Attessa DP-2 transport with dual Positron QED Digit. Amplification is a passive preamp feeding two re-conditioned Leak TL12 Plus power amplifiers (new Audio Note caps/resistors and Sovtek valves). Speakers are Epos ES1Is.

Having recently added the Attessa transport, I am keen to bring my DAC up to standard, and have audited various designs including the Pink Triangle Ordinal which I found very good. As it will be a long time before I can afford such a thing, I was considering the Assemblage DAC tested in your January issue. How does it compare with the Ordinal?

Kevin Beel, Herts.

Your dual-Positron'd QED Digit has a very clear, punchy sound, but could be described as lacking in warmth and body compared with today's best convertors. I can see why you liked the Ordinal; it has a similarly forthright and powerful presentation, but is a little more refined, bringing greater detail and atmosphere to music.

The Assemblage is a step beyond what you have, having a sweet and gentle sound that many
Real Hi-Fi in the City

DANISH HARD CORE! Amplifiers that is. Check out the outstanding value for money offered by the Densen Beat 100, a minimalist integrated combining articulation and rhythm with a power delivery that drives all but the most demanding loudspeakers. The powerful and refined DM10 offers more of the same, but with the advantage of dual mono operation and massive (150wpc) power capability. The sheer power and presence of these amplifiers contrasts nicely with the delightfully refined sound produced by the range of valve and hybrid models from Copland. The CTA14 integrated combines valve sound with the muscle of solid state power at a very reasonable cost while the all valve integrateds and pre-power combos combine the best of modern valve technology with great build quality and finish, all at real world prices.

The Sound Organisation
London S.E.1
0171 403 2255

The Cat Sat on The Mat, but didn’t realise this hand made drawer Chest has been designed to hold 480 cds & 75 cassettes

For this and all other items in our range of Handmade items for Hi-Fi, CDs, LPs, Books Etc. Etc
Please contact: Ian Edwards, The Old Chapel, 282 Skipton Rd., Harrogate, HE1 3HP
Tel: 01423 500 442.

V’audio
Hi-Fi Consultants

So, yet another show has been and gone and I’ve just managed to recover after being shut in for 4 days! Having assisted in a room demonstrating mainly Shearne Audio amplification and the Alop II and Petite speakers from the USA, it was gratifying to feel that it is possible to produce a good sound under difficult conditions - Having a home cinema + subwoofer next door didn’t help! Alright we did mainly use an expensive front end consisting of the Audiomeca Mephisto transport (whose looks alone produced many appreciative comments) plus the Trichord Pulsar DAC and power supply, but you need all the help you can get! the Alop IIs are quite large speakers and I must say the Shearne Phase 2 integrated plus Phase 3 power amp, although only 50 watts/channel each, did a fine job in driving them in bi.amp mode. Indeed, the Phase 2 when tried on its own, when everyone had gone home also sounded excellent and the fact that you can start out with this attractive £650 amp, and later add on the Phase 3 makes it a very attractive package. Although obviously the larger, Alop IIs are very impressive, the small Petites were much appreciated by those who heard them and are well worth hearing it in the market for a mini. Do ring for a demo.

HELP!

But it was very obvious speaking to visitors to the show, that many customers out there are finding it very difficult to get good advice on where to go next, and we get loads of phonecalls from people asking for help. Generally all we can offer is to make a visit to their home, evaluate their system’s sound and then we can recommend what to do. Every system is different in one way or another, even if it’s just the room it’s in, and the customers’ musical tastes also play an important role. With speakers by ATC, Ryark, Heybrook, Electrocompaniet, Triangle, Alop etc. and amps from AVI, Electrocompaniet, Triangle, Heybrook, Shearne, Arion, Unison Research, plus cd players by Avi, Parasound, Trichord, Harman Kardon etc. We can satisfy most people.

Ian C. Vaudin
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 1EJ
Tel/Fax: Bristol (0117) 968 6005
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would find captivating. But combined with the richness of your Leak TL12s/ES11s the sound could become a little too soft and vague. I'd recommend trying something like DPA's Little Bit III. This discrete-design convertor has all the blood and guts dynamics of your Digit, but with greater detail and a super sound stage. This should bring a whole new dimension to your music. DB

Cord Co. Tel: 01722 331674

Get the best from your new convertor with this Chord Co. Siren interconnect.

MYSERY TURNTABLE

I am writing to ask you for some advice on an old turntable I bought called Input Design. It has a Mission 774 arm that needs re-wiring and overall it needs quite a bit of work to get it up and running. I don't mind that because I am using it to gain some experience in setting up a turntable, arm and cartridge.

I have tried to get some information from Technical & General and Loricraft Audio with no success. If you could please send me the following information I would appreciate it very much:
1) Input Design turntable - set-up, spare parts or any contacts that can help.
2) Mission 774 arm - set-up, rewiring, spare parts and address.

3) Are there any books available on generally setting up turntables, arms and cartridges?
S. Lazzari
Galashiels, Scotland.

I thought that between us Noel and I had come across practically every turntable, but alas Input Design has escaped us. Whether it deserves the amount of work you have to put in will very much depend on how much it needs.

It is not, generally, a good idea to take a tonearm to bits. If the tonearm is the original, i.e. without a fingerlift on the headshell, Mission can rewire it and bring it up to scratch. Sorry, perhaps not the best word in the circumstances. Up to standard, maybe. Call their service department on 01480 451777. EB

Audiophile Int.Tel: 01276 855578

When it's running, check out your turntable with this Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab LP.

SPEAKER FOR THE NIGHT

I'm a regular reader of your magazine although it is sometimes quite hard to get your magazine here in Germany and it is also expensive. Accordingly, I thought of getting a subscription in the new year. Through your magazine I got interested in valves and hey! that is the sound I have been after throughout the years!

I listened to the Silver Night monoblocks from Audion with Impulse Lali loudspeakers (at Zen Audio, Hull) and it was just life-like. Graham from Zen Audio gave me your review on the amps from Feb. '93. He had only the impulse speaker to listen to.

And since you didn't recommend any loudspeakers in your test, I wanted to ask you what would be the best combination? I would be very, very thankful if you can name me two or three loudspeakers that you would think perfect for the Silver Nights. The problem here in Germany is that valves haven't established themselves yet, at least not in the shops I know. Therefore I always turn to English hi-fi magazines and study them.

David Ringel
Heidelberg, Germany.

Dearie me. I wrote that review three years ago! Graham's copy must be a bit dog-eared by now. Turning back to it, I find I did mention I used the Silver Nights with Quad ESL-63s which despite others' doubts do handle low-output valve amplifiers pretty well unless you want disco levels. A horn design like those from Impulse should also suit them very well. EB

A great favourite among followers of valve amplification are ProAc loudspeakers. These generally use very high-quality drivers: fabric dome tweeters and light, sensitive paper cone woofers. This makes them reasonably efficient and tonally pure, both of which attributes will help you get the best from valves. DB

The Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook makes a great read for any enthusiast.

A WORD ABOUT REVIEWS

A request and a question: In future loudspeaker reviews, please give dimensions and weight. The question: how can you comment on the tonal characteristics of a turntable when the whole loop of turntable, arm and cartridge...

MUDDY WATERS

fbj
Sier

When it's running, check out your turntable with this Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab LP.

How do you review a turntable like the Michell Orbe? Eric Braithwaite explains.

continued on page 49...

Newnes. Tel: 01865 310366

The Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook makes a great read for any enthusiast.
Imagine an amplifier which offers the simplicity of an Integrated Amplifier and the flexibility of a separate Pre-Power Amplifier. It is the new Audiolab 8000S Stereo Amplifier.

At the turn of a switch you can use it as an Integrated Amplifier, as a Pre-Power Amplifier together with the Audiolab 8000P Stereo Power Amplifier in a bi-amplified system, as a high performance stand alone Pre-amplifier, with an external surround sound processor, or with a sub-woofer. It has remote control and outstanding sound quality. We couldn’t think of anything else an Amplifier needs to do!

Ask your Audiolab dealer for a demonstration.
are involved?
A good example is the Best of 1995 review of the Michell Orbe turntable where the sound of finger-cymbals is praised when surely sounds of this type are 90% down to the cartridge.
J. E. Ellis
Pinner, Middlesex.

Since I was the perpetrator of the original Orbe review from which the 'Best Of...' was condensed it behoves me to reply. The cartridge used, which had previously had a full review, not so coincidentally by me, was the Ortofon MC7500. The SME V arm I had also heard and used several times before.

As a preliminary to the full review of the Orbe, my own SME IV was transferred to the new turntable from its long-term residence in my own Gyrodec.

The mechanics and logistics of the listening process preparatory to a review are seldom mentioned in print. They would likely be objected to as boringly repetitious, since the preparation is often the same. Nor does space allow it.

So, everything had been heard elsewhere other than on the Orbe: mentally subtract the similarities and Bingo! what's left is unique to the turntable.

That's why the finger cymbals could be attributed to the Orbe, not just the cartridge. Trust me. EB

QUAD SURVIVAL QUESTIONED

I read with sadness that Quad had been sold. I well remember Leak, to which I remained faithful until it was sold to Rank. At that point I changed to Quad and I have stayed with the product to date, upgrading whenever new items were introduced. I would like to pay tribute to their outstanding personal service. Quad has been a landmark of the hi-fi world for over fifty years.

I wish I could agree with NK that 'Quad's future seems assured'. I feel the reverse is more likely. Look at the many yeoman names of yesterday which are now just labels for system components.

I hope Hi-Fi World, as the only magazine to give Quad a fair hearing over the last forty years. Product life-cycles are becoming shorter and shorter and products are becoming more and more complicated.

The Quad II power amplifier took two man-years to develop, had about fifty components. It remained in production unchanged for eighteen years. The Quad 77 integrated amplifier and remote control system has taken about 15 man-years, has more than 500 components and will have a production life expectancy of about five years. This trend will continue, and this means that companies have to be bigger to fund the ever-increasing R&D needs for the future.

As part of Verity

Quad's 'intelligent' remote control which partners their 77 series of electronics.
One thing the Lalis did that few other speakers do was make listening to music fun. Chris Beeching, Hi-Fi News '95

You can follow the digital revolution or you can follow the Groove

"The sounds from the Pro-ject 1 had the famous engaging bloom and warmth so characteristic of LP, which is either caused by analogue's inherent superiority over digital or a mixture of distortion, crosstalk and microphony according to your viewpoint. Anyway, I liked it ..."

John Borwick, Gramophone

Presents:
THORENS CD PLAYER, PRE-AMP & TUNER.

AVAILABLE NOW


* Home Installations*
* Free Local Deliveries*

"Introducing a new brand of amplifiers exclusive to Studio One The Sonneteer Campion Integrated amplifier.

"Call Joseph or Ossie now for Free advice"

Audition The ECA Servo A Point 2 True Ribbon Loudspeakers "Be Amazed!"

"Records cleaned and sleeved on Nagaoka antistatic for £1.50 per album"

Pay us a visit, we are near Olympia
Audio Valve's monoblock amplifiers look like a double-decker bus, thinks Douglas Floyd-Douglass, but he enjoys the ride.

A weekend on the continent recently confirmed my suspicions: they're out to get us! The threat is coming, not from the Americans or the Far East, but from the old world's champions of fine cuisine and exemplary styling. The proliferation of Italian, German and French high-end hi-fi throughout Europe is not to be scoffed at.

Sonus Faber, Unison, Focal, Leedh and others are all competing strongly with British products.

Like Eurogastronomy, Euraudio can be unexpected, delicious and often downright adventurous. Just the impression created by these German Audio Valve PPP 45 monoblocks, a pair of glass-and-lacquer finished Deutsche double-decker buses with eight valves inhabiting the upper deck. The power valves in this 45W parallel push-pull design are six of the classic EL84s, the input valves ECC83s.

Jazz on these omnibuses was peachy, to say the least. The saxophone on Wes Montgomery's 'Round Midnight' reeked of 'Art Pepper-edness' with its commitment and deep, churning melody. The distinctively soft Montgomery thumbed guitar sounded authentically Gibsonesque and his octave chord-slides were as clean as his teetotal reputation. The intonation on this recording and the differentiation of each note and chord were precise.

Double bass could be felt; it had just the right amount of buzz on the strings as Arthur Harper slid from one note to the next. Piano was smooth, but with a slight upper-bass edge. Older recordings like this (Paris, 27th March 1965, just three days older than me) are blissfully free of digital reverb and the crowd noises were atmospheric and real. The soundstage was stable even during demanding passages. Jazz fans will love these amplifiers.

There was a real feeling of synergy between these power amplifiers and their countryman Beethoven. The Harnoncourt/Teldec recording of well-known pieces is spot-on. And what a performance! These valves really brought out the passion. The woodwind and flutes were open and fast, with a sense of urgency. Soft passages were luxuriant and the basses and cellos were superbly together. There was a big, even, comforting, soundstage.

A big sound and substantial power reserves bely the Audio Valves' modest stature. They may lack something in refinement, but they confirm for me, once again, that valves are one of the best forms of amplification.

Audio Valve PPP 45 (pair) £1195

Wollaton Audio
134 Parkside,
Wollaton,
Nottingham NG8 2NP
Tel 0115 928 4147

WORLD VERDICT
Listenable, likeable and good value.
For those of you that think that modern life has been immeasurably improved by the advent of nuclear power, soap operas and the ending of all wars, you should replace all your records with CD's.

"I WANT ONE"

- Douglas Floyd-Douglass, Hi-Fi World

Now you don’t often hear a reviewer say that about a product, do you? So what exactly was it that moved D.F-D to lavish such fulsome praise on the Unison Research Simply Two? Was it the specification? (12 Watts of single-ended pure Class A). Or the finish? ("It would do a Ferrari proud"). The price maybe? ("real value for money with no compromise"). All very impressive, no doubt. But the real answer is both deeper and more subtle. Simply Two is one of those rare products that makes listening to music a magical experience. Just as it should be.

For a list of approved stockists and full details on the Unison Research Simply Two integrated amplifier (£995), Simply Four (£1495), or the amazing 'Smart 845' monoblocks (£2995), contact:

U.K. DISTRIBUTION
23 RICHINGS WAY, IVER, BUCKS. SL0 9DA
TEL: 01753-652669  FAX: 01753-654531
Some call it a lark, others say it takes the edge out of their mouths. Thinking of the blinding blue flash that vapourised a circuit board engaging about it I'm not about putting wallpaper up things. I'm not talking track the other day, I'd call mouths. Thinking of the chance, a lot of people find sure, because having been here, so much as building is fun. It seems that, given a challenge. I'm not at all familiar as eating, if more fun. The surprise is that so many people get just as big a kick out of this "lark" providing frustration doesn't overwhelm them. It seems that, given a chance, a lot of people find building something, which is a creative process, very rewarding.

You've got to want a challenge. I'm not at all convinced that a kit which is so slick that it requires no mental effort to assemble is a good idea. Heathkits became this before they disappeared: super slick and much like normal commercial product when built. When the price approached that of commercial product there was no magic nor any "reason to build" left.

There's a challenge in building, especially if you can make a contribution to, say, the finish. Then there's the mental tussle of getting it all working. Just about every amplifier I have ever built has not worked properly first time, so take heart! But sorting it out has been absorbing and educational, if frustrating as well. It's a great help to have a meter and a 'scope, both of which come cheap these days, plus a signal generator. How I used to dream of these things when trying to get various short wave receivers going, during my schooldays. They'd whistle and squeal and do all sorts of peculiar things, I was never quite sure what.

In those days I dreamt of making what was known as a "wobbulator". This wasn't a machine for lazy slimmers, so much as a frequency swept RF signal generator capable of displaying IF alignment on an oscilloscope. In spite of these difficulties though, my receivers - the last being a 24 valve double-conversion type were dear to me. At the time motorways were a novelty, so our Devon town was isolated by modern standards and might just as well have been on Mars. Listening to Luxembourg, Voice of America and what have you, was far more exciting than going to the local fleapit to watch corny old flicks like Pride & Passion or Presley's April Love (yech!).

In those days test equipment weighed a ton and had a price to match. Maplin and others now offer some amazing devices for those who want to take a more serious interest and this really does open up the subject for those who want to get serious.

We started DIY in Hi-Fi World because readers constantly asked for it, and because we understood from our hands-on experience just what the attraction is. It was the second Supplement, dated May 1993, with the Mullard 5.20 valve amplifier, that really took off. I was amazed. I've always loved valve amps. but was far from sure anyone else did. Haider Bahrani, who works on this magazine but is a solid-state engineer, thinks we are a trifle bonkers. He became even more convinced of this when I shorted down 500volts of H.T. the other day with an almighty flash and bang in the editorial department (we keep 'em on their toes!). Yet that Mullard amplifier was one of the most popular projects we have ever featured, in spite of the dangers.

Now it's becoming received wisdom that valves are where it's at in high fidelity. This hasn't quite got out into the High Street yet, but it is beginning to capture the attention of big manufacturers as they see sales go up as fast as a 10V electrolytic with 500volts across it. When Marantz brought out the £30,000 T2 and Western Electric announced they were to restart manufacture of the 300B valve, the whole business got a big publicity boost. I'm mightily amused by the way so many of Britain's manufacturers are now beginning to wonder whether this represents some sort of commercial way forward for them.

As with valve amps though, DIY loudspeakers, at their best, can offer extraordinary performance. One key advantage the constructor has over the commercial manufacturer is a relative lack of cost restraint. Manufacturers have to add on their own margin and then a retailers margin on top of this. Adding to this are R&D, transport, packaging and warranty costs, not to mention advertising and what have you. It all adds up to quite an extra load, seen either in the profit margin that must be applied or in direct add-on costs. The big victim in all this has been drive unit quality. We've seen some real cheap drivers in very expensive speakers - a daft way of doing things. DIY allows constructors to use high quality drivers, fitted with Kevlar, Carbon Fibre and High Definition Aerogel cones, housed in beautiful cast alloy chassis. That's a great starting point for producing a quality loudspeaker.

I look at DIY like this: you can sit in front of a TV and vegetate, or you can be in the workshop building something. Just try not to destroy it - what you are building and the workshop that is - in a blinding blue flash.

S

Mysteries from Noel Keywood

kaleidoscope
In art, the simplest disciplines can also be the most demanding. To write a haiku, a traditional Japanese poem, a poet is allowed just 17 syllables to capture a complete thought. So each word has to be weighed against every possible alternative to ensure there is no better alternative. The engineers and designers at Aura would immediately recognise the rigour of this approach. Like the poet, their goal is deceptively simple – to reproduce music perfectly. So each component must be carefully evaluated against alternatives. Every design route is checked against other possibilities. And when a decision is made, the key components are specially manufactured to
isn't it?

our own stringent specifications. Meticulous attention to detail has led to fewer and fewer details. The fascia of our amplifiers are uncluttered by unnecessary controls. Freedom from electronic gadgetry allows us to minimise the single paths to the electronic circuits inside the amplifier, reducing 'crosstalk' and distortion. Even Aura's distinctive chrome finish has taken us years to perfect. Stainless steel is repeatedly polished until it shines like a mirror. The result is simplicity and pure beauty. If you would like to know more about Aura amplifiers, tuners and CD players contact B&W Loudspeakers (UK Sales) 01903 750 750
Flipping through our DIY Supplement and copies of Glass Audio and Speaker Builder from Audio Amateur publications, as well as the mainstream electronics titles such as Elektor and Electronics World, it strikes me that the need for a PC is becoming more and more important for the DIY designer. There’s a wealth of computer packages out there at affordable prices that will aid anyone with a basic grounding in electronics to produce their own unique designs that, with care, will yield superb performance.

A distinction should be made here between what I would call the DIY constructor and the DIY designer. The constructor is a hobbyist who has seen the benefits of building hi-fi. A good kit accompanied by easy to understand and follow instructions is great fun to build and may outperform built-up products of similar cost. If you have the ability to construct your own hi-fi, great fun can be had and the end result can be customised to suit personal tastes.

The DIY designer is more dedicated and has different goals. He or she will probably have built kits in the past, but a desire to learn more and develop knowledge will lead them further. Friends come and listen to what you have built, and quickly you’ll be building hi-fi for friends and colleagues, learning and experimenting all the time. It’s natural that you start to develop your own ideas, ideas drawn from the experience of building kits and reading journals such as those mentioned above.

So you think you’re ready. You’ve spent months planning your own loudspeaker design. You’ve picked the best drivers from manufacturers’ data sheets, developed your own cabinet design that you’re convinced will out-perform any mainstream product. More often than not, once built you’ll realise that the design process has only just begun. You can get yourself 90% of the way there with little more than good books, experience and by selecting high quality components, but you’ll quickly find yourself blind without any way of measuring what you have done.

It is this last 10% which really makes a product special. The careful tuning and balancing process is what lifts a design from satisfactory, to exceptional. Ironing out the creases and tidying up the loose ends will make your design function far better, and importantly, far more consistently.

Luckily, exactly the help you need for this tuning process is on hand if you have access to a PC. There are an increasing number of packages available which are invaluable when planning the initial design, making sure you get off on the right foot. But more and more packages are appearing that can turn your PC into an extremely powerful piece of test and development equipment.

Liberty’s IMP and Audiosuite packages are aimed mainly at building loudspeaker designers. A good kit accompanied by easy to understand and follow instructions is great performance.

The careful tuning and balancing process is what lifts a design from satisfactory, to exceptional.

For more electronics-based projects there’s Picoscope from Pico Technology. This is what has become known as a virtual instrument, where hardware and software are used to convert your PC into a range of instruments. Picoscope has virtual instruments such as a spectrum analyser, voltmeter, frequency meter and so on, making it an extremely powerful and compact test set. The top-of-the-range package costs only £199.

Another virtual instrument package is Allison Technology’s O-Scope, a plug-in module/software system for your PC that allows it to perform as a digital storage oscilloscope, spectrum analyser, frequency counter, digital voltmeter and data logger. There’s a sound level meter option too, but the basic single-trace package is available for just $230, amazing value considering that to buy the range of instruments it replaces would cost thousands.

There are many more useful packages available, and we hope to be bringing you reviews of some of the more affordable and suitable ones for DIY designers in the near future. Packages like these provide an invaluable insight into how a design is performing. Remember, for true hi-fi performance it’s not enough that it works, it’s how well it is working that makes all the difference.

Regular readers of our Supplement will have seen recent reviews on both of these systems. IMP is a basic test set, with facility to measure frequency response, impedance and produce waterfall plots. Audiosuite is really an extension of this, using a PC sound card to generate test signals. It performs as an oscilloscope, and distortion analyser as well, and has all of the usual loudspeaker tests. Both are available with a calibrated microphone; a computer disc supplied with it corrects for any errors in the microphone’s response to make it extremely accurate.

LMS, aimed mainly at loudspeaker design, uses a dedicated PC slot card which is installed inside your PC. Along with the software, LMS will give you the ability to measure frequency response, phase, impedance and just about everything you’ll need to fine tune your designs. Like many of these packages, you can also use it to check the Thiele-Small parameters of the driver you are using. In the case of LMS, this Thiele-Small data can then be inserted into their LEAP package which is used for box design and optimisation. So a measurement system can make your initial design ideas more accurate too.

For more electronics-based projects there’s Picoscope from Pico Technology. This is what has become known as a virtual instrument, where hardware and software are used to convert your PC into a range of instruments. Picoscope has virtual instruments such as a spectrum analyser, voltmeter, frequency meter and so on, making it an extremely powerful and compact test set. The top-of-the-range package costs only £199.

Another virtual instrument package is Allison Technology’s O-Scope, a plug-in module/software system for your PC that allows it to perform as a digital storage oscilloscope, spectrum analyser, frequency counter, digital voltmeter and data logger. There’s a sound level meter option too, but the basic single-trace package is available for just $230, amazing value considering that to buy the range of instruments it replaces would cost thousands.

There are many more useful packages available, and we hope to be bringing you reviews of some of the more affordable and suitable ones for DIY designers in the near future. Packages like these provide an invaluable insight into how a design is performing. Remember, for true hi-fi performance it’s not enough that it works, it’s how well it is working that makes all the difference.
I found the budget DRM-550 easy enough to use and quite slick too, like all Denons. But beneath the DRM-550's smooth exterior my measurements showed that performance was pretty mediocre. The main weakness was the magnetic head that lurks in the cassette compartment. It was unable to get high recording levels onto metal tape in particular, throwing up masses of distortion if pushed.

How did this affect results? With TDK MA metal tape there was obvious muddle and messiness, especially in the treble, even though I recorded scrupulously to 0VU and no further. One answer is to reduce recording level, but then hiss became more obvious, although Dolby C did a good enough job in suppressing it.

Another solution is to use less expensive ferric or chrome tapes. They need lower bias, which in turn reduces head saturation and distortion.

The low level intro to Tori Amos' new album, Boys For Pele, was a perfect test. With quiet TDK SF (chrome bias) tape and Dolby C hiss was minimal and I could hear just the vaguest hum close up to the speakers, something most decks suffer. The recording sounded soft and a little woolly until I cranked bias back two points on the five point scale, then the whole came more into balance.

However, with TDK AR ferric tape, which can record massive bass levels cleanly, the thunderous bass from Isaac Hayes' Branded album was obviously a bit weak, emphasis being thrown onto the midband, where his vocals were relatively clear. Today's budget recording heads are so poor, including the DRM-550's, that TDK AR, used in conjunction with variable bias (i.e. tape tuning) represents the best option. At this price point nowadays, little more can be expected, with the exception of Aiwa's AD-S750 Dolby S deck.

The facilities Denon fit are all tried, tested and useful. There's Dolby B and C noise reduction systems, a counter zero-stop, Dolby HX Pro to give cleaner treble when recording. The fascia is clean, lacking unnecessary legends, and the controls move smoothly. Automatic tape type selection is provided.

Pre-recorded tapes came across well. From Supertramp through to the piano sustains of Ashkenazy, the DRM-550 sounded clear, concise and temporally stable. For the price I wouldn't criticise it, knowing that the opposition offers no more.

Cleanly styled, well equipped and easy to use, the DRM-550 is visually attractive. It offers best results with low coercivity tapes, meaning ferrics. In my experience TDK AR and AD, as well as Maxell XL-1S, are the best choice, used in conjunction with Dolby C to suppress hiss. Metals don't suit. I'd rate the DRM-550 as a safe enough buy, providing too much is not expected.

Denon DR-M550 £159.99

Hayden Labs
Hayden House,
Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter,
Bucks. SL9 9UG
TP 01753 888447

WORLD VERDICT
Good enough performance for the price and certainly no worse than current competition.

Measured Performance see p119-127
I spotted the little KEF 60S loudspeakers in one of the many Tottenham Court Road hi-fi retailers. At first glance they didn't really appeal (there were four of them along with a centre-channel speaker and subwoofer AV style.) But as the next track on the demonstration album kicked in, my ears pricked up. Here was an AV system with remarkable clarity and detail, quite unlike the majority I've heard.

More light was shed when I peered closely at the 60S loudspeakers. Sitting behind their thin cloth grilles was a single Uni-Q driver screwed neatly into the moulded plastic cabinet. But this wasn't KEF's normal driver, which uses a 6.5in plastic cone woofer surrounding a 1 in soft dome tweeter. Instead, the 60S uses a 5.25in High Definition Aerogel (HDA) cone, the same material used by Mission in their 752s. This is the loudspeaker we use as a benchmark in our in-house listening room. Its openness and clarity are unrivalled at the price, so needless to say I was keen to audition the 60S at greater length.

A week later a selection of packages duly arrived from KEF, adding up to four 60S monitors, a centre channel speaker and the matching 30B subwoofer. One pair of the monitors and the centre channel speaker were discarded (well this is Hi-Fi World after all), but I kept the subwoofer as it had seemed to be doing a pretty good job in the dealer's showroom.

The Uni-Q driver in the 60S is a very high-quality unit for such a loudspeaker. Sitting in the centre of the Aerogel cone is a 14mm polymer dome tweeter, which, although quite cheap-looking, tends to give a fast and precise sound. This is partly due to the construction, where the dome and voice coil former are all one piece rather than separate units glued together. This also makes them light and efficient.

With the 60S loudspeakers the build budget seems to have been allocated differently to most, with more of the money directed to the main driver.

On its own, the 60S has a very open and coherent sound, with a precise tone through the midrange. But, as you'd expect from such a compact device, it is quite light in the bass.

Using High Definition Aerogel drivers, KEF's tiny 60S monitors look to have quality. Hoping their subwoofers have control, Dominic Baker listens in.
They'd be great in a bedroom but in our listening room a subwoofer was needed to add a degree of extra weight and extension. I had a choice of two: the 30B supplied by KEF and REL's new Q-Bass, also reviewed in this issue.

I approached KEF's subwoofer with some scepticism. Many manufacturer's efforts fall short compared to a REL, which are not only the best-sounding but, in my opinion, also the most flexible to use. However, congratulations are due to KEF here, because the 30B is the first sub I've come across that even gets close to competing with a REL. It suited the 60S's far better than the Q-Bass, which although fuller and richer, didn't match as well. The KEF was notably tighter and cleaner, although in fairness to REL, the Q-Bass is £150 cheaper. It would be interesting to play the KEF against REL's Strata, both having the same price.

So, with the KEF subwoofer installed I started my listening proper. In this set-up it was best with the highest roll-off selected. The 60S's don't stretch that far down, so they cross over to the subwoofer quite high up. This also helped to warm up the sound, the 60S's on their own sounding a touch cold, although this in itself is a function of their clear projection.

With classical music, the KEF system was confident and sure-footed. With their coherent delivery through the midrange and treble, violins on Locatelli's Opus IV were pushed well out into the room. Violin presents a tough task for any loudspeaker, often becoming phasey or blurred on higher notes, but the KEFs sailed through this test with surprising ease. Apart from a little cuppiness lower down, they were pure and uncoloured, able to describe both tonal shading and delicate harmonic structure.

The limitations of the 60S and 30B system became more apparent with Sheryl Crow's Tuesday Night Music Club album. "What I Can Do For You" gave the system a broader range to deal with, and at a faster tempo too. Here the cuppiness became more evident, adding a hollow, resonant thrum to her powerful projected vocals. They pushed right out into the room, but this emphasised a slightly cold and hard quality. It was evident that the system was revealing a lot of detail, an ability of the HDA driver, I suspect.

This general feeling continued with the Lightning Seeds' 'Punch and Judy'. Although the set-up had super detail and dynamics, and taut, powerful bass, the hollow, boxy colouration in the lower midrange detracted from the whole experience. There are certainly many budget loudspeakers that are worse here, but the more I listened the more obvious it became with the KEFs.

Ultimately the KEF 60S loudspeakers and 30B subwoofer don't make the audiophile grade. As a system they do have some exceptional qualities, and for someone into AV they are well worth auditioning. For that purpose they are far more musical than the majority I've heard at this price. But at just under £200 the 60S's have fierce competition to face not least from KEF's own Coda 7 which is £50 cheaper.
ROMULUS
A tube amplifier with truly astounding loudspeaker control and sonic clarity unchallenged by the dynamics of any music.
True 35+35 Watts RMS output power.
Designed and built by engineers and music lovers.

Supplied complete with cover
ROMULUS RRP £1189.00

CR DEVELOPMENTS LTD  Unit 8, Craftsman Square, Temple Farm Ind. Est., Southend - on - Sea, Essex SS2 5RH

Musical Technology
Designers and Manufacturers of High Performance Audio Equipment

The Kestrel
"Their midrange was exceptionally smooth"
"High on the list of anyone looking for a stylish floor stander"
"Engages the senses immediately"

The Harrier
"An outstanding clarity through the midrange does suggest something out of the ordinary"
"I felt thoroughly involved with the music"
"Exceptional value for money"

The Falcon
"They deliver music with tremendous authority"

The Eagle
"One of the most sensible big speaker packages around"

This is what the pundits have said:
"Engages the senses immediately"
"Exceptional value for money"
"One of the most sensible big speaker packages around"

Hi-Fi World
Gramophone
Hi-Fi Choice
Hi-Fi News & RR
Hi-Fi Choice
What Hi-Fi
Hi-Fi Choice

For more information contact:
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
Unit 10, Howard Industrial Estate, Chilton Road, Chesham, Bucks., HP5 2AU.
Tel: 01494 793137  Fax: 01494 793345

Are you making the right connections?
Send for Britain’s biggest catalogue of specialist cable and connections.
All available by mail order.
Phone 0181 9429124 or clip the coupon for your FREE copy.

CUSTOM CABLE SERVICE
PO Box 4007, London SW17 8XG

Please send me your FREE Custom Cable Catalogue
Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
Postcode ____________________________
No Further Information Required ☐
Send to : Custom Cable Service
PO Box 4007, London SW17 8XG
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(UK only)

HI-FI WORLD SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Please send me the next 12 issues of Hi-Fi World, starting with the ________________ issue.

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £22 (UK only) made payable to Audio Publishing Ltd.

Name ____________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________

...........................................................................................................
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Daytime Tel No: _____________________________________________________

Please debit my VISA/ACCESS Card No: _______________________________

Expiry Date: ____________

Signature: _________________________________________________________
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64 Castellain Road,
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E&OE 02/96
New range includes:
- 4240 Integrated Amp £279
- P42 Pre-Amplifier £279
- A42 50W Power Amp £279
- CD 42 CD Player £500
- OBH-8 Phono Pre-Amplifier £99
- OBH-10 Remote Volume Control £129
- OBH-11 Headphone Amplifiers £129

Over the last 12 years Creek Audio has designed and constructed Hi-Fi equipment for thousands of enthusiasts. Now that it is once again an independent company the story is set to continue, with a new range of equipment designed for the nineties.

For further information and a list of stockists Phone 0181 - 361 4133 or send coupon to:
CREEK AUDIO LTD, 2 BELLEVUE ROAD, FRIERN BARNET, LONDON N11 3ER.

Name
Address

CREEK AUDIO LTD, 2 BELLEVUE ROAD, FRIERN BARNET, LONDON N11 3ER.

Name
Address

SYSTEMDEK LTD 34 KYLE ROAD IRVINE SCOTLAND KA12 8LD TEL:(01294) 271251 FAX:(01294) 277095

SYSTEMDEK LTD 34 KYLE ROAD IRVINE SCOTLAND KA12 8LD TEL:(01294) 271251 FAX:(01294) 277095

Sumo presents the Artemis, a totally new concept in preamp design featuring:
- Fully discrete Class A circuitry
- Non-feedback line stage
- Balanced input
- RISC microprocessor control
- Front panel remote
- Post gain stepped attenuator
- Separate DC power supply
- Plug in upgrade (MM/ MC phono/DAC)

Sumo engineers developed for the Artemis, a proprietary RISC computer program that, in conjunction with the very high voltage non-feedback line stage, allows relay stepped attenuators to control volume levels, with absolutely no degradation of Signal to Noise regardless of the music level. SRP £195.

The new Ten/M monoblock, featuring the most advanced Class A balanced circuitry in Sumo history. Delivering 240 W into 8 ohms, it runs with no overall negative feedback, yet has superior damping factor and low distortion. Each Ten/M chassis contains two fully balanced differential power amps, one each for the positive and negative signals. The Ten/M boasts a 1 KVA transformer and can deliver over 150 amps of current. SRP £4080 per pr.

The Sumo Polaris III: "Highly Recommended" by HiFi Choice 8/95, 120 watts per channel amp, comes with true balanced inputs and can be easily run as a 300 watt monoblock. SRP £898.

The Sumo Five: 60 watts of pure Class A power, delivering over 150 peak amps of available current, including fully balanced, XLR connectors and easily configurable as a 200W monoblock. SRP £1810.

The Sumo Ten/M monoblock, comes with true balanced inputs and can be easily configured as a 200W monoblock. SRP £1810.

OTHER AGENCIES INCLUDE: ATC, AVI, CHORD, CASTLE

AUDIO REFECTIONS

OTHER AGENCIES INCLUDE: HARBETH, SPENDOR, TEAC, VDH

3 LONGWOOD VALE, TINGLEY, WAKEFIELD WF3 1UL TEL: 0113 252 0850 DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT, EVENING CALLS WELCOME
Attention-grabbing headlines are far from restricted to our much-maligned tabloid press. Anyone who follows the motoring magazines can’t fail to notice the shock headlines that crop up regularly.

You can probably guess the sort of thing, even if you aren’t familiar with the intricacies of quad-cam variable valve timing. ‘BMW Slaughtered By Toyota!’ ‘Astra Deals Deadly Blow To Golf GETI!’ ‘The Best Car In The World - It’s A Mercedes Not A Bentley!’

You can bet your bottom dollar that BMW hasn’t really been crushed and as soon as a new ‘hot hatch’ comes along, it too will overtake the Golf. What always promises to be the final word never really materialises.

The same is true in the hi-fi business too. We’ve had the Japanese super budget amplifier that wipes out the home-grown competition, the super-fi that will crush the best high-end efforts from the States and the continental loudspeakers that will definitely destroy the home industry. Of course, as in the motor trade, the predicted consequences never materialise, or only to a small degree. The publicity may cause a bit of concern among manufacturers at first, but after a while things settle down and it’s all forgotten.

There is a strong feeling for the status quo in the hi-fi industry. What retailers seek is not a manufacturer who produces one exceptional product which, either through their persistence or simply by circumstance, is exceptionally well reviewed and well thought of. This is because the next model to come along is usually nothing like as good and will struggle to meet the class average left alone set a new standard.

This is well illustrated by Pioneer’s dilemma over the A-400 amplifier. The original proved a much greater success than even Pioneer themselves could have dreamt of. The problems arose when it became due for replacement in the range.

The trouble was, with the original being so highly regarded, the A-400X which took its place faced an uphill struggle to make anything like the same impact. In fact, Pioneer were so concerned they ended up keeping the A-400 in production alongside the product that was meant to take its place! As it turned out, the ‘X’ never did quite catch on. While the original best-seller carried on until quite recently.

Since then, Pioneer hasn’t had the same amount of attention - and that was all over one product.

The prizes a retailer seeks are accounts which have an aura of respect within the industry and can survive a poor review, or even a year of bad reviews, simply because of who they are.

“The prizes a retailer seeks are accounts which have an aura of respect within the industry and can survive a poor review, or even a year of bad reviews, simply because of who they are.”

Keep the A-400 in production alongside the product that was meant to take its place! As it turned out, the ‘X’ never did quite catch on. While the original best-seller carried on until quite recently.

This obviously creates concern among other companies which have their work cut out competing with such well-established and recognised brands. Yet not even ‘Key Accounts’ can afford to be complacent in such a small but fast-moving industry.

There is an underlying tension concerning its future. This has manifested itself in our first-ever trade-only event (to be held this April) at which manufacturers, distributors and the press can all get together and talk about the state of the industry and how things can be improved.

The Consumer Electronics Trade Interface (CETI) will face issues such as the impact of future technologies and trends, staff motivation techniques, selling and communication skills, marketing, distribution, shop presentation, even room acoustics and computer software. There will be seminars where the industry can meet the press and, no doubt, give them a good grilling over product selection and reviewing technique.

The irony is that CETI is to be held in Harrogate, the very place where the north has been crying out to have a hi-fi show for years, and it is not open to the public. Many of the topics to be covered, such as room acoustic techniques and the latest recording technology, would interest hi-fi enthusiasts too. They are not the sole preserve of the trade. An exclusively trade audience could be catered for with trade days before a public one, as the hi-fi shows manage to achieve.

Despite this, will CETI be headlined ‘The Show To End All Shows’ at the end of this month? We shall have to wait and see.
We offer below a selection of our CVC PREMIUM range of audio valves. These CVC BRAND valves are from selected world wide sources, processed in our special facility to provide low noise/hum/microphony. PRE-AMP valves and POWER VALVES burnt-in for improved stability and reliability. Use this sheet as your order form. If you require matched pairs, quads or octets etc. Please allow £1.00 extra per valve for this service and mark alongside the valve type number ‘M2, M4, M8’ etc as required.

### Price list and Order Form for CVC PREMIUM Audio Valves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRE-AMP VALVES</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECC81/12AT7WA</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC82/12AU7WA</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC83/12AX7WA</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC85</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC88</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECF92</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL82</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL86</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF86</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E80F Gold Pin</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E81CC Gold Pin</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E82CC Gold Pin</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E83CC Gold Pin</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E88CC Gold Pin</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6EU7</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6SL7GT</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6SN7GT</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6922</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7025</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POWER VALVES</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EL34/6CA7</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL34 (Large Din)</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL84/6BQ5</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL84/7189/A</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT66</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT77</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT88</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT88 (Gold Special)</td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A3 (+4 or 8 Pin)</td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300B</td>
<td>50.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6C33C-B</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6L6GC</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6L6WGC/5881</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6V6GT</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6080</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6146B</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6336A</td>
<td>46.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6550A</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6550WA</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6550WB</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7581A</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>807</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>811A</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>812A</td>
<td>34.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>815</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total carried forward ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECTIFIERS</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EZ80</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZ81</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ32</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ33</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ34</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ37</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU4</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5V4GT</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Y3GT</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Z4GT</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOCKETS ETC</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B9A (Chassis or PCH)</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B9A (Ch or PCB) Gold</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octal (Ch or PCH)</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octal (Ch or PCB) Gold</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Pin (For 2A3, 300B)</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Pin Jumbo (For 211 Etc.)</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Pin Jumbo Gold (For 211 Etc.)</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Pin (For 807)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Pin (For6C33C-B)</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening Can (For ECC83 Etc.)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode Connector (For 807 Etc.)</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode Connector (For PL519 Etc,)</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retainer (For 6L6WGC Etc.)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATCHING CHARGES</th>
<th>£</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POST &amp; PACKING (UK)</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL EXC VAT</td>
<td>£</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT @ 17.5% (UK/EEC ONLY)</td>
<td>£</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL TO PAY</td>
<td>£</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please make cheques payable to: CHELMER VALVE COMPANY’ or pay by ACCESS/MASTERCARD/VISA Please give details:

There's much more to good bass than boom, as Haider Bahrani discovered playing with REL's new Q-Bass subwoofer.

Today I sat in on recording sessions for Paul Weller's Stanley Road album. I popped in on Bjork and Tori Amos and even Mr Roger Nelson played me a ditty. Jealous? You needn't be. It sounded like that because I had a REL Q-Bass subwoofer in the system playing in front of me. This is not just a nice £350 boom-box toy for the bass hungry; it will subtly enhance your system as well as adding important subsonics.

REL recommends the unit be placed between the speakers with the driver firing towards the wall behind. Tried it, wasn't all that impressed. To be fair, the manual also suggests the driver could face into the room, "for a more upfront and dynamic bass sound for heavy rock". Now that was more like it! The system was a pair of Harbeth HL Compact 7s driven by a pair of Audiolab 8000M monoblocs with the signal from an Audiolab 8000CDM transport and Pink Triangle Da Capo CD convertor feeding an Audiolab 8000Q pre-amplifier.

This has multiple line-level outputs, so a pair of phono leads were easily connected to the Q-Bass. There is an alternative 'high-level' option, which allows connection direct from the amplifier's loudspeaker terminals.

It's a fine balancing act to get things spot on with the Q-Bass. The Filter control sets the upper roll-off frequency, which must be adjusted to match the natural roll-off of the main speakers you are using. This is also dependent on the level of bass set. I picked a couple of tracks which I know to be well balanced and quickly had the Q-Bass matched in.

It took a while but then Paul Weller's 'Broken Stones' had a drumkit so real I sincerely believed I could get up off my seat and touch it. Playing some other CDs, however, showed I'd obviously put a heavy Weller bias on the beast. Over the next few days I played a wide range of material, slowly homing in on the ideal setting for this system. Once there, the subwoofer vanished, integrating superbly.

Among CDs which aspire to thunderous bass is Portishead's Dummy, particularly the track 'It Could be Sweet'. The REL certainly brought it out to the full while still allowing the rest of the music through. Dummy and Bjork's Post CD were good guides for setting up this system. Both have heavy bass tracks but good vocals, so if they had been over-ridden by the bass it would have been not only criminal, but obviously a mistake.

This is really where the subtlety comes in. A sub-bass system should bolster, not dominate, what is already an appealing sound. Taking a Tori Amos CD out of its case was inevitable. The acoustic thuds and rumbles from the grand piano on 'God' perfectly complemented what was coming through the Harbeths.

At this price, for the results that can be had (with a little bit of effort) the REL Q-Bass is something all bass-seekers should consider. Especially anyone who wants to hear the lower half of Barry White's vocal register and other whale sounds.

### REVIEW

**REL Q-Bass**

£349.99

REL Acoustics Ltd.,
North Road,
Bridgend Industrial Estate,
Bridgend, Mid-Glamorgan CF31 3TP

Needs care in setting up, but this subwoofer offers serious quality bass for not a lot of money.
This month cheer up your hi-fi with a pair of Rogers loudspeakers. We have five sets to give away.

**First prize** is a pair of LS33s and their AB33 subwoofers worth £600; **second and third prize winners** take home a pair of LS33s valued at £249. **Fourth and fifth prizes** are a pair of LS1s worth £149.

Rogers will be celebrating its fiftieth year in 1997. Starting off in Hampstead, in London, it took its name from founder Jim Rogers. The initial product line included the classic Williamson mono valve amplifier, built under licence.

A few years later, in 1954, by which time they were based in Greenwich, they began to produce their own amplifiers. First of these was the Rogers ‘Minor’ valve monoblock, followed shortly by the ‘Junior’, a tuner and... loudspeakers.

Over much of its history, Rogers was almost synonymous with the BBC, manufacturing BBC monitors like the famous LS3/5a and others used in studios around the world. This relationship continues with the latest BBC monitor, the LSS/12a.

A few years on and, expanding, Rogers were on the move again. This time they stopped at Catford. Here, the company began developing other amplifiers, among them the Ravensbourne and Ravensbrook, named after two local London rivers.

The Ravensbourne runs partly underground; but instead of choosing another of London’s subterranean rivers as a name for their little integrated valve amplifier, it was named to attract the entry-level buyer and came out as the Cadet. The Cadet is now viewed as a classic, and second-hand can fetch three times its original price of £30 or thereabouts.
In 1976 Rogers were taken over by Swisstone Electronics, and upped sticks to their current home in Mitcham, Surrey. Valve amplifiers were replaced with a transistor range, including the well-regarded A75 integrated, though after 1979 the company concentrated only on loudspeakers.

Over the years older models have gradually been improved, while the arrival of LS33/AB33 designer Andy Whittle saw the gradual introduction of completely new loudspeakers, beginning with the tiny Studio 3.

Now part of the Wo Kee Hong Group, Rogers International has now gone full circle. Last September they showed two new Rogers amplifiers. What was in them? Valves!

To enter this competition please make sure your entry reaches us before 3rd May 1996. Send your completed entry form, fixed to the back of an envelope, to:

Rogers Competition,
Hi-Fi World Magazine
64 Castellain Road,
Maida Vale,
London W9 IEX

Don't forget to include your name, address and a telephone number if possible so that we can contact the winners promptly.

MARCH ISSUE COMPETITION

THREE PAIRS OF HARBETH HL-P3ES LOUDSPEAKERS WORTH A TOTAL OF £2,400.

In the March issue we were offering a chance to win three pairs of the best mini-monitor loudspeakers in the business.

The three lucky winners are:
Martin Yip of Ipswich
Michael Hamilton of Kent
Sara Wilce of Bolton

CONGRATULATIONS!

COMPETITION ENTRY QUESTIONS

Cut out and affix to the back of a sealed envelope

1) Who designed the LS33 and AB33?
   A. Andy Whittle  C. Wo Kee Hong
   B. Jim Rogers   D. Haider Bahrani

2) What were the Ravensbourne and Ravensbrook named after?
   A. Rogers directors  C. Characters from Henry V
   B. Rivers     D. Brands of Coffee

3) Where are Rogers currently based?
   A. Catford      C. Mitcham
   B. Greenwich   D. Hampstead

4) With which broadcaster has Rogers long been associated?
   A. NBC         C. BBC
   B. ABC        D. NHK

5) How long has Rogers been in existence?
   A. 50 years    C. 40 years
   B. 39 years   D. 49 years

TIE BREAKER (obligatory)

What would you suggest is the best way for Rogers to celebrate their fiftieth birthday? Answer in about 20 words. No promises about whether the company will take up the idea though!

Name: ........................................................................................................
Address: ...................................................................................................
Post Code: ................. Tel No. .................................................................

Please do not add my name to your mailing list.

COMPETITION RULES AND CONDITIONS OF ENTRY

[1] Only one entry per household. Multiple entries will be automatically disqualified.
[2] In the event of more than one entrant submitting all-correct answers, the winner will be picked from the tie-breaker by the Editor. We will endeavour to publish the results in the second issue following the closing date.
[3] Purchase of the magazine is not a precondition of entry.
[4] No correspondence will be entered into; the Editor's decision is final.
[5] No employees of Audio Publishing Ltd. or of any companies associated with the production or distribution of the prizes may enter.

If you would prefer not to receive details of new products or special offers please tick the box.

Hi-Fi World magazine is published by Audio Publishing Ltd.
"All I need is the right lead..."

- Sam Spade-Connector during his undercover investigations into the Mystery of the Lost Chord. He subsequently solved the case by utilizing a pair of ORTOFON SPK100 speaker cables.

SPK100

ortofon 01753-889949

A SYMBOL OF PRECISION

"THE MOST DESIRABLE DECK BELOW £1500"
Ken Kessler - Hi-Fi News & Record Review August '94

Michell Engineering, 2 Theobold Street, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 4SE
Tel:- 081 953 0771
The Hi-Fi Shop
GUILFORD'S SPECIALIST SINCE 1990

The friendly shop with the best sound system in the South.
Friendly advice
- 3yr guarantees
- Easy parking
Open Mon-Sat. 10am-5pm Late night Wed. 7.30pm

Agencies include: Arcam, Exposure, Kuzma, Naim
Audio, Marantz, Ruark, Audio Technica, Target, Trepid.
IPW, TDL, Trickle, and many more...

We are an
ARCADE, THE CITY

Audio

119 Middlesex Street, Bognor Regis, London E17 9P

Telephone 0181 655 3023/0181 655 3024 Fax: 0181 655 3024

We are agents for Arcam, Epiem, Aura, Epos, The Ark, Roger, Royde.

***

Front End Problem?

The Cartridge Man

It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg to get the best - listen to my
knob - and Decca - cater.

Also agents for croft, sugden, koetsu - and Decca - cater.

To advertise in this section please call:
HI-FI WORLD
ADVERTISING SALES ON
0171 289 3533
Hi-Fi for the Beginner, the Enthusiast and the Audiophile Telephone (0922) 493499/473499

• Interest Free Credit on Selected Items (Apr. 0%
• Mail Order Available
• Evening Demonstrations by appointment
• Audio Visual Equipment
• 3 Demonstration Rooms

CREATIVE AUDIO
9 DOGPOLe, SHREWSBURY
SHROPSHIRE
Tel: (01743) 241924
Closed Mondays
• Comfortable lighting rooms
• Home demonstrations available
• Part exchange welcome
• Free home installation
• Interest free credit

Authorised retailer for:
A&R ARCAM, AUDIOLAB, CELESTION, KYRUS, DENON, DUAL, MERIDIAN, MISSION, MONITOR AUDIO, QUAD, REVOLVER, ROKSAN, ROTEL, YAMAHA, EPOS, NAIM, KEF, NAD

SUFFOLK

• SOUNDS AROUND •
NEW & USED HIFI
Professional Service Repairs and Accessories
146A Clarendon Park Road, Leicester
Telephone: 0533 702442
Specialist Hi-Fi Dealers

NORTH WEST

audio excellence
86-90 Boughton, Chester CH1 5AQ
(01244) 345576
TUESDAY - SATURDAY 9.00 - 5.30 CLOSED MONDAY

SCOTLAND

Anigram Electronics
YOUR LOCAL Hi-Fi SHOP
PIONEER, TECHNICS, PROLOGIC AMPS + LASER
DISC FOR HOME ENTERTAINMENT
TEL: (01382) 480000
32 GRAY ST, BROUGHTY FERRY DUNDEE

REPAIRS/DIY

Russ Andrews Ltd.
Edge Bank House, Sleswick, Kendal, Cumbria, LA8 9AS, ENGLAND
Tel: 01539 823247 Fax: 01539 823317

If you like the Hi-Fi equipment you have, but want a better performance, don't change it.

UPGRADE IT!
You can build better than you can buy and we offer kits, parts and instructions for anything from simple component upgrades to complete rebuilds, plus kits to build high end equipment from scratch.

Upgrading Service.
If you are daunted at the prospect of taking the lid off your prized possession, send it to us and we can do the upgrade for you. We will advise on feasibility and cost before starting work and upgrade to the level of performance you require and can afford. We have a secure, low cost collection and delivery service within the UK.

Upgrades to: Audio Research, C alenstein, KEF, Klipsch, Marantz, Meridian, Noam Hytech, Pioneer, Quad, Leda, Radford, Rotel etc.

To receive your copy of our 1995/96 catalogue, just Mail, Phone or Fax the address above.

THE Service Specialists
From classic VALVES (we'll happily re-align your HRO) to the latest DIGITAL LASER DISC... You supply the problem... We supply the solution! REVOX • LEAK • QUAD • RADFORD • ALTOBASS • GRANT • RCA • PIONEER • YAMAHA • LUMLEY etc. Our services are already widely used by Professionals and Enthusiasts: ring now for more details.

VALVE AMPLIFIER KIT ASSEMBLY

The UK’s leading suppliers of bargain CDs and music for your free catalogue contact

CD SELECTIONS
PO BOX 161
DORCHESTER DORSET DT1 2YG
Tel: 0395 844 725

For those who demand the best

A Passion for Excellence

REPAIRS/DIY

TECHNICAL & GENERAL

THE ORIGINAL TURNTABLE SPECIALIST
for the Great Classical Turntable, Arms, Cartridges, Styli
CONNOISSEUR • GARRARD • GOLDRING • LENCO • ORTOFON • SHURE • S.M.E • THORENS • WATTS
All available Genuine spares and our own re-manufacture of obsolete parts
NO ILLUSORY 'IMPROVEMENT' NO DUBIOUS OR HARMFUL 'MODIFICATIONS'
Cartridges and styli, correct radius diamonds, for early recordings - 78s & 45s
TECHNICAL & GENERAL
P.O.Box 53 Crowborough, East Sussex TN6 2BY
Tel: 01802 65 45 34

LOCKWOOD AUDIO

THE Authorised TANNOX Specialist

SPARES AND REPAIRS

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts. WD6 1WE
Phone: +44(0)1923 207 4472
Fax: +44(0)1923 207 5283

G T AUDIO

Fully guaranteed top quality repairs, servicing & upgrading carried out to all types of audio equipment (including valves). Also agents for: Unison Research, UKD Opera, Croft, Nottingham Analogue, and Posselt.
Contact Graham Tricker for details on 01895 833099

THEMA

Valves/Tubes

Chelmer Valve Company
for Audio Valves

Buy CVC PREMIUM Hi-Fi valves direct from us. All valves processed for improved performance. We also have Stock of MAJOR BRAND types including: MULLARD, GE, BRIMAR, RCA, GE, etc.
130, New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex, CM2 0QG
Tel: 01245 265865 Fax: 01245 490064

VALVES

Svetlana 695/692 EL34, Sovtek, EL34C, 845, Sovtek 12AX7, 6L6, Sovtek 12AX7, 6L6, WCC Co., 7G2, 7F2 Per Order.
Our stock includes Matching, Not VAT registered.
N.O.S. OVER 2000 DIFFERENT TYPES STOCKED
SEND S.A.E. FOR A LIST.
Wilson Valves, 38 Banks Ave, Galley, Huddersfield, W, Yorkshire, HD7 4LZ
TEL: 01484 634000 FAX: 01484 655699
Visa, Switch, Maestro Card etc.

MUSIC

Sowerby Transformers
EA Sowerby Ltd
PO Box 3
Ipswich IP1 2EL
0473 219390/252794

Output and mains transformers for GECh tube circuits. Can also make any other transformer to order. Send SA for lists and data.

HI-FI WORLD

World Radio History

MAY 1996
Hi-Fi World Specialist Dealer Directory Order

Book 12 Months For A 30% Discount!! Or 6 Months For A 20% Discount.

I wish to be included in Hi-Fi World's Specialist Dealer Directory
starting the issue for a total of .... insertions.

Please find enclosed my artwork/copy details.

I wish to book ... column centimetres at £12.50 per col. cm.

Name

Company

Address

Postcode

Telephone No.

Please return to:
Hi-Fi World, 64 Castellan Road, London W9 1EX
projects in loudspeaker design. All products are speakers and interconnects. We have ongoing development and the new Aegis Series Model 1. all of which feature the ACOUSTIC ENERGY. 3a Alexandra Road, London W13 9AR. We added to their comprehensive range a modular system of electronic transformers. ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS is a bespoke manufacturing and design company. We specialise in tailor made loud transformers. ACOUSTIC ENERGY. 3a Alexandra Road, London W13 9AR. We have ongoing development and the new Aegis Series Model 1. all of which feature the ACOUSTIC ENERGY. 3a Alexandra Road, London W13 9AR.
NEW - K6L6 35W INTEGRATED £295

K6L6 - A high performance 35watt integrated valve amplifier using 6L6 beam tetrode valves. It has four line inputs and a tape output. It is a compact design that will fit into any system, bringing valve transparency, warmth and detail.

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS
Selected World Audio Design Products are on demonstration at:

Octave Electronics
No. 81, Jalan 1/12, 46000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, West Malaysia. Tel: (603) 793 7939

New Best Co. Ltd.
No.199, Sec. 3, Cheng-Teh Road, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. Tel: (886) 2 599 2598

SB International Inc.
Zenkyoren Bldg., 2-7-9 Hirakawaco, Chiyodaku, Tokyo 102, Japan. Tel: (81) 3 3264 5321

WARNING
THESE ARE EXPERT KITS, NOT FOR THE INEXPERIENCED.
KLS3 THREE WAY CARBON-FIBRE DRIVER LOUDSPEAKER
KLS3 uses extremely light and stiff carbon fibre cone drive units for a fast and accurate sound. A dedicated 4inch carbon fibre midrange drive unit provides the cleanest, smoothest and most detailed midrange characterised by superb projection. Its high 90dB sensitivity and near flat 8Ω impedance make it one of the easiest loudspeakers to drive.

Drive Unit & Crossover kit etc £350
Drive Unit Pack £230

KLS4 TWO WAY CARBON-FIBRE DRIVER LOUDSPEAKER
A two way standmounter using stagger-tuned reflex loading for good bass, plus light and fast carbon fibre drivers.

Drive Unit & Crossover kit etc £230
Drive Unit Pack £120

KLS6 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY THREE WAY LOUDSPEAKER
KLS6 is our most advanced loudspeaker to date. It uses a combination of Audax’s HD-3P gold piezoelectric dome tweeter and High Definition Aerogel (HDA) midrange and bass drivers. To provide super bass depth and dynamics, an 8" HDA bass driver is used in a large, efficient reflex enclosure. With 89dB sensitivity, and a smooth impedance curve, KLS6 can be easily driven with amplifiers capable of producing 20watts or more.

Drive Unit Pack £640
Drive Units & Crossover kit etc. £825

KLS7 TWO WAY CARBON FIBRE DRIVER FLOORSTANDER
A compact and affordable two way reflex loudspeaker. KLS7’s slim dimensions make it easy to accommodate, but it uses light and fast carbon fibre drivers, so performance isn’t compromised. An audiophile bargain.

Drive Unit Pack £110
Drive Units & Crossover kit etc. £195

K5881 KIT £395
A superb, Class A. 20watt stereo power amplifier that uses Russian 5881 output valves, a military version of the American 6L6, designed for low distortion audio work.

Designed for long life, low running costs and excellent sound quality, K5881 can be used with a simple passive pre-amp, or our own line-drive pre-amp, and it matches modern loudspeakers well.

K5881PSE KIT £650
An audiophile parallel-single-ended valve amplifier at an affordable price. K5881PSE uses the reliable Russian 5881 output valve in parallel-single-ended mode for outstanding detail and atmosphere. It produces 17watts, enough to drive most loudspeakers, making high-end sound quality and design available to everyone. Can be easily monoblocked to give 32watts.

DEMONSTRATIONS!!
Selected World Audio Design Products are on demonstration at:

2nd Audio
17 Maritime Court, Harboro Rd, Sale.
Tel: Andy on 0161-969-0460

Horsham Hi-Fi
28 Queensway, Horsham, W. Sussex.
Tel: Jeff on 01403-251587

WARNING
THESE ARE EXPERT KITS, NOT FOR THE INEXPERIENCED.
Better off DEAD
no vibrations dead sounds perfect

FOCULPODS

FOCULPODS

NOT ONLY DO FOCULPODS ISOLATE YOUR EQUIPMENT FROM VIBRATION, BUT THEY ALSO INCREASE THE AIR SPACE BETWEEN TO PROVIDE BETTER VENTILATION - 50mm DIA x 20mm THICK.

MAY 1996

Sound Investment

If you have invested expertise and money in building up a sound system to your own unique specifications, then why compromise with indifferent housing units?

Fi-Rax offers a new dimension in audio visual racking - from a range of standard designs to the flexibility to custom create a unit to suit your particular sound system and lifestyle.

*High quality aluminium construction.
*Finishes available to your choice.
*Fully adjustable 6mm glass shelving.
*Sound isolation on shelving/feet.
*Custom created to suit your system.
*Free delivery throughout the UK.

Fi-Rax - a sound investment for those who want the best from their equipment.

Now that digital reproduction technology is so advanced, you can throw away all of your records.

"LOB LOCKS", as they say on the planet Anagramia

Getting a better more involving sound often means spending a lot of hard earned money. It's such a waste, because every system can benefit from our cables and accessories, at a fraction of the cost of some new "black box". Here are some of the ways we can help.

We have Oxygen Free Copper interconnects (£12.48) up to High Purity Silver cables (£89.00) and high definition loudspeaker cables in Silver plated Copper or Pure Silver. Our mains cables add weight, power and scale, and with non inductive RF filtering (£10.00) and over voltage protection (£3.00) enhance performance still further. Gold plated AV cables, both RF (£19.95) and Scart (£23.52), help bring picture quality in line with NICAM sound resolution.

Valves, capacitors and transistors are all microphonic, they cannot perform optimally if vibrated. Our set of three Brass Isolation cones (£5.00) are worth their weight in gold - revealing low level resolution and dynamics hitherto hidden beneath electronic noise. We also have a cure for your noisy fridge or central heating motor (£3.50), enabling you to throw away your big mains noise suppressor, which has been giving you that "sat upon sound" for years.

There's lots we can do to bring you closer to the emotion and energy of the performance. So confident are we, that we offer a 14 day money back guarantee.

Ring or write for details:-
CAMPAIGN AUDIO DESIGN
Llandudno Road (HW)
Cardiff CF3 8PG
Tel:- 01222 779401
Trade and International Enquiries Welcome.
**WARNING**

These are expert kits, not for the inexperienced. You must be able to solder and read a circuit diagram. The valve kits contain lethal voltages. We cannot be held responsible for any errors arising from the construction of the kits.

---

**ORDER FORM**

Please send your completed order form to: WORLD AUDIO DESIGN, 64 Castellain Road, Maida Vale, London W9 1EX

Tel: 0171 289 3533 Fax: 0171 289 5620

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>ORDER No.</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>UK (inc VAT &amp; carriage)</th>
<th>OVERSEAS. (net)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEW 35W integrated valve amplifier</td>
<td>K6L6-K240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£295</td>
<td>£255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4W single-ended integrated amplifier</td>
<td>4WSE-K240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£385</td>
<td>£330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUILT</td>
<td>4WSE-B240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£585</td>
<td>£495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSB81 20W push-pull valve power amplifier</td>
<td>KSB81-K240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£395</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUILT</td>
<td>KSB81-B240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£595</td>
<td>£550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSB81PSE 17W single-ended valve power amplifier</td>
<td>KSB81PSE-K240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£650</td>
<td>£555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUILT</td>
<td>KSB81PSE-B240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£850</td>
<td>£725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300B 28W valve power amplifier</td>
<td>300B-K240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£850</td>
<td>£725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUILT</td>
<td>300B-B240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£1150</td>
<td>£950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLP1 line level preamplifier</td>
<td>KLP1-K240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£345</td>
<td>£295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUILT</td>
<td>KLP1-B240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£545</td>
<td>£465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLP1P full valve phono preamplifier</td>
<td>KLP1P-K240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£495</td>
<td>£425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUILT</td>
<td>KLP1P-B240/120</td>
<td></td>
<td>£695</td>
<td>£595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLS3 3-way carbon fibre driver floorstanding loudspeaker</td>
<td>Drive Units + Crossover kit etc</td>
<td></td>
<td>£350</td>
<td>£300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive Units</td>
<td>KLS3-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>£230</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLS4 2-way carbon fibre driver standmounting loudspeaker</td>
<td>Drive units + Crossover kit etc</td>
<td></td>
<td>£230</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLS6 3-way HDA driver floorstanding loudspeaker</td>
<td>Drive Units + Crossover kit etc</td>
<td></td>
<td>£825</td>
<td>£700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive Units</td>
<td>KLS6-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>£640</td>
<td>£545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLS7 2-way carbon fibre driver floorstanding loudspeaker</td>
<td>Drive units + Crossover kit etc</td>
<td></td>
<td>£195</td>
<td>£170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive Units</td>
<td>KLS7-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>£110</td>
<td>£95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDAX DRIVE UNITS (P&amp;P Extra, please add £5.75 for individual units or tweeters, otherwise add £10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Definition Aerogel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3inch midrange</td>
<td>HM100Z0</td>
<td></td>
<td>£35</td>
<td>£30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4inch midrange</td>
<td>HM102Z0</td>
<td></td>
<td>£45</td>
<td>£40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5inch bass/mid</td>
<td>HM107Z0</td>
<td></td>
<td>£50</td>
<td>£45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8inch bass</td>
<td>HM210Z0</td>
<td></td>
<td>£60</td>
<td>£55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Fibre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4inch midrange</td>
<td>HM130C0</td>
<td></td>
<td>£40</td>
<td>£35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5inch bass/mid</td>
<td>HM170C0</td>
<td></td>
<td>£45</td>
<td>£40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8inch bass</td>
<td>HM210C0</td>
<td></td>
<td>£55</td>
<td>£50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric Dome Tweeters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25mm 92dB for 2-way systems</td>
<td>TW025M0</td>
<td></td>
<td>£15</td>
<td>£13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25mm 92dB for 3-way systems</td>
<td>TW025M1</td>
<td></td>
<td>£16</td>
<td>£14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34mm 93dB - powerful sound</td>
<td>TW034X0</td>
<td></td>
<td>£22</td>
<td>£22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oval Gold Piezo electric dome tweeter</td>
<td>HD-3P</td>
<td></td>
<td>£225</td>
<td>£195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

NAME: ____________________________

ADDRESS: ____________________________

POST CODE: ____________________________

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TELEPHONE 0171 266 0461 (24 HOURS)

---

I enclose cheque/postal order for £________ made payable to World Audio design Ltd.

I wish to pay by Access/Visa. Debit my account no:

Expiry date:

Signature: ____________________________
Make the sound decision with May Audio...
...the Distributors of note!

Totem Loudspeakers

"Wonderfully communicative miniature; loads of fun!"

**SOUND QUALITY**

Hi-Fi Choice

"Whatever sort of music you enjoy, if you're in the market for small speakers, you'll find the refined but invigorating Totems are poles apart from masses of more mundane miniatures"

MITE £495.00  MODEL 1 £1195.00  TABU £1795.00  MANI 2 £2495.00

LFD Amplifiers

"It's a diamond necklace in a world of plastic-but without the Tiffany price tag."

Eric Brathwaite, HiFi World

"Clearly these LFD components are of an outstanding quality."

Jimmy Hughes, Audiophile

"The result was music making without the Hi-Fi intruding."

Peter J. Canavan, Hi-Fi News

"Spinlink I, Spinlink II and Diglink Copper"

Hi-Fi Choice Recommended

"Anaflex. * * * * * rating" What Hi-Fi

Integrated Zero £500.00  Phono Stage PM00 £400.00
Integrated Zero LS £500.00  LSR Line Stage £1200.00
Line Stage £500.00  Power PA2M £2800.00
PowerStage £500.00  DAC D to A £1800.00

Sequence Loudspeakers

"The SW12 subwoofer produced more extension of the listening experience than I expected. The sound was warmer, more solid and involving."

"...this subwoofer is remarkably self-effacing in appearance and easily accommodated in any room situation."

"...a natural sounding system that impressed from first listening and continued to provide musical enjoyment over an extended listening."

Gramophone

"...the Sequence 400s thus gain an enthusiastic recommendation."

"...the Sequence 400s thus gain an enthusiastic recommendation."

Hi-Fi News & Record Review

MODEL 200 £100.00  MODEL 400 £230.00
MODEL 300 £250.00  SUBWOOFER £250.00
TRI-MOUNT RIGID SPEAKER STAND £50.00

Jecklin Float Headphones

"Speaker-like sound...it's in the cans!!!"

"To call these transducers 'headphones' is to do them an injustice 'headspeakers' would be a more accurate appellation."

Audiophile

"...the sound quality is more akin to a pair of speakers than most other headphones we know."

What Hi-Fi

JECKLIN FLOAT TWO £99.00
JECKLIN FLOAT ELECTROSTAT £39.00

Classical • Jazz • Blues • Big Band... the very best on Compact Disc

Our current C.D. catalogues feature some of the finest recordings of their genre and also offer unique repertoires to delight lovers of music and audiophiles alike.

- ORGAN - SOLO VOCAL - CHOIR - ORCHESTRA & OPERA
- CHAMBER MUSIC/ENSEMBLES - SOLO INSTRUMENTS
- JAZZ/FOLK MUSIC - TEST DISCS - LASER DISCS

proprius™

For literature please indicate your interests by ticking the relevant boxes:

- TOTEM LOUDSPEAKERS  - L.F.D. AMPLIFIERS  - SEQUENCE LOUDSPEAKERS
- JECKLIN FLOAT HEADPHONES  - ERGO HEADPHONES  - SONNETTEIR CAMPION

NEW FOR 1996

SONNTEER CAMPION AMPLIFIER

"Campion is one of those very rare amplifiers that pull everything together and a single in all the seminars, especially the one that kept a listener fully upright on the edge of the seat."

Hi-Fi World January 1996

ERGO HEADPHONES
"Swiss precision made in sound"
ERGO 1...POA  ERGO 2...POA  ERGO AMT...POA
UNCERTAIN ALTIMETERs

Hi-Fi World

WORLD LIBRARY

VALVE BOOKS

PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRON TUBES,
by Herbert J. Reich £29.95

Principles of Electron Tubes first appeared in 1941 as a textbook for beginners studying valves for the first time. The book starts with the basics of how a vacuum tube actually works and goes on to show how a simple circuit is designed as well as amplifiers, transformers and power supplies. A must for budding valve enthusiasts and an invaluable reference for hobbyists.

MULLARD TUBE CIRCUITS FOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS. £13.95

First published in 1959 by Mullard, this book includes full designs for eleven power and control amplifiers, including the 5-20, using valves. This book begins with a four-chapter tutorial on getting the best sound from valve amplifiers.

70 YEARS OF RADIO TUBES AND VALVES, by John W. Stokes £19.95

With over fifty years experience, John Stokes outlines the evolution of radio receiving tubes and the part they played in the domestic radio receiver in this beautifully illustrated (B&W) book. An ideal reference for those interested in the history and development of valves and for collectors alike.

THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER,
by D. T. N. Williamson. £9.95

In April 1947, Williamson’s valve power amplifier became an overnight success. The author takes you deep into his design decisions and offers practical advice on how to build the amplifier and set it up for best performance.

ELECTRONIC UNIVERSAL VADE-MECUM, by Piotr Mikolajczyk & Bohdan Paszkowski £49.95

This sizeable data book contains no fewer than 5693 valves divided into 442 groups. It contains connection details, operating parameters, load lines, example circuits and more making it one of the most comprehensive reference books we’ve seen, although there are some omissions, such as 300B and 211 valves.

LOUDSPEAKER BOOKS

LOUDSPEAKERS: THE WHY AND HOW OF GOOD REPRODUCTION,
by G. A. Briggs. £10.95

A popular and easy to understand book on building loudspeakers, using empirical techniques that pre-date computer analysis. A fine grounding, written by a manufacturer with first hand experience – recommended for beginners.

ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION,
by Ronald Wagner. £19.95

This book takes you step by step through the design and construction of a full range electrostatic loudspeaker, including the basic operating principles behind electrostatics. Whether you intend to build your own electrostatic, repair and restore a vintage electrostatic or are just interested in the principles behind electrostatics, this book is a must.

WORLD LIBRARY ORDER FORM

Audio Publishing Ltd.
I wish to pay by Visa/Access, please debit my card no:

Expiry date: ................................................................. Signature: ______________________________

Name: ...................................................................................

Delivery Address: ....................................................................

Tel: ..................................................................................

N.B. If delivery address different to the credit card holder’s address please supply both.

Please send completed order form together with your cheque/PO to:

HI-FI WORLD, 64 Castellain Road, Maida Vale, London W9 1EX.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Credit Card Orders
Telephone 0171 - 266 0461 - 24 hour Mail Order Answerphone

Please allow 28 days for delivery

World Radio History
You walk in to the Hi-Fi shop.

Across a crowded showroom, a Hi-Fi system catches your eye, then seduces your ear. Infatuated, you pay your money. Unfortunately, you also take your chances.

On the other hand, once the ear is wooed by the sumptuous sound quality unique to Arcam, a life-long love affair usually ensues.

Year after year, our dedication to sonic excellence is rewarded with top industry awards and, believe us, luck has nothing to do with it.

All of our Hi-Fi is produced at our Cambridge HQ, where it must pass the most rigorous set of tests, checks and double checks. Then, just when another quality Arcam product thinks it's safe to go into the loving arms of a new customer, we check it again.

We work hard to produce Hi-Fi separates of the highest quality, keeping construction simple and building in long service and reliability at every stage of production. So, if you're about to invest in Hi-Fi, invest in an Arcam. After all, we don't leave anything to chance.

Should you?

ARCAM

Return the coupon below to: Arcam, Pembroke Ave. Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB, England.

Or telephone: (01223) 440964 (24 hours)

Please send me information on: (Please tick)

- Arcam amplifiers
- Arcam CD players & DACs
- Arcam tuners
- Arcam home cinema
- AudioQuest cables

and the name of my nearest authorised dealer.

First Name(s) ..........................................................
Surname .............................................................
Address ..................................................................

Postcode ..............................................................

In Australia: Stolmack Audio Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 139, St. Ives, N.S.W., 2075. Tel: (2) 440 8775.

In Canada: Emerald Audio Resources, Sussex P.O. Box 16016, 720 Spadina Avenue, Suite 100A, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 3C9. Tel: (416) 596 7677.

In New Zealand: Avalon Audio, 587 Mount Eden Rd., Auckland. Tel: (09) 638 9090.

In South Africa: Hi-Fi Specialists, Durban Avent 135, Bellville. 7535. Tel: (21) 946 1461.

In USA: Audiofacts Corporation, P.O. Box 381, Highland Lakes, NJ 07422. Tel: (201) 764 8958.
The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook, 5th Edition, by Vance Dickason. £23.75

This best selling book in the field of loudspeakers offers good, up-to-date practical design information for the home constructor. Like today’s manufacturers it uses modern Thiele Small theory and parameters.

Quick & Easy Transmission Line Speaker Design, by Larry D. Sharp. £10.95

A practical approach to designing and building your own transmission line loudspeaker. Covers the background theory, but is very practical in approach. Design examples and equations, even a computer package to run under Lotus 1-2-3 which takes care of the maths.

Theory and Design of Loudspeaker Enclosures, by J. E. Benson. £23.95

This book covers loudspeaker enclosure design; infinite baffle, reflex, passive radiator etc. In great detail, with a highly mathematical approach, making it unsuitable for beginners, but highly authoritative to experienced designers with a good foundation in acoustics.

Audio Anthologies

Audio Anthologies - When Audio Was Young

There are six volumes of the Audio Anthologies. Covering one of the most exciting and important eras of hi-fi, they contain many ground breaking exercises and equations, even a decoder, 7 watt amplifier, transistor phono preamplifier, several horn and reflex loudspeaker designs and much more.

Volume One - May 1947 to December 1949

Summary of Contents: 9.5 watt, 5 watt and 6.5 watt 6AS7G amplifiers, 30 watt 30B8 amplifier, valve FM tuning indicator, 30 watt 211 power amplifier, cathode follower amplifier using 6V6, an adaptation of the Williamson amplifier, valve phono preamplifier, several horn and reflex loudspeaker designs and much more.

Volume Two - January 1950 to July 1952

Summary of Contents: Ultra linear 6L6 design and operation of the Williamson, a direct coupled amplifier, Williamson type amplifier using 6AS5, 40 watt 845 push-pull amplifier, valve phono and line preamps, valves and loudspeaker damping, design and construction of reflex and horn loudspeakers.

Volume Three - August 1952 to June 1955

Summary of Contents: Simple valve phono stage, transformerless amplifier using 6082, 20 watt 5861 amplifier, 10 watt 6V6 amplifier, stereo valve preamp, high quality valve phono stage, a preamp for the Williamson, low distortion tone control preamp, binaural or stereophonic, transistor phono amp, corner horn loudspeaker, concrete horn loudspeaker.

Volume Four - July 1955 to December 1957

Summary of Contents: 18 watt 5881 amplifier, 4 watt single-ended tweeter amplifier, budget 1 watt amplifier, versatile bass/treble control, transistor theory, transistor preamp, transistor techniques, battery powered transistor phono preamp, loudspeakers explained.

Volume Five - January 1958 to December 1959

Summary of Contents: Stereo valve multiplex decoder, 7 watt EL84 amplifier, valve active crossover and 20 watt treble amp/50 watt bass amp., monaural, binaural, monophonic and stereophonic explained, heterodyne FM multiplex adapter, transistor preamp, 60 watt EL34 amplifier, high power audio amplifiers, hi-fi loudspeaker enclosure.

Volume Six - January 1960 to December 1961

Summary of Contents: Transistor preamplifiers, feedback techniques, the coming of FM stereo, FM multiplex adapters, Tape recorders: distortion, frequency response and noise, 120 watt 6550 amplifier, loudspeaker efficiency.

Price £14.95 each

Solid State Electronics

The Art of Electronics, by P. Horowitz and W. Hill. £35

The definitive electronics book. The Art of Electronics is an ideal book for the beginner through to the engineer. Written in easy to understand English, each chapter takes you from basic first principles through to full design exercises and practical circuits.

The Art of Linear Electronics, by J. Linsley-Hood. £16.95

Concentrates specifically on analogue electronics for audio and goes into detail on obscure topics like the drawbacks of feedback, as well as its advantages. Covers mainly solid state but also includes valves. A must for serious enthusiasts and budding designers.
IGGY POP
NAUGHTY LITTLE DOGGIE
VIRGIN CDVUS 102

Iggy Pop's career has been as erratic and chemically blasted as Lou Reed's, but where the latter seems finally to have relaxed and said hello to maturity, Mr Pop seems to have regained his lust for life. He did it with his last album, the frequently monstrous metallic alliance of 'American Caesar'.

He covers much the same ground here, spilling out typically cocky lyrics in that familiar buzzsaw voice while guitars explode around him like he's a one man World War Three strutting through your living room. He may go over the top occasionally - the blatantly sexist 'Pussy Walk' won't endear him to any feminists - but you have to remember there's always a tongue-in-cheek element in Iggy's best work, something that hasn't always been appreciated.

Fans who go back all the way to The Stooges certainly won't be disappointed by such life-affirming balls of fire as the opening 'I wanna Live', the more introspective 'Innocent World' or the super charged 'Keep On Believing'. Full marks then to guitarist Eric Mesmerize, bassist Hal Wonderful and Larry Contrary on drums, who - along with the odd guitar contribution from Iggy himself - produce a rich, roaring sound that few latter-day upstarts can muster (surely not their real names?).

And if, judging from a recent TV appearance where he wore transparent trousers sans Y-fronts - maybe it's time Mr Osterburg stopped taking his shirt off on stage - let alone letting us view his naughty bits - there's ample proof on 'Naughty Little Doggie' that the man's anything like finished with the world. Another cracking comeback, it's fire and brimstone occasionally touched - as on 'To Belong' - with moving sensitivity. More power to his elbow.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
DEAD MAN WALKING
COLUMBIA COL 483534-10

All praise and great results to film director Tim Robbins for sending his completed version of this tale of a man on Death row to his favourite artists and asking them to write songs to fit the moods and pictures. I haven't seen the much lauded finished movie, but this is as good a soundtrack as that of any Scorsese or Tarantino, but with the added bonus that all the songs are new.

Bruce Springsteen is on top form with his little cut, as are the likes of Tom Waits, Suzanne Vega, Steve Earle, the evergreen Johnny Cash also on top form with the sturdy as the proverbial brick Khazi 'In Your Mind'. Earle's 'Ellis Unite One' is a cracking song too, one the errant cowpoke guitarslinger reckons is the best thing he's ever done and he could just be right, turning in a compassionate and tearsome tale that'll give giants like cash and Brucie one or two grey hairs.

Nusrat Fatem Ali Khan and Eddie Vedder's collaborations are represented by two songs, the mystic 'The face Of Love' and the powerful 'The Long Road', while another ear-opener is a
LOU REED
SET THE TWILIGHT REELING
WARNER BROS 9362-46159-2

Lou Reed's umpteenth re-ascension continues: after the critical/commercial re-acceptance garnered by the loose trilogy encompassed by 'New York', 'Song for Drella' and 'Magic and Loss' (and discounting the necessarily so-so Velvet Underground reunion LP) Mr Reed is back on familiar territory. He's walking the mean streets of New York accompanied by the splendidly talented bass of Fernando Saunders - last seen with Reed alongside Bob Quine in his 'Blue Mask' era - and with solid drums of the aptly named Tony 'Thunder' Smith.

And if this is primarily a laid-back, relatively sedate Reed, waxing nostalgic for his childhood in 'Egg Cream' (a brilliant sweet kid's drink you won't find duplicated outside the Big Apple) or enjoying slow, quiet ruminations as in 'The Propositions', waxing lyrical re. his love for new partner Laurie Anderson, then this is the sound of a man finally moving into graceful maturity.

But not totally, thank Beelzebub - there's enough acrimony and bad language on the rocking 'Sex With Your Parents (part 2)' to earn Louis a PARENTAL GUIDANCE ADVISORY sticker, and the delicate intro to 'Finish Line' - almost Spanish in tone - is a trap followed by mountainous guitar and rhythm work. 'Riptide' too lives up to its title with a blazing nod to the memory of Jimi Hendrix that the master would no doubt have smiled approval at, and the coda of the closing title cut is a veritable blitzkrieg of sound.

Reed's own production is clean and balanced, and the lyrics scintillate with all the wisdom and bitter-sweet knowingness of his best work. "He actually was murdered/I'd taken him apart/But then I put him back together/I couldn't find his heart" for example, from the witty 'Trade In', along with a cast of Shakespearean characters and more (other) good lines than most contemporary writers can muster over an elpee's worth of toons. Hot stuff.

welcome return to form from the too-silent Patti Smith with 'Walkin' Blind'. Essential film soundtracks are a rarity but this surely is one of those. And I can't wait to catch the movie too.

ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT
SCREAM, DRACULA, SCREAM!
ELEMENTAL ELM 34 CD

Confession - they may have been around for three years and have released a number of discs, but this first full-length album is the first time I've heard this bunch of San Diego crazzies. It's still convinced me they're one of the most powerful and exciting bands to come out of America in a behemoth's age.

Rocket From The Crypt hail from San Diego - not a town synonymous with Rock'n'roll - but this is certainly the band to change all that. Three years old and consisting of lead vocalist/guitarist Speedo, mad axeman supreme N.D., bassist Petey X, the humungous drumming of the justly named Atom, and the big fat horn section produced by Apollo 9 (sax) and J.C. 2000 (trumpet), the combo have toured extensively with acts as varied as James Brown, The Misfits and Sun Ra.

It's cliché, true, but it must be said that "Scream, Dracula, Scream!!" (fab title) really is one of those discs that lets rip with a stupendous opener - the helter-skelter craziness of 'Middle' leaves even prime-era Ramones pipped at the post when it comes to energy and power - and simply never lets up until the closing 'Burnt Alive'.

According to the band's own sleeve notes the album was originally recorded as an entire, non-stop work, the gaps between the songs filled by "lush string arrangements" but had to sliced into "easily digestible pieces". Whatever, it's still a remarkably powerful, driven and fully cohesive work, as in early Ramones, Clash, Television, Love's 'Forever Changes' or the Stones' 'Let It bleed'.
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Television apart perhaps, all the aforementioned bands appear to have been put into the cauldron of Rockets' imagination, but they manage to still produce results that are uniquely their own. For the most part it’s brash, unadulterated rock out to the max - even when they do let up a bit, as on the relatively relaxed 'Used', the energy level remains valve-busting high.

This is what the Stooges tried but seldom managed to be, what the early Clash would have sounded like with better production. The remarkable thing is that this is an all but live recording and done - hard to believe but they say it's so - on 4-track. Hence perhaps the dense, soupy but highly effective and totally overwhelming mix. It may sound extremely pompous but this could easily be the next band to give Guns'n'Roses a run for their money. Nobody who loves their popular music fast, loud, snotty be the next band to give Guns'n'Roses a run for their money. Nobody who loves their popular music fast, loud, snotty should possibly afford to ignore this lot. A palpable HIT!!!!

I'm not sure what the Stooges tried but whatever it was, Is the Stooges Carole simply scored. It's so - on 4-track. Hence perhaps the dense, soupy but highly effective and totally overwhelming mix. It may sound extremely pompous but this could easily be the next band to give Guns'n'Roses a run for their money. Nobody who loves their popular music fast, loud, snotty should possibly afford to ignore this lot. A palpable HIT!!!!

The evil old Aussie is still around. But the decrepit Goth is turning into quite a handsome crooner these days. His material becomes more like Leonard Cohen with every record, while he still manages to maintain the shambolic, anarchic style that we associate with him.

Murder Ballads does in fact contain a good deal of humour and light hearted moments. It picks up from his excellent mid '80s Kicking Against The Pricks album of covers of American classics. Here, Cave continues his interest in American cultural ballads, trawling through the low-life, poor white trash of America's mid-West.

Musically, Murder Ballads veers from the rampaging, whacked-out polka that is The Curse of Millhaven to the bluesy soulful sounds of Stagger Lee, to the country hue of the Kindness of Strangers. With the talented help of the Bad Seeds, Murder Ballads stands out as one of the better albums of the year.

Mr Smith is a smooth, soulful voice. He has some clever rhymes and smart guitar solos for country chords. One for the mellow 'Hey Lover', and LeShaun on the brilliant duet 'Doin It', with samples from Grace Jones' 'My Jamaican Guy'.

Don't be put off. The old-timer wouldn't be cutting another album unless it was worth listening to. He's bigger and deffer and here to stay.

VARIOUS

Twisted Willie
JUSTICE TRACD 230
Yes, it's another compilation by assorted rock bands, this time paying their respects to Texan country-rocker Willie Nelson. With the likes of Johnny Cash, Jello Biafra and L7 covering Nelson's distinctive blend of redneck music with hippy ethic, the results are disparate. The tracks selected don't just stick to the hits, but delve deeper into the Nelson back catalogue. It seems that the more alternative the band, the more obscure their Nelson tune of choice.

There are fine moments on this CD, but as with many crossover compilations the product doesn't quite gel. Screaming Trees' Mark Lanegan delivers a magical slice of super cool country-rock, and Steel Pole Bath Tub's version of 'The Ghost' floats along with just the right proportions of grunge guitar and folk vocals. The Presidents of the United States' attempt at an up-beat funky number sounds like a clichéd butter commercial and L7 sound like... well how they've always sounded.

While some songs on this CD stand out as emotive slices of lost love, rebellion and the road, others lazily have replaced rock guitar solos for country chords and Nelson's effortless vocals for down-tempo rock drwalls. One for the obsessive collectors only. If you want country/rock crossover at its best, buy Nelson's original albums.
Another fantastic compilation from Soul Jazz Records, the people that brought out last year’s essential exploration of 70’s psychedelic jazz, United Sounds of America. This time, Soul Jazz have turned their attention to “Experiments in Latin Music, 1970-77” as this set’s sub-title has it.

This two-CD compilation explores various cross-genre recordings made during that time by musicians from the Salsa and jazz scenes.

Given that jazz is essentially a hybrid form and that Salsa is, truly speaking, simply a generic term for music from any of New York’s Latin population (Cuban, Puerto Rican, Brasilian, Dominican) the scope here for marvellous hybrids is infinite, as this collection bears out.

Fusing the basic elements of Salsa, its highly-charged, searing melodies and the essential rhythmic complexity of the clave, with the full-on intensity of group-improvised jazz and the propulsive drive of funk, the music here is a representation in sound of a city teeming and buzzing with the richest diversity of life imaginable.

There’s too much to go rough track by track, but the album’s closer, the Machito Orchestra’s epic 15-minute ‘Macho’ sums up much that’s great about this compilation. A simple vocal and percussion Cuban son-style opening builds into a giant suite with two dozen or so musicians swinging effortlessly from one (water-tightley arranged sequence to another, with individual soloists diving off into mind-bendingly expressive solos.

Of course, any compilation will have fans asking what happened to personal favourites but, overall, Nu Yorica, with its copious liner notes and fantastic (but too few!) photographs, offers a fascinating glimpse of another time, a world away.

I listened to this back-to-back with some recent drum-and-bass releases; for all Jungle’s claims to being a great and audaciously new hybrid, as an unspeakably exotic fusion of dance music, technology and expressive freedom, this more than 20-year-old music wins hands down. An essential album.

If you like your Latin jazz fusion a tad more pastoral, you might try this for size. Brazilian Egberto is one of contemporary music’s most astonishing - if overlooked - players and composers.

Originally a pianist, in the 70’s he taught himself classical guitar, eventually taking up a unique instrument, the 10-string classical guitar to re-create the piano’s range.

Meanwhile, the music he has developed, is a part-written, part-improvised blend of traditional Brazilian folk-forms and advanced European composition. That might sound pretty dry, but the music he’s made over the years, much of it charted on beautifully recorded albums on ECM, has been among the most seductive music of our time.

ZigZag, a trio recording made last year with guitarist/keyboard player Nando Carneiro and double-bassist Zeca Assumpção, doesn’t really map out any new areas, but it is a particularly fine example of Gismonti’s quietly exploring and richly beautiful music.
The Facts about those really nice people at The Sound Gallery

- Formed in 1985
- Easy to approach
- Best products in each field
- Comparative testing
- Depth of knowledge
- Multi-room experts
- AV system demonstrators
- Home Installations (we leave when you're happy)
- Finally, after all these years we still love music

The Sound Gallery
65 Castle Street
HIGH WYCOMBE
Bucks HP13 6RN Tel,(01494) 531682 Fax, (01494) 464770
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TEODROSS AVERY

My Generation
IMP 11812

Reviewing Teodross Avery's debut album In Other Words (GRP 97982) in June '95 I closed with the prediction "I expect to recommend the next release even more heartily". That album, however, was by the Teodross Avery Quartet and this, while retaining Charles Craig on piano boasts a different line-up.

Behind Avery's tenor and soprano saxes John Scofield, Mark Whitfield and Peter Bernstein share the guitar credits, while Rodney Whittaker plays bass, Greg Hutchinson drums and Andrew Daniels provides the percussion. Black Thought of The Roots raps on track nine.

The 'rap thang' highlights this album's intent to offer a jazz-inspired voice for - or more accurately of - Avery's generation. This is a grand concept, but at 22 he still has some way to go to master all the jazz idioms. He switches styles rapidly from track to track in what might be thought a puckish and fickle way, but it doesn't dissipate the album's enjoyability.

Avery manages to pull off the trick of making contradictory styles - mainstream modern jazz and rap, for example - work together to produce a whole which is undoubtedly greater than the sum of the parts. It's done with thought and care for detail as well as an impressive musical knowledge and instrumental ability which would shame some older, more established players. There's a growing spark of spontaneity in his work, too; something I felt the previous album lacked. That makes this one a wholly engrossing work.

Of the 11 tracks here, Avery wrote all but three: Donald Brown's 'Theme for Malcolm', Nick Cave's 'Lover Man' (an excellent take) and Janet Jackson/Harris Lewis' 'Anytime, Anyplace'. The recording on all 11 is excellent.

THE KLAUS IGNATZEK QUINTET
Silent Horns
CCD 79729

Although it states on the cover that nine tracks on this album commemorate Fats Navarro, Howard McGhee, Lee Morgan, Booker Little, Kenny Dorham and Dizzy Gillespie, it's not immediately obvious on listening. Seven are written by Ignatzek himself, Claudio Roditi, who plays trumpet and flugelhorn) penned one and the last, 'Autumn Leaves' is by Mercer/Prevert/Kosma.

Roditi, Gustavo Bargalli (who shares the trumpet and flugelhorn credits with him), Ignatzek on ivories, Jean-Louis Rassinfosse on bass and Jorge Rosse on drums turn in an impressive performance both as soloists and as a unit playing mainstream jazz.

The only problem is that the recording is not quite what it should be, with the brass, especially suffering at the top end along with a slightly muddled staging. A pity, as otherwise, these guys work well as a band. Their names could be the result of an obscure directive from Brussels. I bet they're all called 'Fats', 'Slim' and 'Django' really.
The Synergy was designed for maximum pleasure, minimum fuss. All on one chassis, it incorporates a remote-controlled dual mono preamplifier (housed 50mm from the inputs) and a dual mono power amplifier developing 150 watts per channel of smooth, detailed muscle. There is also an on-board bias control for accurate tube maintenance.

No fewer than 14 circuit boards contribute to the unequalled sonic integrity and all control circuitry is non-interactive with its own power supplies.

Even the remote-controlled volume has a separate gearbox and motor together with a high quality attenuator, custom built ensuring "high-end" purity.

Tube Technology's build quality is of the highest standard and is backed by a no-nonsense ten-year guarantee.

Described here are only a few features of the Synergy, for a complete discussion and audition of this and our other remarkable products please contact us for your nearest dealer and colour brochure.

Tube Technology, Foxhills Farm, Longcross Road, Ottershaw, Surrey, KT16 0DN, England. — Est. 1988.
Tel: 01932 873444 ~ Fax: 01932 873012
All Tube Technology amplifiers are designed and manufactured in England.

From the moment you hear The Synergy... you realize that its unique styling is a major contribution to its musical performance.

Gold Aero
The Synergy is shown here fitted with Gold Aero tubes from the USA. These are high grade, audiophile vacuum tubes which have attained world class respect for their sonic qualities. Now available in the UK via Tube Technology & their selected dealers. Please enquire for a tube list & brochure.
PRACTICAL Hi-Fi, 10 Preston New Road, Blackburn, BB2 1AX Tel: 01254 923104. See our main entry under Lancashire.

PRACTICAL Hi-Fi, 1, Friargate, Preston, Lancashire FY1 1JU Tel: 01772 750357. See our main entry under Leeds.

PRACTICAL Hi-Fi, 215 West End Lane, West Hampstead, NW6 1QQ Tel: 020 7221 5086. See our main entry under London.

PRACTICAL Hi-Fi, 150 Old School, Edlington, DN10 3AJ Tel: 01507 351256. See our main entry under Doncaster.

PRACTICAL Hi-Fi, 65 High Street, Horsham, West Sussex RH12 1JH Tel: 01403 730838. See our main entry under West Sussex.

PRACTICAL Hi-Fi, 335 Knaresborough Street, Bedford, MK40 3SS Tel: 01234 350719. See our main entry under Lincoln.
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BRITISH ELECTRONICS \& COMPONENTS, 84 Battersea Rise, London SW11 7XH Tel: 020 7221 5086. See our main entry under London.

DOWNS HF, 43 High Street, Devizes, Wiltshire SN10 1SE Tel: 01380 762763. See our main entry under Wiltshire.

FRONTIER, 129 Road, London SW10 0PY Tel: 020 7379 2729. See our main entry under London.

PRACTICAL Hi-Fi, 237 Battersea Rise, London SW11 7XH Tel: 020 7221 5086. See our main entry under London.

PRACTICAL Hi-Fi, 121 Battersea Rise, London SW11 7XH Tel: 020 7221 5086. See our main entry under London.

PRACTICAL Hi-Fi, 1, Friargate, Preston, Lancashire FY1 1JU Tel: 01772 750357. See our main entry under Lancashire.

PRACTICAL Hi-Fi, 46 Peery Street, Lancaster, LA1 1XN Tel: 01524 413535. See our main entry under Lancashire.

PRACTICAL Hi-Fi, 235 Knaresborough Street, Bedford, MK40 3SS Tel: 01234 350719. See our main entry under Lincoln.
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RADIO ELECTRICITY CENTRE, 13 Peurlin Road Grimsby, DN33 2TJ Tel: 01472 237856. See our main entry under Lincoln.

RADIO ELECTRICITY CENTRE, 139 The Broadway, Billericay, Essex CM11 1RD Tel: 01277 889048. See our main entry under Essex.

RADIO ELECTRICITY CENTRE, 139 The Broadway, Billericay, Essex CM11 1RD Tel: 01277 889048. See our main entry under Essex.
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ENCODE, 61 Salford Quays, Salford Quays, M5 3PW Tel: 0161 291 3466. See our main entry under Greater Manchester.

ELECTRICAL RANGE, 57-65 Whitechapel Road, London, E1 1LB Tel: 0171 247 8787. See our main entry under London.
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BASILICOUND, 12 Shaw Road, Oldham, Manchester OL4 5HL Tel: 0161 637 9902. See our main entry under Greater Manchester.
We stock: Maranta, Nad, Pioneer, Aura, Yamaha, Audio Alchemy, Teac and many more. For more details balance or a question of price, we're the ones to help.


NG2 4AD TEL 01636 704571. Castle, Arcam, Sugden, Raunds, Northamptonshire. Tel:- 01933 622325.

CD developments. SME, Meridian, Ruark, Rotel/Michi. AUDIO T, 19 Old High Street, Headington, Oxford inc. Home Cinema, home trial, free installation, service advice on matters Audio. Choose from Arcam, NOTTINGHAM HI-FI CENTRE. 120-122 Alfreton Road, Nottingham. Tel:- 0115 670 0093. We have two studios (details upon request), home trial and installation by arrangement. Major brands stocked include Arcam, Audiolab, Castle, Dynon, Meridian, Kef, Monitor Audio, Grundig, Rotel, Ruark and Yamaha.

SEVENOK HI-FI 73b North Road, Guildford, Surrey, Tel 041 336 6048. The UK's leading independent hi-fi and home cinema retailer, specialising in quality products for discerning customers. Open six days, with dedicated single speaker and audio visual demonstration rooms. Major credit cards accepted. 0% finance available (details upon request), home trial and installation by arrangement. Major brands stocked include Arcam, Audiolab, Castle, Dynon, Kef, Meridian, Microsonic, Mission, Monitor Audio, Q Acoustics, Rotel, Ruark and Yamaha.

SEVENOK HI-FI 41a High Street, Kington, Surrey, (01451) 547 071. The UK's leading independent hi-fi and home cinema retailer, specialising in quality products for discerning customers. Open six days, with dedicated single speaker and audio visual demonstration rooms. Major credit cards accepted. 0% finance available (details upon request), home trial and installation by arrangement. Major brands stocked include Arcam, Audiolab, Castle, Dynon, Kef, Meridian, Microsonic, Mission, Monitor Audio, Q Acoustics, Rotel, Ruark and Yamaha.

FUJI HI, The Fuji Shop, 3 Bridge Street, Guildford, Surrey, GU1 3BQ. Tel: (0444) 5289 949. 9-6 Mon-Gl, Linn, Meridian, Rega, Arcam, Revon, Musical Fidelity, Rotel, Nad, Nakamichi, Marantz, Kef, Reference etc. ROGERS HI-FI, 13 Bridge Street, Guildford, Surrey, GU1 3BQ. Tel: (0444) 5289 949. Linn, Meridian, Rega, Arcam, Revon, Musical Fidelity, Rotel, Nad, Nakamichi, Marantz, Kef, Reference etc. ROGERS HI-FI, 13 Bridge Street, Guildford, Surrey, GU1 3BQ. Tel: (0444) 5289 949. Linn, Meridian, Rega, Arcam, Revon, Musical Fidelity, Rotel, Nad, Nakamichi, Marantz, Kef, Reference etc.
Hi Fi Deals. Rooms of the very best. High Fi 2 AV. Dealers. Credit facilities. Free service. Open 9.30 to 5.30 Monday to Saturday.

WILTSHIRE

AUDIOLIVE, 6 Flett Street, Swindon. (01793) 526922. 3 Great Value from AIW, Arcam, Audiolab, Onkyo, Linn, Meridian, Marantz, Mission, NAD, Ruark, Tannoy, Yamaha, etc. Mon-Fri 9.30-6.30, Sat 10-4.30. 10% off all items. Downsizing.

WORCESTERSHIRE


WEST MIDLANDS AUDIO, 158 Bournbrook Road, Edgbaston, B15 4PR. Tel (0121) 439 0540. Fax 0845 9069069. Open seven days, 9.30am - 5.30pm. By appointment on Saturdays. Established 1976. Member of the NAC. Richard, Mike, Neil, Gary, Peter. Packed with a massive range of quality hi-fi.

YORKSHIRE (NORTH)

ARCOGRAPHIC Hi Fi 4 Commercial St, Harrogate, North Yorkshire. (01423) 54074. One of the best ranges of quality hi-fi in the North of England including: Arcam, Goldring, Oppo, Harbeth, Meridian, Mission, NAD, Quad, Rotel, Marantz, Mission, Marantz. Great prices on all components. Please call for details.


YORKSHIRE (SOUTH)

MODERATE ACOUSTICS - Westgate Chambers, Rotherham, Sheffield S60 1JG. Tel 01709 600259 - Audio Almavox, Atlante, Arcam, Audiolive Lab, Audio Quest, Bower, Beyon, Canon, Castle, Cyrus, Dynaudio, Denon, John Sim, John Shan (Amplifiers), Linn, Mission, Mission, Mission, Rega (Wow), Rogers (Speakers & Amplifiers), Ryn, Soundmaster, Technics "T.0.1.," Technics, Yamaha. Department rooms (6), Home Cinema, Access, Visa. Open, 10.30-5.30. Downsizing.

Hi Fi STOGURS DURCHCAMP The best range of quality hi-fi in the north of England - Union voice amps and speakers, Music Centre and Audio Almavox. Open 9.30 - 5.30. Please call for details.

WREN NEWMAN Hi Fi, 112 Groby Road, Leicester. Tel (0116) 2644444. Altec Lansing, Ariete, Arcam, Bowers & Wilkins, Bryston, Cambridge, C高中生, Cullen, Dynaudio, Dynaudio, Dynaudio, Dynaudio, Dynaudio, Dynaudio, Dynaudio, Dynaudio, Dynaudio, Dynaudio, Dynaudio, Dynaudio, Dynaudio.


YORKSHIRE (WEST)

PAUL EDDINGTON's Hi Fi, 20 Commercial St, Harrogate, North Yorkshire. Tel (01423) 54074. One of the best ranges of quality hi-fi in the North of England including: Arcam, Goldring, Oppo, Harbeth, Meridian, Mission, NAD, Quad, Rotel, Marantz, Mission, Marantz. Great prices on all components. Please call for details.

Sound Live Audio, 14 Station Road, Harrogate, North Yorkshire. Tel (01423) 54074. One of the best ranges of quality hi-fi in the North of England including: Arcam, Goldring, Oppo, Harbeth, Meridian, Mission, NAD, Quad, Rotel, Marantz, Mission, Marantz. Great prices on all components. Please call for details.

MIDLAND Audio Exchange 181, Franche Road, Kirdford, Welwyn, Herts. SA1 5AT. Tel (01702) 822226. Fax (01702) 545566. Open seven days, 9.30am - 5.30pm. By appointment on Saturdays. Established 1976. Member of the NAC. Richard, Mike, Neil, Gary, Peter. Packed with a massive range of quality hi-fi.
If a common thread links this month's very diverse recordings, it is that they all have a clear purpose. Whether it be music for the soundtrack of one of the year's major films, or to accompany the burial of a French king, to affirm a belief in the power of God and nature, or merely to demonstrate how period performance can alter the perception of even the most familiar pieces.

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Suites for solo cello No 1 in C Major (after BWV 1007); No 2 in A minor (after BWV 1008); No 4 in B flat Major (after BWV 1010 transcribed for lute).
Nigel North, lute.
Linn Records CKD049 (DDD/63.50)

There is an impeccable precedent for the ongoing tradition of transcribing the works of Johann Sebastian Bach for alternative instruments - no less than the composer himself. Bach was a fertile transcriber, especially for instruments which history suggests he did not find especially inspiring in the creative sense. Surprisingly, despite its widespread popularity throughout the musical world of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the baroque lute was one such instrument.

Taking his cue from Bach, Nigel North has now completed transcriptions for lute of both the solo violin sonatas and partitas, and the six suites for solo cello (BWV1007-12), and it has proved to be a highly satisfying exercise. His recordings of the violin transcriptions were released to considerable critical acclaim on the Linn label last year, and I would imagine those of the cello suites - of which this is the first volume - will be similarly well-received.

Naturally, the success or failure of any transcription rests with more than the basic reworking of the notes. Is the style or character of the original unacceptably altered? Is its expressive power diminished? With Nigel North's Bach, the answer to both questions is emphatically, no. True, the very different sonority of the lute has an effect: cooler, perhaps, than the cello original, but not noticeably less engrossing or convincing. Much of this is attributable to the intelligent and sympathetic approach taken by Nigel North in his transcriptions, but the technical excellence and expressive understanding of his playing also make a substantial contribution.

Importantly, the nobility and splendour of Bach's conception is retained, along with its rhythmic vitality and a captivating translucency of texture. Bach, you can but feel, would have thoroughly approved of this most recent perpetuation of the ancient art of transcription, an art of which he was an undisputed master. He would also doubtless have relished the airy, limpid and naturally-detailed sound engineered by Philip Hobbs in St Martin's Church, East Woodhay. Altogether, a thoroughly rewarding musical experience.

PATRICK DOYLE

Sense and Sensibility - original motion picture soundtrack.
Tony Hymas, piano; Jonathan Snowdon, flute; Richard Morgan, oboe; Robert Hill, clarinet; Jane Eaglen, soprano; orchestra conducted by Robert Ziegler. Sony Classical SK62258 (DDD/42.57)

After graduating from the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama in 1974, Patrick Doyle has enjoyed considerable success as a composer for radio, television, theatre and - most notably - film. In 1987, he joined Kenneth Branagh's Renaissance Theatre Company as composer and music director and went on to produce music for the company's productions of Hamlet, As You Like It and Much Ado About Nothing.

He went on to compose the scores for Kenneth Branagh's films of Henry V, Dead Again and Frankenstein, worked with Brian de Palma on Carlito's Way and Mike Newall (Into the West) and,
SPECIAL OFFER FROM LINN RECORDS!

For a taste of the Linn Records Jazz catalogue why not try LINN JAZZ 1995
CD SAMPLER - PRICE ONLY £4.99
CALL US NOW FOR A FREE CATALOGUE OF ALL LINN RECORDINGS
tel: 0141 303 5029 or fax: 0141 644 4262
Linn Records, Floors Road, Waterfoot, Eaglesham, Glasgow G76 0EP

TOP QUALITY VINYL SPECIAL OFFER!
The following top quality titles are available to Hi-Fi World customers at the special price of ONLY £7 including postage and packing

Classical
CH 007 NEW LONDON CONSORT - Columbus
CH 011 NEW LONDON CONSORT - Elizabethan & Jacobean
CH 010 PALLADIAN ENSEMBLE - An Excess of Pleasure
CH 013 NIGEL NORTH - Bach on the Lute Vol 1
CH 029 NIGEL NORTH - Bach on the Lute Vol 2
CH 006 NIGEL NORTH - The Baroque Lute
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CK 030 MARTIN TAYLOR - Spirit of Django
CK 020 MARTIN TAYLOR - Artistry
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CDT-1 CD transport. FRTB clock, silver cable £1250
DAC-1 DAC 18bit x8 o/s, twin transformers £1000
PRE-1 Preampilier, Class A, system remote £1000
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in 1990, was commissioned by HRH The Prince of Wales to write The Thistle and the Rose, a song cycle for choir and orchestra to mark the nineteenth birthday of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother. Now, his score for Ang Lee’s film of Jane Austen’s Sense and Sensibility will surely enhance Patrick Doyle’s reputation still further.

It is not especially innovative - that probably wasn’t in the brief - but its mood, especially in the livelier sections, strikes me as ideal for the subject; a pleasant mix of folksy charm and high romance. Of particular note are two song settings, one to an anonymous text (Weep You No More Sad Fountains) and the other to words by Ben Jonson (The Dreame), beautifully sung by Jane Eaglen, both superbly crafted and worthy of exposure beyond the film soundtrack proper.

Of course, the final question to be asked of any soundtrack such as this is does it qualify as an enjoyable musical experience in its own right? The answer here - listening, for example, to the plaintive melodies of Combe Magna and To Die For Love - is undoubtedly, yes, especially as the orchestral and solo playing throughout is uniformly fine and imaginatively directed by Robert Ziegler. The recording, too, is sumptuous and well-balanced. I’m left intrigued to see how the aural experience fits in with the visual in the film itself.

**MICHEL-RICHARD DE LALANDE**

**Regina Coeli SS3/De Profundis S23/Cantate Domino S72.**

Ex Cathedra Chamber Choir and Baroque Orchestra; conductor, Jeffrey Skidmore.

ASV Gaudeamus CD GAU141 (DDD/56.06)

Born in Paris in 1657, Michel-Richard de Lalande enjoyed a forty-year career composing music principally for the court of Louis XIV at Versailles and attaining the post of Superintendent of Music to the court. His most enduring legacy was a wealth of sacred music for performance at liturgical occasions at the court, not least the daily ritual of the messe basse solennelle.

For these occasions, Lalande produced a host of ‘grands motets’, settings of psalms and canticles notable for their melodic invention, rich scoring, contrapuntal mastery and harmonic colour. The Easter antiphon, Regina Coeli, which opens the programme on this CD, was one such and provides an arresting entry-point to the music of this rather shadowy figure.

Lalande may have benefited handsomely from the patronage of Louis XIV, but the downside was that his music was rarely performed beyond the confines of the court. The first of the public concerts, Spirituels, in Paris in March 1725, came just a year before Lalande’s death denying him the pleasure of seeing how well his compositions were received by a wider audience.

Opportunities to hear Lalande’s music today are also few and far between, with few extant recordings outside France. So the enterprise of Jeffrey Skidmore’s Birmingham based Ex Cathedra ensemble, and of the ASV label, is to be applauded here, for this is music well worthy of wider appreciation. Ex Cathedra has made a specialty of championing neglected and unfamiliar composers of the French and Italian baroque, and this enthusiasm and experience is evident in the authority and panache of these performances.

Alongside the Regina Coeli setting, Jeffrey Skidmore has included Lalande’s magnificent setting of the De Profundis, composed for the funeral of Louis XIV in the Basilica of St Denis, Paris, in 1715 (although the work had its origins some twenty six years earlier). In his accompanying essay, Lionel Sawkins suggests that the concluding Requiem aeternam of this work is a movement without parallel in French baroque music and, hearing it so sensitively and movingly performed here, it is not an opinion I would disagree with.

The Cantate Domino of 1707 has come to be the most performed of all Lalande’s motets, so it is surprising to learn that this is the first recording of this wonderfully descriptive piece, music which also displays Lalande’s grasp of counterpoint to the full, not least in a mighty double fugue which could easily be mistaken for the work of Bach. Authoritative performances, and a well-balanced, recording engineered by Mike Hatch, make this issue in ASV’s Gaudeamus series an ideal introduction to Lalande, his music, and in no small measure, the world which he served loyally for the best part of four decades.

**FRANZ SCHUBERT**

**Drei Klavierstucke D946/Valse Nobles D969/Moments Musicaux D780.**

Peter Katin, piano.

Athené ATHCD7 (DDD/73.33)

Peter Katin is a recent convert to the notion of playing the solo piano repertoire on instruments appropriate to the period, but is now an enthusiastic advocate, witness this third recording for the Athene label. As he insists in his illuminating notes accompanying this new CD, the square piano should not be viewed as an outmoded predecessor of our present day concert grand, but rather as an instrument in its own right - and he then goes on to demonstrate the truth of that statement by giving an
At last we have received the Unison Research Mystery One Pre-amplifier. Exquisitely sculptured in solid cherry and offering superb sound quality. Combined with their Smart 845 amplifiers, it produces a sound so musical and very transparent.

Cary Audio have impressed us with their range of 30013 amplifiers. Really good sound with a fighter bass than most. Their CD-300 player incorporates 3 valves in the output stage and produces a sound tonally quite different to that normally associated with CD.

The new Mentor turntable from Nottingham Analogue is well ahead of the high level established by their first version. Hard to believe but true. Probably the last turntable that serious vinyl lovers need to consider, especially when combined with their Paragon linear tracking arm.

Because of the success we have had with the CDs and DACs designed by John Curl, we are pleased to be able to demonstrate pre- and power amplifiers from Parasound. This amplification not only provides incredible value for money but has a sound closer to valves than solid state.

A genuine consultancy offering totally independent advice providing audio systems for those that appreciate music rather than hi-fi.

### CD UPGRADE

Why go out and buy a new CD player at great expense for only minimal improvement in performance? Trichord's highly renowned 'Clock 2' and dedicated 'Clock 2 Power Supply' modifications will dramatically improve the sound quality of your existing CD player, or CD transport. Hear the potential that the CD medium really has to offer.

- High accuracy (5 ppm) low jitter performance master clock.
- Up to five times reduction in data related jitter.
- Increased transparency, resolution and sound staging.
- Greater dynamics and sheer listening pleasure.
- Can be fitted to most players or transports regardless of price.

The level of improvement is just as significant with expensive transports as it is with inexpensive players.

These modifications can be carried out by Trichord Research Ltd, or by your local Trichord dealer. Also available in kit form with instructions for the technically competent.

We are so confident in these upgrades that we offer a complete refund and return your player back to its original state if not satisfied.

Clock 2 Trichord or Dealer fitted £141.00 inc. VAT
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**Trichord Research Limited**
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- Greater transparency
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utterly compelling Schubert recital on a fine Clementi instrument from 1832. What will be immediately evident here, to those who have heard other recordings in this series from Athené, is that the sound of this instrument is much closer to that of today’s pianos than, for example, the 1789 Broadwood played by Joanna Leach in her revelatory Haydn recital (ATH CD2). Nevertheless, the Clementi still possesses an inherent intimacy and tonal subtlety which is not so easily accessible on a modern piano, yet its six-octave range in no way compromises the player, although - as Peter Katin points out - phrasing, pedalling and, to a lesser extent, fingering have to be re-thought. It is a challenge he clearly relishes.

After his fine performance of the Impromptus (ATH CD5), Peter Katin here moves on to the three piano pieces (Drei Klavierstucke). They bear all the characteristics of Schubert’s mature style, the outbursts of demonic energy, the episodes of dreamy melancholy, the undertones of dark foreboding and the moments of still, bittersweet sadness. In contrast, the Valses Nobles are charming, lightweight miniatures, written as entertainment pieces and wholly enjoyable for being just that.

The best-known pieces here are the six Moments Musicaux composed between 1823 and 1828 and published as Schubert’s Op94 in 1828, the year of his death. The title belies the true substance of these deservedly popular miniature masterpieces. Tersely expressive, there are close tonal links between them, yet each possesses its own individual mood and character, and each represents Schubert’s keyboard style at its most enigmatic. They can seldom have been played and recorded so convincingly as here.

OLVIER MESSIAEN
Chronochromie/La Ville d'en Haut/ Et exspecto resurrectionem mortuorum.
The Cleveland Orchestra; conductor, Pierre Boulez.
Deutsche Grammophon 445 827-2 (DDD/57.48)

Pierre Boulez’s recent recording contract with Deutsche Grammophon continues to pay handsome dividends. In the main, as well as committing his own compositions to tape, it has been an opportunity for the septuagenarian Boulez to revisit some of the composers with whose music he made his name as a conductor back in the ‘sixties and ‘seventies: Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Webern and his tutor at the Paris Conservatoire, Messiaen.

It was Boulez who made a pioneering and revelatory recording of one of the works appearing on this new issue, Et exspecto resurrectionem mortuorum (And I await the resurrection of the dead), for CBS some thirty years ago, when it was coupled with an equally memorable performance of Couleurs de la Cite Celeste (Colours of the Celestial City). That recording, as far as I am aware, has yet to be remastered for compact disc, so the arrival of this new interpretation of what is one of the most exciting and compelling of Messiaen’s orchestral works is especially welcome.

Et exspecto mortuorum is a vibrant tapestry of sound colour, drawing on a rich palette of woodwind, brass, bells and gongs, and taking the inspiration for each of its five sections from a Biblical text. Birdsong flutters between solemn brass chorales, ancient Indian rhythms, chiming bells and thunderous blows on the gongs. It is supremely effective as a piece of music in its own right, ignoring the theological foundation and it is not difficult to imagine the impact this music would have had at its first performance amid the sumptuous colours of the medieval stained glass in the Saint Chapelle in Paris on a May morning in 1965.

Clearly, Pierre Boulez has lost none of his enthusiasm for this work; the performance is as taut and dramatic as that CBS recording of three decades ago, and the playing of the Cleveland Orchestra is outstanding, as it is on the other works here: Chronochromie of 1960, and La Ville en Haut (The City Above) from 1987. Where Et exspecto represents Messiaen the musical theologian, Chronochromie portrays the ‘nature mystic’, the collector of exotic birdsong and the re-interpreter of arcane rhythms and modes. But, principally the work is concerned with the colour of sound.

Chronochromie marked Messiaen’s return to large-scale orchestral composition after an absence of some fifteen years, and comparisons with its predecessor, the Turangalila Symphony, demonstrate how much he had refined his musical language. Here we have not so much symphonic movements but a symmetrical seven-part structure within whose ordered time frames Messiaen creates a dazzlingly disordered sound world which draws upon birdsong from Europe, Asia and the Americas. However, there is no requirement to be an ornithologist to delight in this musical synthesis!

Between the two large-scale pieces, Boulez offers one of Messiaen’s later ‘theological’ works, La ville en haut, completed five years before his death in 1992. Scored for wind, brass, piano and percussion, it is an ideal companion work, recalling both the elemental simplicity of Et exspecto and the jewel-like colours of Chronochromie, and like its companions, its impact is only enhanced by the clarity, detail and atmosphere of DG’s recording, made in the fine acoustic of Cleveland’s Masonic Auditorium.
"Simply Stupendous"
"good real bass"
"so much dynamics"
"- amounts to quite frankly a miracle"
"Beautiful, airy precise sweet velvety - its magic"
"the Rolex of high fidelity"

COMPONENTS THAT MAKE THE MUSIC COME ALIVE
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If you are buying a new hi-fi system, there is plenty of choice available to you. So where do you start? Let David Price be your guide.

HI-FI: BACK TO BASICS
If your local High Street garage told you their latest hatchback was faster than a Ferrari, more stylish than an Aston and used less petrol than a 2CV, would you believe them? No. Exactly, so don't believe it when midi, mini and micro systems are called 'hi-fi'. People buy these systems for convenience, which is perfectly sensible. Compact audio systems have little fidelity to the original sound - they're 'low-fi' through and through.

Record companies spend huge sums of money ensuring their albums sound superb. If you want to hear the true quality of a recording, you need to look elsewhere. So if hi-fi is your priority, separates are the only way to go. If you like the sound of a midi, ask the dealer to demonstrate equivalently priced separates. Suddenly, for all its bells and whistles, the midi won't look such an attractive proposition!

There's also the question of durability. Although midis look good on the outside, they use budget components on the inside. This means they'll wear out quicker than separates, and should they be repairable, you'll often have to live without the whole system while one part is fixed. With separates, you can service or upgrade each part individually, recouping much of the new cost by selling the parts through Hi-Fi World's Classifieds in the main magazine. Most all-in-one systems are all but worthless second-hand.

DECIDE ON A DEALER
Don't automatically assume that buying mail order from a discount house is the cheapest in the long term. If you've got a good dealer nearby, you'll find paying slightly higher prices is well worthwhile in the long run. You wouldn't buy a car from Arthur Daley, so why throw caution to the wind with hi-fi? Some discounters aren't official stockists for brands they sell, meaning you could be buying a 'grey import' with the wrong plug, handbook or overall specification, let alone no warranty!

A good dealer will be able to demonstrate the system you're interested in, possibly in your own home, and advise on upgrades, tuning and matching. The latter is crucial. If you put together a system of unmatched top-end gear it may sound worse than properly matched mid-price equipment. That's just where a good dealer comes in. So in the long run, you'll get better sound, service and value from a real hi-fi dealer, rather than just a midi-system selling box shifter.

Continued on page 101...
GET THE BUDGET BALANCE RIGHT
Okay, so you've decided on a separates system from a decent dealer. What now faces you is finding the right combination, tailored to your needs. The good news is that you don't need to spend a lot of cash to get something really impressive. Taking a little time at this stage could save you a tidy sum.

When building a system for maximum sound quality, get the best source component you can sensibly afford, as the best amplifier and 'speakers in the world won't make a cheap CD player sound expensive. To illustrate this, we've put together some superb components in different combinations.

System 1 has most money spent on the 'speakers, while system 2 has most funds devoted to the CD player. In system 2, as the better Marantz player gets more music off the disc, the rest of the system has a better chance of reproducing it.

Excellent as the cheaper NAD player is in system 1, it can't get as much music off the disc. If it's not there the better 'speakers can't reproduce it, making the sound less involving.

When you're allocating your budget, as a general rule, funding should be tipped in favour of the front end of the system. Another thing to consider is the cost of decent equipment supports and cables. It wasn't so long ago that 'speaker stands were on castors and cables were usually wrested from doorbell wire! However, we now know these things greatly influence the sound. So, as it's essential to support and connect your system properly, leave some of your budget (usually around 10 per cent) for this.

MATCHING THE SYSTEM
This is the tricky bit. Use the Hi-Fi World Guide to short-list the best products to fit your budget. Use our in-depth reviews to advise on the particular characteristics of the products you've short-listed. Once you've got a good idea of the products you're after, use your dealer to audition them.

If you don't follow this approach, there could be problems afoot. Recommended products featured in the Guide are, in our opinion, the best available at their particular price points. But don't automatically expect them to all work well together. Bright-sounding CD players need smooth amps and 'speakers. Conversely, if your system is prone to boom, don't go for a bassy CD player. Don't be scared of the Measured Performance section of Hi-Fi World. Even if you don't understand the figures, there is some very useful and easy to understand advice to be had on matching.

INSTALLING THE SYSTEM
Most reputable dealers will offer a home installation service, but should you need to set up a system yourself, here are some things to remember. Ensure your system is out of direct sunlight and placed in a well ventilated location. If possible, use a dedicated equipment stand.

Use good quality interconnects between source components and the amplifier and use equal length runs of good quality 'speaker cables. If arrowed, it means the cables are directional and should be connected so the arrows point from source to loudspeakers - the direction of the signal.

Speaker placement is vital, and will require a degree of experimentation. Most work best with their grilles off and placed a reasonable distance away from the rear wall. All speakers, whether standmounters or floorstanders, should be spiked rigidly to the floor, and kept as far out of corners as possible. As a rule, bi-wiring is a useful, but modest improvement if you have this facility, but don't squander money on extravagant cables if it can be better spent on the source.

If you want high quality sound and value for your money, follow these simple guides:

1. Buy separates - don't be fooled by the flashing lights and gimmicks of micro, mini or midi systems.
2. Find a good hi-fi dealer - they can give you advice that will save you money and give you a better sound.
3. Read Hi-Fi World every month!
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

DENON DCD-315 £150
Real hi-fi and real music for a mere £150. Achieves a good semblance of orchestral dynamics and acoustic space.

NAD S10 £200
A competent all rounder with lifelike soundstaging and impressive treble clarity.

NAD S12 £250
Its smooth sound and fine treble extension make the S12 something of a rarity at the price. For the money rivals are few.

ARCAM ALPHA ONE £300
An excellent entry-level player from Arcam that's far better than equivalently priced Japanese machinery.

MARANTZ CD-63 Special Edition £350
A superb budget buy. Addressing the problems of the CD-521 SE, its detailed and musical sound embarrasses many expensive players.

NAD S14 £350
The S14 delivers deep bass notes with conviction and weight. A supremely relaxing player to listen to with fine build quality.

ARCAM ALPHA FIVE PLUS £480
A well-built mid-price player that's a great all-rounder. Although highly musical and engaging, it has lost some of the warmth that made its antecedents so pleasant to listen to.

LINN MIMIK £839
The Mimik does what it's designed to do very well, with super-tight rhythmic presentation and plenty of detail. It can sound rather grey and clinical though.

QUAD 67 second-hand
One of Quad's best products for a long time, the 67 is warmer and smoother than most, yet is highly musical and revealing. Good enough to frighten many rivals.

DPA RENAISSANCE £895
Words cannot describe its infinite variety, but suffice to say you'll love it or hate it. Highly emotional, involving presentation with not a hint of self-doubt.

MARANTZ CD-16 £1399
An extremely neutral CD player, smooth and reserved in its performance. Beautifully built too.

LINN KARIK 3 £1600
Superb one-box player. Its supremely rhythmic, musical sound with delicacy and finesse puts it up with the best of the rest.

NAIM CD1 £1600
This single box 16-bit player sounds very engaging compared to your average bnistreamer. Has that vital single factor of the larger, two-box CDS.

MCINTOSH CDM709 £2635
A thoroughly inspiring machine. One of the most musical CD players around; sweet, open and detailed.

COMPACT DISC TRANSPORTS

TEAC VDRS-T1 £550
Not as substantially built as its chunky looks suggest, the T1 is nevertheless a good entry-level transport with a warm, expansive sound.

ARCAM DELTA 250 £800
A well-built transport with serious sound quality. It partners the BB50 well, especially when synced.

AUDIOLAB 8000CD £1300
Beautifully built and finished, the CDM is packed with sensible features and performs superbly, day-in day-out.

CD CONVERTORS

DPA LITTLE BIT 111 £300
A lot more weight at frequency extremes than the II and far better control. For £300 there's nothing to beat it.

PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL £837
Pure, smooth sound free from harshness. One of the best at any price, losing little to the big guns.

DPA ENLIGHTENMENT £795
Some believe this to be the best convertor around. A truly charismatic performer, it dives into rock music with rare passion.

PINK TRIANGLE DA CAPO £1450+
Offers a choice of filter modules, all up there with the best. The Da Capo is superb in many respects, but can sound a touch polite on rock.

DPA 1024 £6000
Proof positive that today's CDs needn't sound like CD! Uses an in-house discrete convertor, and DPA haven't skimped on the build either!

TURN TABLES

GARRARD 401 second-hand
In a decent plinth with an arm of SME309 calibre, the 401 has a highly authoritative overall sound with the most solid, expressive bass in the business. Very musical, but treble isn't up to modern standards.

THORENS TD124 second-hand
One of Thorens' best-ever turntables. Needs a modern plinth to give it its best. Duly installed, it's good enough to face off the Garrard 401, swapping some of its bass power for a more delicate, incise treble.

SYSTEMDEK UX900/RB250 £330
A fine all rounder and easy to upgrade. Brings more depth and breadth than a Rega 3.

RESON rs1 £600
A lean, yet vibrant sound quality that really draws the listener in. With good detail and rhythmic integrity this is an impressive turntable package.

MICHELL GYRODEC £800
Stunning looks, build and engineering, and don't under estimate the sound. Standard PSU and SME arm gives a detailed, architectural, if undynamic sound. With QC PSU and SME V, its scale and insight kills the competition at the price.

PROJECT 6.1SA £999
The Pro-ject places the listener in the best seat in the control room. Outrageous dynamics and a punchy, seriously deep bass. Comes with Sumiko arm and Ortofon MC30 Supreme.

LINN SONDEK LP12 £840 - £1350
Cirrus bearing puts it back up with the best. Superbly beguiling, rhythmic sound that plays jazz like few others, but lacks the Groov-3's detail or imaging. With a Lingo PSU and EKOS tonearm, you'll forget CDs were ever invented.

PINK TRIANGLE ANNIVERSARY £1200
One of the finest-sounding turntables around, the Anniversary takes the listener nearer the recording studio than almost any other deck. Works with Rega, Linn and SME arms alike.

MICHELL ORBE £1950
The Darth Vader of analogue, the Orbe builds on the strengths of the Groov-3. An ultra-tuneful, expansive sound.

SME MODEL 20 £2495
Including the excellent SME V tonearm, the Model 20 is possibly the last great turntable, unless you've got £1,100 for the Model 30, that is.

TONEARMS

REGA RB300 £130
Supremely capable at the price, but not quite humankind's salvation as has been suggested. Detailed, tight, rhythmic sound but tonally rather grey and cold-sounding.

LINN AKITO £300
A well made entry-level tonearm which works especially well with the LP12, but struggles to match the RB300 on other decks.

SME 3009SII £375
This Paleolithic device doesn't bother with frequency extremes or detail, but its legendary serviceability makes it a cult in Japan. Oh death, where is thy sting?

SME 309 £750
A down-market version of the IV and V with aluminium armtube and detachable headshell. Tight, neutral sound with good tonality, but lacks the IV's pace and precision.

SME 309 £850
A Series V with lower toleranced bearings, cheaper cables and no damper. Still vastly over-engineered and almost capable of its bigger brother's sonic fireworks. SME's best value product.

SME V £1235
A masterpiece of precision engineering with a cohesive, ultra-transparent sound. A dream to set up and use.

LINN EKOS £1400
A thunderous battleship of an arm, with a very impressive sound, masses of detail and dynamics, but lacks the SME's cohesion and musicality.
CARTRIDGES

ORTOFON YMS-2E £10
Warn, full-bodied, punchy and fast. Not to be sniffed at for a tenner. Can be upgraded with a better stylus at a later date.

GOLDRING 1012GX £60
An accomplished MM with a solid bass, slightly forward midband and clean transients. £20 buys the faster, more dynamic 1022GX.

GOLDRING 1042 £100
The best moving magnet available. Has an extremely cohesive sound that's warm but highly involving. Deliciously delicate treble and strong, powerful bass.

ORTOFON MC15 SUPER II £109.95
An excellent budget moving coil with a smooth, polished, detailed sound. Tracks superbly but verges on the analytical at times. A bargain.

ORTOFON SUPERMITE £225-£450
The MC10, MC20 and MC30 Supremes all offer superb sound and value for money, with a distinctively rich, smooth and detailed musical performance. The valve brigade love them.

LJNN KLYDE £450
The Kykke's soft treble and prodigious bass mean it's tonally unbalanced, but it's still a real musicmaker that many will love in the right system.

ORTOFON MC2000 £650
We came across this one in a SME IV on a Garrard 401; it duly gave one of the best results we've ever heard.

ORTOFON ROHMANN £1000
In recent years, the MC2000 meets MC7500 with all the tonal strengths and dynamo sound Ortofon has been putting into its best moving-coil cartridges of late.

LYRA LYDIAN £649
A truly musical, sophisticated device that makes most other MCs sound frigid.

VAN DEN HUL MC-10 £840
Fluid bass, finely etched treble and highly tuneful in between. The MC10 is honey, pure and simple.

ORTOFON MC7500 £2000
Conclusive proof that there's hope for humankind. Makes music of enormous scale and vibrancy. CD lovers would die if they heard it.

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS

NAD 3020 second-hand
Classic sweet sounding, punchy budget super-amp with strong phono stage. Able to embarrass many modern budget amps.

NAD 310 £130
A real hi-fi amplifier at a bargain price. Forms the heart of a separates system that will murder any mid system at twenty paces. No phono stage, but you can't have everything at this price.

NAD 312 £200
Smooth, clear and dry. Fine detailing with little to complain about at the price. Good facilities.

ARCAM ALPHA 5 £230
A well-engineered budget amplifier with a bold, exciting presentation. Plenty of power and facilities, but lacks subtlety.

DENON PMA 450II SE £270
A solid, refined sound with plenty of power make this a good all rounder, but hard and steely with the wrong ancillaries. Mediocre phono stage.

AURA VA-80 £280
The VA-80 is superb for the price with a confident, powerful sound. One of the smoothest around, it is capable of embarrassing more upmarket competition.

PIONEER A-400X £300
A good budget amplifier but not as competitive as it once was. Phono input lets the side down somewhat.

AUDIOLAB 8000A £500
A jack-of-all-trades whose facilities, build, power and top-rate phono input make it a steal. Sound is good, but less involving than the Naim Nait 3.

NAIM NAIT 3 £500
A taste of high-end audio. The most involving, musical design at the price, but low power. Superb phono stage is £100 extra.

MISSION CYRUS 3 £500
Superb engineering, a solid cast chassis and a clear, spacious sound. Phono stage could be better.

SONNETEER CAMPION £579
An amplifier that delivers Oear studio definition along with exemplary timing. Utterly gripping.

DPA RENAISSANCE £595
Rich and smooth, the Renaissance is one of the sweetest amps around, if lightweight.

AUDION STERLING ETSE £600
Economically but well built single-ended valve amplifier. Wonderful clarity with vocals. £600 with 1 line input, £800 with 5.

SUGDEN A21 £640
Class A transistor amp. Rich, crisp, deep, tight sound and it images well too. Wonderful.

AUDIOLAB 8000S £650
Fast, clear, crisp sound with a wide-open sound stage. One of the best at the price.

MERIDIAN S51 £795
Beautifully-built integrated with a sweeter, cleaner sound than mid-price alternatives. Plenty of facilities and remote controllable.

UNISON SIMPLE 2 £995
This single-ended valve amplifier is smooth, sweet and open. An extremely musical amplifier.

UNISON SIMPLE 4 £1495
Somewhat similar to the Simple 2, but with more power and control.

AUDIONOTE OTO SE £1500
10 watts of the sweetest sound around. Use sensitive speakers though, because it's unlikely to crack windows or trigger earthquakes.

 McIntosh MA6800 £3725
The MA6800 not so much plays music as takes control of it, with effortless bass drive and a three-dimensional sound stage. Versatile with a broad range of abilities.

PRE-AMPLIFIERS

NAIM NAC32.5 second-hand
Naim's one-time top preamp is still a force to be reckoned with thanks to its precise, fast sound and excellent phono stage.

ROTEL RQ-970BX £130
Superb value entry-level phono stage with audiophile quality components and clear sound.

DPA DSP3005 £495
Not quite the SOS, but there's little to match it at this price if outright sound quality is your priority.

ROSE RV13-5 £495
This interesting valve/Transistor hybrid has a smooth, rich, spacious sound.

AUDIOLAB 8000C £520
Versatile with superb phono input. Can sound sterile, but latest version is much improved.

MICHELL ISO/HERA £530
This phono stage has fine midband and treble detail, with taut bass. The £550 ISO/HR brings more of everything, and for many people is the last word on the subject.

AUDIO INNOVATIONS P2 £749
Fantastic bass and super insight make this one of the best phono stages around. One for vinyl lovers.

AUDIOLAB 8000Q £995
Excellent line-level only preamp, greatly improves on 8000C with a more fluid, musical sound and greater grip. Remote control.

NAIM NAC82 £1945
This remote control preamp thrusts detail forth in true Naim fashion.

POWER AMPLIFIERS

QUAD II second-hand
Classic valve monoblock with many thousands still in use around the world. Archetypal warm, smooth valve sound, although not the last word in detail or dynamics.

LEAK STEREO 20 second-hand
The Stereo 20 can sound impressively up-to-date, although power and detail are ultimately limited.

QUAD 405II second-hand
Solidly built, but lifeless sounding, power amp which can be substantially improved by a Quad factory service.

MISSION CYRUS POWER £450
This power amplifier is a honey. Rich and smooth, but with a firm grip; a fine blend of properties.

ROSE RP190 £495
Used with the partnering preamp it gives 70 watts of smooth, relaxing sound.

SUGDEN AU41P £530
Extremely competitive at the price with 100W of unusually smooth, full-bodied sound.

SHEARNE PHASE 3 £619
A neutral, highly dynamic and thoroughly exciting amplifier. A sonic bargain.
The best solid-state cassette decks

**AIWA AD-S750** £150

Sonically a very decent machine. For the price there's nothing better. With Dolby B, C and S.

**TEAC Y-8020S** £650

A top deck that's wonderful to use. Gives superb results for those who want the best from cassette, with or without Dolby S.

**NAKAMICHI DR2** £600

Where serious cassette decks start. The DR2 pushes recordings to the limit, remaining unfurled at all times.

**NAKAMICHI CR7** £1500

Kills every other cassette deck and stamps on their graves. And the CR7 shouldn't need baubles like Dolby S, either!

LOUDSPEAKERS

**MISSION 730SE** second-hand

Big clear sound and tuneful bass with plenty of punch. An audiophile bargain at a budget price.

**KEF CODA 7** £120

Arguably the new king of budget standmounters, the 7 has a highly musical presentation.

**MISSION 731 LE** £149

An extensive reworking of Mission's entry level 'speaker, much tighter on transients and more refined treble. Neutral and revealing.

**TANNLOY 611 SE** £170

Great bass extension, super open and focussed midrange and fine detail up-top. Work best on filled dedicated stands; unmatched at the price.

**B&W DM601** £200

Tight, solid and tuneful bass with a clean and pure tonal quality. Midrange is a little laid back, but sound stage is wide and open.

**ROGERS LS322** £249

Big sound and a wonderful impressionist. Combine with matching AB33 subwoofers for extra bass depth.

**TDL RTL 2** £300

Bass on a budget from one of TDL's best floorstanders. Solid, vibrant and spacious sound.

**SYSTEMDEK SYSTEM 921** £300

One of the best mini-monitors around, with a coherent, involving sound that really sings.

**REL Q-BASS** £350

Few subwoofers match the Q-Bass at the price. The tuning controls can be a bit of a fiddle, but once set up the rest is pleasure.

**EPOS ES11** £445

Expertly refined, well engineered standmounters that need distinguished partnering equipment if they are not to sound over-polite.

**REL STRATA** £500

The Strata is not a toy. Offers superb, true hi-fi bass depth and power.

**MISSION 752** £500

More capable than many twice the price. Using advanced High Definition Aerogel drivers, the 752s are clear, crisp and focused. Good sensitivity makes them easy to drive.

**TANNLOY D100** £650

This small dual-concentric loudspeaker produces believable three dimensional imaging.

**EPOS ES14** £675

Epos' classic first loudspeaker has a forward, rhythmic presentation that will eat poor ancillaries for breakfast.

**CASTLE CHESTER** £700

Good sound allied to Castle's exquisite cabinetry and finish. Quarter-wave bass loading.

**PROAC STUDIO 100** £700

Excellent monitors with detailed, natural sound and plenty of atmosphere.

**HARBEATH HL-PJES** £799

A fine example of good loudspeaker engineering. The top of the mini-monitor league.

**UKD CALLAS** £850

High quality sound with a high quality bass from this solid walnut miniature.

**KEF REFERENCE SERIES ONE** £995

The KEF's combine pin-point imagery and detail with a smooth and polite balance. Good, agile bass too.

**HEYBROOK SEXTET II** £1129

Heybrook have retained the strengths of the original Sextet, whilst improving on bass extension and smoothness. Treble and imaging still up with the very best.

**KEF REFERENCE SERIES TWO** £1500

A truly endearing 'speaker, with clarity, cohesion, detail and precise imaging. Bass has superb extension.

**EPOS ES25** £1505

Epos' best. Combines near-uncoloured tonality with characteristic fireworks in the rhythm department. Superb by any other name.

**SPENDOR SP7/1** £1970

This big Spendor is very appealing thanks to its lucid sound and valve-friendly load.

**QUAD ESL-63** £2860

A reference against all other loudspeakers, with superb imaging qualities and genuine transparency. Earlier ESL model is an excellent second-hand buy, and both enjoy that legendary Quad service back-up.

**SPENDOR SP9/1** £3400-£3600

One of the clearest and most expressive loudspeakers you'll find for a large room. Beautifully finished.

**TANNLOY WESTMINSTER ROYAL** £10,000

An incredibly dynamic, detailed full-range horn design with a rich sound. Its high sensitivity predisposes it to valve amplification.
High Density Filler Material for Speakers and Stands

For maximum benefit from your loud-speaker / speaker stand combination, you should fill your stands with a suitable material. **SOUND-BYTES** are uniquely shaped steel chips, far more superior and four times more dense than sand, that once poured into the speaker stand, effectively provide a solid steel core within. This makes the stand an extremely dense heavy platform, ideal for improving bass and imagery.

Available in 4 litre tubs of approximately 20Kgs in weight, each tub will provide enough **SOUND-BYTES** to adequately fill most commonly available speaker stands and floorstanding speakers.

"It'll transform your unfilled stands, budget or dear."

Ken Kessler
Hi Fi News & Record Review July 95

**RECOMMENDED BY THE UK'S LEADING STAND AND LOUDSPEAKER MANUFACTURERS.**

**AVAILABLE MAIL ORDER FROM**

**Colin MacKenzie's HI-FI-CORNER**

Scotland's No. 1 HI-FI Company

52 Gordon Street, Glasgow
0141 248 2840

42-44 Cow Wynd, Falkirk
01324 629011

Carriage £5.00 Allow 14 Days Delivery.

**ALSO AVAILABLE FROM**

**HI FI CORNER IS**

**DENSEN CD MAGIC**

£ 9.95

The Densen disc will demagnetize your system through the C.D.player. We don't know how it works, but if it doesn't improve your sound we'll give you your money back!
A stunning range of valve amplifiers
What Hi-Fi Elektra review
“A superb valve amp”

CD at its very best... Transports, Players, DACs.
Exceptional looks... Exceptional sound

Loudspeakers from £325 to £3750
TE60 amp £649
Extreme Neutrality Extreme Musicality TE60/Comete Tze “There aren’t many systems which convey this much detail regardless of price”
HFNRR 1994

AVAILABLE FROM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practical Hi-Fi</th>
<th>Manchester &amp; Branches 0161 839 8869</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signals</td>
<td>Ipswich 01473 622886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Approach</td>
<td>Norwich, Norfolk 01603 622833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kronos Hi-Fi</td>
<td>New Mills, Dungannon 01808 749632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Audio Rainham, Kent 01634 390004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EX DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT SALE March / April 1996

| ATC SCM10 Walnut speakers boxed as new | WAS £1080 NOW £795 |
| AUDIOLAB CDM/DAC Transport & DAC      | £2100 £1750 |
| AUDIONOTE SORO SE Tube amplifier phone | £1999 £995 |
| AUDIONOTE DAC 2 Tube DAC              | £1099 £695 |
| AVI S200MC CD Player                  | £1149 £995 |
| AVI S200MA stereo power amp           | £599 £475 |
| EPOS ES14 spks inc EPOS Stands       | £790 £995 |
| MICROMEGA CDS.1DUO85 Transport & DAC  | £2150 £1750 |
| ROKSAN OJAN 3 Rosewood spks           | £995 £695 |
| RUARK TASMAN II Natural Walnut Speakers | £749 £625 |
| RUARK TEMPLAR Surl Walnut Speakers    | £499 £375 |
| YAMAHA DSP680 Processor Boxed as new  | £450 £325 |

The above is a selection of ex-demonstration equipment we currently have. A full offers list including second hand equipment is available on request. All equipment is guaranteed.

powerplant

66/67 Upper North Street Brighton BN1 3FL
Telephone: 01273 775978 Fax: 01273 748419

ATC, Audiolab, Arcam, B&O, Cyrus, Exposure, Microomega, Marantz, McIntosh, Proceed, Riqo, Roksan, Stax and other quality equipment.

Mail order and Worldwide Export service available

HOVLAND • MusiCap®
new distribution for Europe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coupling Caps</th>
<th>value of</th>
<th>voltage</th>
<th>1 to 50k</th>
<th>1 to 100</th>
<th>1 to 150</th>
<th>1 to 250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>uk retail</td>
<td>uk retail</td>
<td>uk retail</td>
<td>uk retail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inc vat</td>
<td>inc vat</td>
<td>inc vat</td>
<td>inc vat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>£3.43</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>£8.24</td>
<td>£7.60</td>
<td>£7.60</td>
<td>£7.60</td>
<td>£7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>£5.75</td>
<td>£5.14</td>
<td>£5.14</td>
<td>£5.14</td>
<td>£5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>£7.15</td>
<td>£6.52</td>
<td>£6.52</td>
<td>£6.52</td>
<td>£6.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>£9.54</td>
<td>£8.86</td>
<td>£8.86</td>
<td>£8.86</td>
<td>£8.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>£12.22</td>
<td>£11.55</td>
<td>£11.55</td>
<td>£11.55</td>
<td>£11.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>£12.01</td>
<td>£11.31</td>
<td>£11.31</td>
<td>£11.31</td>
<td>£11.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>£15.26</td>
<td>£14.55</td>
<td>£14.55</td>
<td>£14.55</td>
<td>£14.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>£16.78</td>
<td>£16.08</td>
<td>£16.08</td>
<td>£16.08</td>
<td>£16.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>£17.71</td>
<td>£16.99</td>
<td>£16.99</td>
<td>£16.99</td>
<td>£16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>£14.56</td>
<td>£13.82</td>
<td>£13.82</td>
<td>£13.82</td>
<td>£13.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>£18.68</td>
<td>£17.94</td>
<td>£17.94</td>
<td>£17.94</td>
<td>£17.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>£17.02</td>
<td>£16.29</td>
<td>£16.29</td>
<td>£16.29</td>
<td>£16.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>£21.15</td>
<td>£20.42</td>
<td>£20.42</td>
<td>£20.42</td>
<td>£20.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>£18.49</td>
<td>£17.75</td>
<td>£17.75</td>
<td>£17.75</td>
<td>£17.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>£19.40</td>
<td>£18.66</td>
<td>£18.66</td>
<td>£18.66</td>
<td>£18.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>£23.15</td>
<td>£22.41</td>
<td>£22.41</td>
<td>£22.41</td>
<td>£22.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Speaker Capacitors also available 1uF to 10uF.
MUSIICap, without doubt the best sounding film/foil capacitor we have ever heard.
NEW:
Output transformers for 211, W30b and 8v-811a available for single Ended amplifiers.

OEM, TRADE AND RETAIL ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Ben-Dee, Lumb Carr Rd, Holcombe, Bury, Lancs, BL8 2NN, England.
Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1706 823025
Gold Medal Winners do it AGAIN!!!

SINGLE ENDED AND POWER?
A SINGLE ENDED AMPLIFIER
WITH POWER AND
AFFORDABLE
30 WATTS R.M.S. PURE CLASS “A”
ONLY £1495 PER PAIR
A NEW EXTENDED TRIODE SINGLE-ENDED “CLASS A” AMPLIFIER
UNBELIEVABLE BUT TRUE!

THE NEW STERLING “P.E.T.S.E”. MONOBLOCK.
30 WATTS 20-20K + 1dB
LOW DISTORTION
GOLD ROD KT90 TUBES
OPTIMUM TRANSFER TRANSFORMER
SILVER WIRED OUTPUT
AUDION GOLD “POWERLITE” CAPS
AUDION “MAX” SIGNAL TRANSFER
ALPS POTENTIOMETER
COMPLETE WITH AUDION’S FAMOUS “A” RATED GOLD MEDAL WINNING SOUND

AUDION COMMISSIONED EL34M MULLARD REPLICA
CONTACT YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR OR SHOP FOR MORE INFO

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS

AMERICAN CUSTOMERS CONTACT CANORUS +416 972 0320
AUDION AMPLIFIERS UNITED KINGDOM
FACT NOT FICTION
ALEMA UK FAX 01273 722250

World Radio History
If you are Seriously into Hi-Fi...

Then make a date with the Royal Highland Showground - Ingleston, Edinburgh - 31/31 March

Switched On Scotland '96

4 Shows under one roof!

1

2

3

4

Sponsored by GD Young Ltd Featuring Photography & Video plus club Gallery

Records at Cost

Now you can buy your CDs at dealer's cost price

As a member of the WSL Records at Cost Service you can buy any brand CD (subject to availability) at cost price plus a small handling charge of only 50p.

Now you have no need to shop around for the best discounts. Here at last clearly stated are CDs at the ultimate saving - The Dealer's cost price.

Only WSL - offering a mail order service for more than 30 years - can offer you such low cost listening.

So why not see what savings you really can make by checking our prices?

Return the coupon or write to us now and we'll send you full details of the Records at Cost Service, together with a special promotional membership offer.

Please send me full details of the new Records at Cost Service. Without obligation (I enclose two first class stamps for speedy reply).

Name: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________

Postcode: ____________________________

To: Bill Wilson Stereo Library

PO Box 32 St. Leonards-on-Sea East Sussex TN38 0UZ

Telephone: (01424) 718254 Fax: (01424) 718262

Est 1961

FOR MORE INFORMATION...

Please call 01829 770884/770880 for the latest details on this & other Photofairs

HI-FI WORLD MAY 1996
VAIC VALVE
NEW DESIGN
300B £352.50 PER PAIR
Doncaster Hi-Fi Studios
Sunnyfields 01322 781367
MAF
Bottlethrop Trent
01283 530550
Audible Difference
Ditts Heathfield 01379 740227
Paul Green Hi-Fi
Burton - upon - Trent
Bath Avon 01225 316197
What do the critics say:
DUNQETT
The Art Audio gives you music with a sense of rightness that you don't really question but just
enjoy. Sweet open and lucid, the music
is produced with an easy sense of naturalness
which makes long term listening fatigue free and
especially rewarding.
Roy Gregory Hi-Fi Choice
TEMPO
I feel that the Art Tempo amplifiers are among the finest
value power amplifiers available. The imagery that the Tempos create is vivid,
lifeike and full of space and air.
Alan Stirnem, Hi-Fi World
MAESTRO
...they are just so stunningly gorgeous and open
and listen to. I can barely imagine anything more
alluring.
Alan Stircm, Hi-Fi World
The imagery that the Tempos create is vivid.
lifeike and full of space and air.
Alan Stircm, Hi-Fi World

SPEAKER CABLES  9 X 0.45MM P.T.F.E. INS.
WITH IEC SOCKET £38/M. + £7/M ADDITIONAL LENGTHS.
AND 4MM STACKABLE BANANA PLUG/ SOCKET AMPLIFIER END FOR BI-WIRING.
2 CORE SHEATHED SILVER PLATED, FITTED WITH 4MM BANANA PLUG SPEAKER END
MAINS CABLES  FOR POWER/PRE AMP. SILVER PLATED MAINS CABLE
TRANSWIRE SILVER  SILVER PLATED COPPER SOLID CORE SCREENED RECOMMENDED
TRANSWIRE GOLD  SOLID CORE SILVER 99.9% OXYGEN FREE TEFLON COATED.
FOR LONG INTERCONNECT £45/METRE - PAIR WITH GOLD  PHONOS  + £12/METRE A
ADJUSTMENTS.
£169/METRE - PAIR WITH HIGH QUALITY GOLD  PHONOS  + OR - £26 FOR 1/2 METRE
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT + £3 POST 8. PACKING.

At last a really affordable two way hi - end monitor. The new Rok-One,
Attention all T.M.S. owners. Do you realise that you can have your pride and
expensive Ojan 3X All for only £499.95 in black. £549.95 for Rosewood
ROKSAN
108

STOP PRESS...STOP PRESS
MUSICAL FIDELITY...SPECIAL OFFERS
were now
F22 Pre Amp, phono mm £1100 £799
F15 Power Amp £1900 £1350
FCD CD Player £1500 £1050
FX Power Amp £1100 £799
ALL BRAND NEW, BOXED AND WITH 5 YEAR GRANDIX WARRANTY.
Your Value for Money Route to Better Sound
2 Penyln Hill, Oswestry, Shropshire, UK. SY 10 9AF
Phone 01691 652894 Fax. 01691 662864

Hart Audio Kits -

QUALITY AUDIO KITS
24hrs SALES LINE
01691 652894

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK/EU VAT

Ordering your Hart kit is easy, simply post, telephone or fax your order anytime. All prices given are in UK sterling. We accept major credit cards and international payments. Our phone number for extra information or kits just ask our free fax. Overseas kits are welcome and we can send anywhere in the World. Post on UK orders up to £20 is £1.50, over £20 is £3.50. Express Courier £100.

21W Valve Amplifiers
Special 4965 triode transistor output stages. Perfect for 4718 and 4719 tubes for the 4965 Audio Power tube. Fully assembled kit with 15 pages of fantastic instructions, covering all aspects of tube amplifier design and operation. A must for the serious enthusiast. Over 500 9-valve and 50-watt output stages are covered in standard and custom designs. All individual components are carefully selected and measured for the best possible performance. Sturdy 11x11x5 inch fibreglass cabinet. 221 x 29 x 130mm. Kit includes 21W printed circuit board. £229.95

SWR/DIViders
Audiophile Power Supply Kit to suit the 4965. £120.42

ALPS "Blue Velvet" PRECISION AUDIO CONTROLS
Get the maximum performance and reliability from your kit by selecting the best components. Perfect for all high-fidelity audio systems. "Blue Velvet" controls are the ultimate choice for any kit. Made in Japan, the "Blue Velvet" series is the best from ALPS. £54.20

Manual Potentiometers
2 Gang 10K, £14.40
2 Gang 10K, SKU Or 10K, £14.40
2 Gang 10K Special balance, zero sensitivity and zero resistance, £14.40

Motorised Potentiometers
2 Gang 10K, £22.40
2 Gang 10K RD Special balance, zero sensitivity and zero resistance, £17.90

Soldering
Soldering is the most important aspect of any kit construction. It is the key to success. Many kits fail due to bad soldering. A good soldering job is essential to ensure the best possible results. 90% of our customers say "The soldering was easy".

Hart Super Audio Grade Silver Solder
Silver Super Audiophile Silver Solder is specially formulated for the audiophile. This solder is teenage to make the final connections and ensure the best possible results. Over 200 customers are now using the Silver Super Audiophile Silver Solder and they are all happy with the results. £14.40

Hart Super Audiograde Silver Solder
Silver Super Audiophile Silver Solder is specially formulated for the audiophile. This solder is teenage to make the final connections and ensure the best possible results. Over 200 customers are now using the Silver Super Audiophile Silver Solder and they are all happy with the results. £14.40

Hart Super Audiograde Silver Solder
Silver Super Audiophile Silver Solder is specially formulated for the audiophile. This solder is teenage to make the final connections and ensure the best possible results. Over 200 customers are now using the Silver Super Audiophile Silver Solder and they are all happy with the results. £14.40

"DAHRA" SINGLE ENDED CLASS A "HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER"
\(43565 \text{ £1000 Assembled and Tested} \text{ Kit} £228.42\)

"DAHRA" SINGLE ENDED CLASS A "HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER"
\(43565 \text{ £1000 Assembled and Tested} \text{ Kit} £228.42\)

"DAHRA" SINGLE ENDED CLASS A "HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER"
\(43565 \text{ £1000 Assembled and Tested} \text{ Kit} £228.42\)
### Audiophile International Present - a small selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DCC Compact Classics</th>
<th>Classic Records HQ LPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>180gm Virgin Vinyl LPs &amp; 24kt Gold CDs</strong></td>
<td><strong>More RCA - LSC 180gm HQ LPs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAY CHARLES AND BETTY CARTER</td>
<td>LSC 2449 GOUND - Faust/BIZET - Carmen £28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BEACH BOYS - Pet Sounds</td>
<td>LSC 2456 LALO - Symphonie Espagnole £28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHTNIN HOPKINS - Blues Holy</td>
<td>LSC 2500 STRAUSS - Waltzes (Reiner, C.S.O.) £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONNY ROLLINS - Saxophone Colossus</td>
<td>LSC 2541 LIPST - TOTENTANZ £28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK (2LP Deluxe g.fold)</td>
<td>LSC 2625 MIHAUD - Creation (deluxe cover) £35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROD STEWART - Never A Dull Moment</td>
<td>LDS 6065 THE ROYAL BALLET GALA (2LP) £50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAN GETZ &amp; CHARLES BYRD - Jazz Samba</td>
<td><strong>Verve Jazz 180gm HQ LPs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAY CHARLES - Greatest Country &amp; Western Hits</td>
<td>ELLA FITZGERALD - Clap Hands Here Comes... £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELTON JOHN - Greatest Hits Vol. 1</td>
<td>ELLIOTT &amp; HODGES - Back To Back £28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELTON JOHN - Greatest Hits Vol. 2 (LP Only)</td>
<td>COLEMAN HAWKINS ENCOUNTERS £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WES MONTOGNY - Goin' Out Of My Head</td>
<td>COLEMAN HAWKINS - Alive At The Village Gate £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREAM - Fresh Cream</td>
<td>BILL FURY - Songs For Distinctive Lovers £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREAM - Wheels Of Fire (2LP/CD Set)</td>
<td>ELLA FITZGERALD - Let No Man Write My... £28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CD Only Titles</strong></td>
<td>BILL EVANS - Live At Montreux £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOB DYLAN - Highway 61 Revisited</td>
<td>ELLIOTT &amp; HODGES - Side By Side £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE EAGLES - Hotel California</td>
<td>SONNY STITT - Blowing The Blues £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DOORS - Strange Days</td>
<td>JOHNNY HODGES - Blues A Plenty £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DOORS - L.A. Woman</td>
<td><strong>RCA 180gm HQ LPs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DOORS - Waiting For The Sun</td>
<td>HARRY BELAFONTE - At Carnegie Hall 2LP £37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILES DAVIS - Coolin'</td>
<td>BOB &amp; RAY - Throw A Stereo Spectacular £26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILES DAVIS - Relaxin'</td>
<td>DICK CHORY - Bang Baa-room &amp; Harp £28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILES DAVIS - Steamin'</td>
<td>SONNY ROLLINS - The Bridge £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILES DAVIS - Workin'</td>
<td><strong>CBS Jazz 180gm HQ LPs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GETZ MEETS MULLIGAN IN HI-FI</td>
<td>DAVE BRUBECK - Time Out £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Willy &amp; The Poor...</td>
<td>DUKE ELLIOTT - Blues In Orbit £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Cosmo's Factory</td>
<td><strong>Jazz Planet 180gm LPs &amp; HQ CDs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Bayou Country</td>
<td>ART DAVIS - A Time Remembered (180gm LP) £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Green River</td>
<td>HQ CD £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BAND - Stage Fright</td>
<td><strong>World Radio History</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILL EVANS - Portrait In Jazz</td>
<td>LSC 2456 LALO - Symphonie Espagnole £28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BEACH BOYS - Endless Summer</td>
<td>LSC 2500 STRAUSS - Waltzes (Reiner, C.S.O.) £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEON RUSSELL - Leon Russell</td>
<td>COLEMAN HAWKINS ENCOUNTERS £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEART - Dreamboat Annie</td>
<td>COLEMAN HAWKINS - Alive At The Village Gate £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEVE MILLER BAND - Book Of Dreams</td>
<td>BILL FURY - Songs For Distinctive Lovers £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEVE MILLER BAND - Fly Like An Eagle</td>
<td>ELLA FITZGERALD - Sings Cole Porter Songbook £35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINDA RONSTADT - Greatest Hits</td>
<td>JOHN COLTRANE &amp; PAUL QUINICHETTE £35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA - Eldorado</td>
<td>SONNY ROLLINS - Tenor Madness £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIM CROCE - Gold In A Bottle</td>
<td>BAD FINGER - Straight Up £25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WES MONTGOMNY - So Much Guitar!</td>
<td>CANNONBALL ADDERLEY - Know What I Mean? £25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**LSC 1831 BRAHMS - Piano Concerto No.1 £28**

**LSC 1817 OFFENBACH - Gaité Parisienne £28**

Buy two or more of any £28 title for £25 each.

**LSC 1901 TCHAIKOVSKY - Symphony No.6 £28**

**LSC 1900 BERLIOZ - Symphony Fantastique £28**

**LSC 1893 RAVEL - Daphnis Et Chloe £28**

**LSC 2134 OVERTURE! OVERTURE! £28**

**LSC 1934 BARTOK - Concerto For Orchestra £28**

**LSC 2150 STRAVINSKY - Lt. Kije (Reiner, CSO) £28**

**LSC 2222 DEBUSSY - Iberia (Reiner) £28**

**LSC 2201 MUSSORGSKY - Pictures At An... £28**

**LSC 2185 RACHMANINOFF - Symphony No 3 £28**

**LSC 2271 RAVEL/D'INDY - Pianon Concerto £28**

**LSC 2257 ELGAR - Pomp & Circumstance £28**

**LSC 2234 SAINT-SAENS - Piano Concerto No 2 £28**

**LSC 2287 ELGAR - Pomp & Circumstance £28**

**LSC 2215 STRAVINSKY - L. Kie (Reiner, CSO) £28**

**LSC 2193 VIVALDI - The Four Seasons £28**

**LSC 2220 RACHMANINOFF - Piano Concerto No 3 £28**

**LSC 2456 LALO - Symphonie Espagnole £28**

**LSC 2201 MUSSORGSKY - Pictures At An... £28**

**LSC 2222 DEBUSSY - Iberia (Reiner) £28**

**LSC 2225 WITCHES BREW (Gibson) £28**

**LSC 2234 SAINT-SAENS - Piano Concerto No 2 £28**

**LSC 2233 TCHAIKOVSKY - Capriccio Italian £28**

**LSC 2241 ELGAR - Enigma Variations £28**

**LSC 2419 DVORAK - Slavonic Dances £28**

**LSC 2423 REINER - Festival (Chicago S.O) £28**

**LSC 2436 RESPIGHI - Pines Of Rome (Reiner) £28**

**LSC 2418 ELGAR - Pomp & Circumstance £28**

**LSC 2419 DVORAK - Slavonic Dances £28**

**LSC 2423 REINER - Festival (Chicago S.O) £28**

**LSC 2436 RESPIGHI - Pines Of Rome (Reiner) £28**
**Recommended CDs & LPs**

| Artist | Title | Price
|-------|-------|-------
| JOHN COLTRANE | The Heavyweight Champion | £25
| These are the complete Atlantic Recordings. TCO £98
| Also available as a 2LP box set | £200
| TORI AMOS - Boys For Peice (US import) | £15
| Stunning new album. Two LP Clear Vinyl Vinyl set £15
| TAB BENOIT - What I live For (US import CD only) | £13
| RAY BRUNSWICK JIMMY ROWLES - As Good As CD | £13
| MILES DAVIS - Live At The Plugged Nickel | £13
| US imported HDCD set | £125
| BJORK - Post (European Black Vinyl) | £9
| British Pink Vinyl | £12
| k.d. LANG - All You Can Eat (US import LP) | £12
| BRIAN ENO - Passengers (US import LP) | £12
| TERRY EVANS - Putting it Down (HQ 180g LP) | £17
| DECCA Limited Edition | £15
| BEATLES - Anthology (3LP set) | £25
| RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS - Out In LA (US import) | £25
| A album that captures the best of this groups talents. 19 unreleased cuts, rare versions and club mixes. | £10

**Auditophile Limited Edition**

| PINK FLOYD | Atom Heart Mother | £25
| MUDDY WATER - Folk Singer | £25
| PINK FLOYD - Atom Heart Mother | £25
| EMERSON LAKE & PALMER - Tarkus | £25
| ALAN PARSONS PROJECT - Tales Of Mystery & Imagination | £25
| THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET - MJO | £25
| THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET - At Carnegie Hall | £25
| U2 - The Unforgettable Fire | £25
| JOHN DAE & GILBERTO - Getz / Gilberto | £25
| TRAFFIC - The Low Spark Of Heeled Boys | £25
| JOHN HIATT - Bring The Family | £25
| QUBEN - The Game | £25
| JEAN MICHEL JARRE - Oxygene | £25
| ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND - Brothers & Sisters | £25
| DECCA LIMITED EDITION | £25
| JOHN DEACON - Something | £25
| ALBERT COLLINS - Cold Snap | £25
| EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER - Trilogy | £25
| ERIC CLAPTON - Eric Clapton | £25
| THE BROTHERS IV | £25
| JOHN MELLENCAMP - The Lownsome Jubilee | £25
| BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS - Exodus | £25
| MARK GORENSTEIN'S evocative interpretation of Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony. | £25
| MOODY BLUES - Every Good Boy Deserves... | £25
| JOE COCKER - Sheffield Steel | £25
| HANK CRAWFORD - Soul Of The Ballad (LP) | £25
| MOODY BLUES - On The Threshold Of A Dream | £25
| JOHN MELLENCAMP - Big, Sweet 'N' Blue | £25
| ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND | £25
| JOE COCKER - Sheffield Steel | £25
| JOHN HAYTI - Bring The Family | £25
| QUBEN - The Game | £25
| MINSTREL BAND | £25
| JOHN MELLENCAMP - Lonesome Jubilee | £25
| JOE COCKER - Sheffield Steel | £25
| ROBERT CRAY - Show Me | £25
| ERIC CLAPTON - Eric Clapton | £25
| THE BROTHERS IV | £25
| MARK GORENSTEIN'S evocative interpretation of Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony. | £25
| MOODY BLUES - Every Good Boy Deserves... | £25
| JOE COCKER - Sheffield Steel | £25
| JOHN HAYTI - Bring The Family | £25
| QUBEN - The Game | £25
| "...something else..." | £25
| ROBERT CRAY | £25
| BRIAN ENO - Passengers (US import LP) | £12
| k.d. LANG - All You Can Eat (US import LP) | £12
| BRIAN ENO - Passengers (US import LP) | £12
| TERRY EVANS - Putting it Down (HQ 180g LP) | £17
| DECCA Limited Edition | £15
| BEATLES - Anthology (3LP set) | £25
| RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS - Out In LA (US import) | £25
| A album that captures the best of this groups talents. 19 unreleased cuts, rare versions and club mixes. | £10

**New - Books & Magazines**

- For large orders we offer Parcel Force Next Day fixed at £6.75.
- To order call one of our
- A detailed listing, harmonically rich new piano trios since Bill Evans. Deep lyricism on slow ballads, haunting original parts with great sensitivity. Transparently clear piano, warm and lucid bass, startlingly diverse cymbals.
- EDDIE GALE QUINTET - A Minute With Miles. A great trumpeter's odyssey: Eddie Gale takes you from Africa to New Orleans to modern jazz and beyond. Instruments sound truly present, 3-dimensional and focused.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GZ34 MULLARD</td>
<td>£1.50 ea</td>
<td>2.5H 220MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ37 MULLARD</td>
<td>£1.75 ea</td>
<td>7.4H 150MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ32 MULLARD</td>
<td>£1.50 ea</td>
<td>4H 120MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL 84 MULLARD</td>
<td>£1.50 ea</td>
<td>15H 150MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB86 MULLARD</td>
<td>£2.15 ea</td>
<td>3H 300MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC81 MULLARD</td>
<td>£2.60 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC82 MULLARD</td>
<td>£2.60 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC83 MULLARD</td>
<td>£1.50 ea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB137 MULLARD</td>
<td>£1.50 ea</td>
<td>1) PRIMARY 115/230V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB86C MULLARD</td>
<td>£2.15 ea</td>
<td>2) PRIMARY 230V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB86B MULLARD</td>
<td>£2.15 ea</td>
<td>3) PRIMARY 230V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OIL FILLED CHOKES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5H 200MA</td>
<td>£1.50 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5H 400MA</td>
<td>£2.25 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10H 250MA</td>
<td>£3.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10H 350MA</td>
<td>£3.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16H 120MA</td>
<td>£2.20 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5H 600MA</td>
<td>£3.00 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5H 280MA</td>
<td>£1.50 ea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5H 220MA</td>
<td>£1.50 ea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AVO CT 160 VALVE TESTER, REFURBISHED AND CALIBRATED**

- **MAKE AND MODEL**
  - ARCHANGELA KORA ONE
  - ARCHANGELA KORA 100
  - ARCHANGELA KORA 50
  - ELEONOR WANG X:1000
  - ENERGIX M4 100 E
  - ENERGIX M4 S
  - ENERGIX M4 1500 E
  - ENERGIX M4 1000
  - EMINENCE W2000
  - EMINENCE W2000 T
  - EMINENCE W2000 PW
  - EMINENCE W2000 N
  - EMINENCE W2000 EX

**TYPE**

- AV AMPIFIER
- CD AMPIFIER
- DYNAMIC AMPIFIER
- PRE AMPIFIER
- POWER AMPIFIER

**WAS**

- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00

**NOW**

- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00
- £799.00

**Mail Order Services**

- Major Credit Card Accepted
- Call 01788 540772
- or write to 12 Regent Street, Rugby, Warwickshire
Hello Peter,

Recently you supplied me with Slate Audio speaker stands for my Harbeth Compact 7 monitors and a plynth, arm & cartridge for my Garard 301 turntable. I can honestly say that this was money well spent!

I am a studio engineer and as I use my Harbeths for mixing sessions, it is absolutely critical that they reproduce what has been recorded without colouration, warts & all! Other stands, despite manufacturers’ claims, are not always neutral. Not so Slate Audio. They give me definition from the loudspeaker I have not heard before. They also give me positive immaging.....I can place an instrument or effect wherever I want in the stereo with confidence. Recently I worked with a group that used a 26 inch kick drum...notoriously difficult to record. But I was able to record & mix knowing that what I was hearing was true. The proof of the pudding was when the test pressing arrived at my home and all the 30 & 40 hz were still present and not “rolled off” in the cut. Thank you Abbey Road Cutting Room.

The marble plynth for my 301 is a work of art. I am happy to say that it sounds as good as it looks. I had been listening soley to compact discs at home for the last five or six years, and when I first put up the Slate Audio 301 I must admit to having quite a shock. It took me a short while to get used to the sonics of vinyl. However, once adjusted, forever converted. Now that my cartridge is run in I am more than happy to ditch the CD player in favour of my old records. They have new life, dynamics & energy. Thank you Peter Soper.

Kind regards,

KEVIN VAN GREEN

STUDIO SALES - DESIGN - INSTALLATION

SLATE AUDIO
☎ 01525 384174

THE BEST SPEAKER STANDS & RECORD PLAYERS IN THE WORLD
The experience of listening to music on most Hi-Fi systems is a pale imitation of the experience of live performed music. This should not be the case but the language of Hi-Fi journalism shows us how we have come to accept that it is. Undue attention is paid to incidental issues whilst the fundamentals are overlooked. Unsurprisingly Hi-Fi has become an acquired interest, one that non audiophiles are amused or puzzled by. These non audiophiles would not be puzzled by a live performance of their favoured music programme. Live orchestral music has a rich balance of qualities that Hi-Fi can rarely reproduce, scale and effortless dynamic range, power with grace and fineness of tone. Definitive Audio has for years only been interested in equipment that can reproduce the full breadth of this experience. We achieve this to a standard that has been making waves and changing the industry. Experienced audio journalists have described our systems as "so real it makes a mockery of conventional stereo" (Jonathan Kettle - Audiophile) and "Good enough to represent the country" (Jason Kennedy - Hi-Fi Choice) Maybe you should find out why?

SECOND HAND ITEMS FOR SALE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>SALE Price</th>
<th>RRP Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LFD PA2M MONO POWER AMPLIFIERS (CORIAN) 2months old</td>
<td>£1500</td>
<td>£2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFD LINE PRE AMPLIFIER TO MATCH ABOVE 2 months old</td>
<td>£1500</td>
<td>£2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFD 5m BI WIRE SPEAKER CABLE</td>
<td>POA</td>
<td>£3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORNING AGATHON 3 WAY HORN OAK</td>
<td>£300</td>
<td>£180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAX SR4 HEADPHONE</td>
<td>£2800</td>
<td>£1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAC VR-50 20 12 MONTHS OLD</td>
<td>£1380</td>
<td>£2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROMEGA DUO CD2 TRANSPORT</td>
<td>£1500</td>
<td>£4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNELL AII 3 WAY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM</td>
<td>£450</td>
<td>£800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNELL JII 2 WAY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM</td>
<td>£375</td>
<td>£520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONITOR AUDIO MA 801 ROSEWOOD</td>
<td>£230</td>
<td>£1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSICAL FIDELITY CDT VALVE CD</td>
<td>£600</td>
<td>£250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDIO INNOVATIONS CLASSIC 25 KIT - NEW</td>
<td>£400</td>
<td>£500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDIO INNOVATIONS $200 POWER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIOUS EQ SUPPORTS AND USED HIGH END 1/2 CABLES AND SPEAKER CABLES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Audio for the first time buyer and seasoned enthusiast.
Quality advice, guidance and service
A wide range of interesting products, some mainstream, some unusual, all serious
Low and mid power valve amplifiers, horn and high sensitivity loudspeakers.
UK AGENT - Horning and Lowther. WORLDWIDE AGENT - Vitavox and Living Voice.
Please phone or fax for further details

NVA, 6 Watermill Ind. Est., Aspenden Road, Buntingford, Hertfordshire SG9 9J5
Tel: 01763 272707 Fax: 01763 271594

DIRECT FROM NVA OR PARTICIPATING RETAILERS:
- Chantry Audio-Newark.
- Doug Brady Hi-F-Warrington.
- Sound Approach-Norwich.

NVA, 6 Watermill Ind. Est., Aspenden Road, Buntingford, Hertfordshire SG9 9JS
Tel: 01763 272707 Fax: 01763 271594
Valve amplifiers sonic upgrades, cost effective critical components only or total rebuilds utilising your component preferences. Alternatively, I can select components to meet your particular sonic requirements.

I have musically enhanced amplifiers from the 1940's to Audio Research Inc. latest designs.

With regard to component choices I have them from Hovland music, I.A.R., Kimber, M.I.T., Winma, Sprague, Audio Note. Vishay, Allen Bradley, Sterenico, Noble, Solen and MANY MORE.

All work is carried out using I.A.R. Wonder Solder.

POWER SUPPLIES
State of the art power supplies are available for most solid state and valve equipment, also turntables, including Naim pre-amps. Audio Acupuncture products i.e. DAC in the 8-bit state of the art. Digi, Oracle Delphi, Rivelin Eclipse, Linn Sondek. PLEASE NOTE:- I can supply "one off" designs without a cost penalty and also modify equipment with built in Interconnects, speaker cables, mains cables, digital connections, high quality silver or copper Teflon or other dielectrics. All hand made e.g. 1 design without a cost penalty and also modify equipment with built in Interconnects, speaker cables, mains cables, digital connections, high quality silver or cardas wire. Valve pre-amps and power amps custom built. Passive pre-amps from budget to state-of-the-art (for less than the price of second best).

SPEAKER FEAT: SUPPORT PLINTHS THAT WORK! CUSTOM MANUFACTURED FOR YOUR SPEAKERS £49.95 PAIR

THE CUSTOMER SPEAKS

SILVER INTERCONNECTS:
"THEY DELIVER A VERY OPEN TRANSPARENT SOUND AND OFFER SUPERB VALUE FOR MONEY"
"AMAZING, LIKE OPENING A WINDOW."

PRE-AMP POWER SUPPLY (NAIM):
"YOUR POWER SUPPLY IS THE BIGGEST UPGRADE I'VE EVER MADE"
"IMPOSSIBLE! I'M GETTING SO MUCH MORE MUSIC"

MODIFICATIONS:
"THE WORK YOU HAVE CARRIED OUT HAS LIFTED MY LUXMAN D107 U CD PLAYER INTO THE £2000 + LEAGUE"
"YOUR UPGRADE TO THE ROBERTSON 4010 POWER AMP GAVE US THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS, PROVIDING GREATER CLARITY, FOCUS AND DETAIL WITHOUT LOSING THE MAGIC OF THE ROBERTSON."

CONTACT CLEANER, ONLY £10, INCLUSIVE OF CLEANING TOOLS AND CARRIAGE, CLEANS OUT YOUR CONTACTS NOT YOUR WALLET

OFFERS INVITED FOR POSSIBLY THE ONLY PAPER IN OIL SILVER INTERCONNECTS EXISTING!
TRULY AMAZING PERFORMANCE

SPECIAL FOR APRIL ONLY: OLAF PIROL'S EAR CLEANING KIT: 2 x 50G GENTEX H.E. . 2 x DETONATORS (SILVER WIRE + WONDER SOLDERED) THIS WILL BLOW YOUR HEAD OFF

PHONE 01642 559543
FAX 01642 535655

FOR PEOPLE WITH EARS!

THE AUDIO É CLAT

All of us at Audio Engineering with everyone a very happy xmas and a sonic new year.
And just to prove it, we will include a very high quality 18 range digital volume complete with manual and real leads, FREE! With every pair of our single-ended output transformers (excluding headphone OTXS), please remember that.

This offer ends on 30th January 1996.

6 KILO SINGLE-ENDED OUTPUT Transformers
"ALL BUILT ON A 2 1/2" STACK OF IMPERIAL 6 & 120 LAMINATIONS TOP SHROUDED, DROP THROUGH, INCORPORATING ANTI- MAGNETIC INSULATORS COMPLETE WITH FIXING BOLTS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS WHERE POSSIBLE."

2200 / 80 @ 16.58 TO 1 TURNS RATIO
2300 / 80 @ 17.7 TO 1
2500 / 80 @ 17.6 TO 1 KT88 TRIODE CONNECTED
2700 / 80 @ 17 TO 1
2300 / 15Q @ 12.4 TO 1
2200 / 15Q @ 12 TO 1
5000 / 15Q @ 18 TO 1

$20 POWERED SINGLE 811-3 AMPLIFIER, CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS, C1-2 LIST, WHERE POSSIBLE.

STOP PRESS!!
DONT GET MUCKED UP YET....STAY SINGLE, HANG-OUT BY BUILDING A FEEDBACK, ALL TWEAKED, MEDIUM SINGLE-END 1 ALUMINIUM, CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS, C1-2 LIST, ACCESSIBLE FOR THIS PROJECT ARE NOW AVAILABLE. PLEASE SEND £250 OR Cheque/PO TO S.A.E.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS, TO P J PERRY
AUDIO ENGINEERING
57 LYNDHURST DRIVE, LEYTON LONDON E10 6JB.
0181 558 4266
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Try me & see

For the very best deal on any Hi-Fi, Home Cinema, A/V unit
- including all Award Winners!
- Try me & see is Britain’s first dedicated Hi-Fi mail order company
- 1000s of satisfied customers nationwide

"... I’m so delighted, that words fail me. Thank goodness I contacted you."
- Over half of our business is recommended or repeat
- You phoned the rest, now try the best!

AMAZING PRICES GUARANTEED!
... you’ll get first-class service
savings and support

You can always buy from us with the complete confidence that we will never let you down. We always put our customers first and constantly upgrade and update our systems in order to improve our service.

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
- To supply budget, regular and esoteric equipment.
- To deliver, insured, anywhere in the world within one week* — or your money back!
- To accept cheque, cash or major credit/debit cards.
- To offer a comprehensive warranty on all goods.
- FREE collection (within 24 hours) and delivery of repairs.
- To offer extended warranties up to 5 years.
* Subject to stock availability

If you are SERIOUS about buying hi-fi, phone
(0181) 563 0003
NOW!
Fax (0181) 563 0300
"... no hesitation in recommending you to my friends"

...We will be opening a new showroom soon...

Try Me & See Ltd, 5 Rocks Lane, Barnes, London SW13 0DB
MEASURED PERFORMANCE

It's important to measure products to assess performance, find explanations of sound quality and warn of peculiarities or faults. Only Hi-Fi World has an advanced in-house laboratory with digital signal analysis for this purpose. In conjunction with this facility we assess sound quality in our own acoustically treated listening room. We measure most products reviewed. Here's a simple guide on our test results.

LOUDSPEAKERS

Smooth, flat frequency response is important to ensure a balanced sound. Look carefully at overall trends; rising treble will give a bright sound, falling treble a dull sound. A rise through the midrange normally corresponds with good projection.

High sensitivity (better than 86dB) means less power is needed for a certain volume, meaning a low power amp. can be used. The impedance curve tells us how easy loudspeakers are to drive. Low or wildly varying impedance is bad; a flat impedance around 8Ω is good.

CD PLAYERS

Even small trends in frequency response of CD players can affect their subjective balance. Generally, those with a gently rolled off treble and, more rarely, a rising bass will sound best. Rising treble can produce a sharp sound.

The distortion plot we show is taken at -30dB, to represent a typical music signal. High distortion at this level, combined with rising treble, can result in a harsh sound. Yet other effects have to be considered, especially low level linearity, which we also test for, including -90dB signals with dither applied.

AMPLIFIERS

Distortion from solid state amplifiers should be no more than around 0.2%. Even order (2nd, 4th, 6th etc) distortion is aurally innocuous, but odd order (3rd, 5th, 7th etc) distortion makes for a glassy, hard sound, or grittiness.

Frequency response can be band limited, with bass and treble rolled off just out of the ear's range, or wideband. Each has its own characteristics. Small wideband response variations colour tonal balance.

Power output is easy to understand: the higher the figure, the louder it will go. Just make sure there's enough power output to drive any loudspeakers you intend to use.

TUNERS

Frequency response, as always, says much about tonal balance and character traits, like peaky treble (due to a mismatched MPX filter). Distortion and channel separation need to be less than 0.3% (according to harmonic structure) and better than 25dB.

Hiss level must be lower than -70dB for Radio 3 silences to be just that - silent. And full quieting, the strength of aerial signal needed for optimum results, should be around 1mV or less

Selectivity, the ability to separate stations under the most difficult conditions should be better than 60dB and sensitivity better than 30μV on stereo.

CASSETTE DECKS

Replay performance is measured to IEC 94 Standards using IEC test tapes. This ensures that recordings made on a machine transfer to a car player, personal stereo or another domestic recorder properly, as well as ensuring optimum results with commercially prerecorded tapes. Look for a quoted replay response of 40Hz-10kHz, no more than 1% speed error and hiss in the replay amps lower than -59dB.

Recording quality considers frequency response, bias variation, head performance and alignment. Frequency response should stretch from 40Hz-15kHz or so. Head overload (MOL315) must be above 0dB, reaching around +4dB for good results.

From the transport mechanism look for less than 0.15% wow or flutter. Overall (DIN weighted) wow and flutter should be no more than 0.1% or so.

AMPLIFIERS

NAD 312

The 312 was an interesting piece of kit to measure. To start with NAD have provided a switch at the back to select the load impedance. Into dummy loads of 8Ω and 4Ω power output was found to be 55 watts and 56 watts respectively.

Frequency response was very respectable spanning 8Hz to 42kHz at ±1dB. This amplifier also has a set of tone controls which can be bypassed by the use of the tone defeat button.

Other measurements were generally very good with distortion at normal listening levels going down to 0.008% at 1kHz. Distortion did, however, rise steadily at higher frequencies and was predominantly third harmonic.

Supplied too is an in-built MM phono stage. Frequency response at -1dB roll off was 13Hz to 45kHz. I would expect a solid bass response through this stage.

Otherwise, results were respectable with sensitivity a fairly normal 3mV with good 72dB separation and an input impedance of 47kΩ.

All in all, on the test bench, the NAD 312 is a well engineered amplifier with an competent Moving Magnet phono stage. HB

TEST RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>55 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD/tuner/aux.</td>
<td>8Hz-42kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>66.6dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>-104.2dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>220mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc offset</td>
<td>0.2/0.1mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>13Hz-45kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>72dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>82dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>3mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overload</td>
<td>220mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**SOUND STAGE HI-FI**

**COMPETITIVE PRICES FOR EX-DEM & SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT**

**SOURCE COMPONENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V.O.Y.D. &quot;THE VOW) TURNTABLE MAHOGANY S/PH PSU</td>
<td>£1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.A.N.DEN HUL ZETA TONE ARM, BOXED</td>
<td>£325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAN DEN HUL MC ONE CARTRIDGE</td>
<td>£450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROMEGA STAGE ONE CD PLAYER</td>
<td>£400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AMPLIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUDIO RESEARCH BLI BALANCED LINE DRIVER</td>
<td>£2800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDIO RESEARCH D125 POWER AMP (SILVER)</td>
<td>£600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDIO INNOVATIONS $500 INTEGRATED AMP.</td>
<td>£600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUAD II VALVE MONOBLOCK (AS GOOD AS I'VE SEEN)</td>
<td>£450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDIO INNOVATIONS $1000 PHONO</td>
<td>£650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAR 859 INTEGRATED AMP (SINGLE ENDED HEAVEN)</td>
<td>£950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINN KS280/SPIRKL</td>
<td>£575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNTER POINT SA2 MC STEP UP TRANSFORMER</td>
<td>£550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPEAKERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAGNEPLANAR 3 (OATMEAL/ASH)</td>
<td>£1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNEPLANAR SAGA (BLACK/ASH)</td>
<td>£310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSION 751 BLACK</td>
<td>£180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEI METAL STANDS</td>
<td>£165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITY BY APPOINTMENT**

**ALL GOOD EQUIPMENT BOUGHT OR PART EXCHANGED.**

**THE EMPORIUM**

283- Nicholas Street, Dix, Norfolk.

**FOR SALE**

Quad II 6 pairs available
Leak Stereo 20 7 available
Leak TL12 2 pairs
Quad 33
Quad 33/303, FM boxed
Garrard 301 grey min resprayed with
GME 3012 in 50kg plinth
Croft micro A
Garrard 401
Meridian 208B CD player, boxed
Meridian 201 pre
Meridian D600 digital speakers (3 digital & 2 analogue inputs fully remote, mint boxed, walnut, cost £2500 new)
TDL studio 2
Leak Througeline 2 gold with studio 12 decoder
Troughline 3, studio 12 decoder
Troughline stereo origin
Dynesco stereo 120 early transistor power amp
Raford STA25x22
Lowther cabinets & drive units available
Quad valve tuners
Musical Fidelity MX1
Musical fidelity pre 3a

**WANTED**

Good quality vintage HiFi
Tannoy HF0/200/amp
Pye HF12HF25/FB3/HF10/HF20
Avantec anything
Raford anything v/e/p
t Quad anything & everything esp 63
t Quad FM4 six wanted!
Radford anything valve
Leak TL12

**THE NEW ROSE SCION AMPLIFIER**

The two box 70 watt integrated amplifier contains the power amp, power supply with volume control in box 1. box 2 has the pre-amp source select excepting 5 input with 2 phons MM/ MC. Price £545. Orders are now being taken.

**T.E.L:** 0151-464-4621
AMPLIFIERS

SUMO ATHENA II POLARIS III

SUMO have put a bit of power our way. Utilising MOSFET output transistors the power amplifier delivers a massive 153 watts into 8Ω and an even greater 225 watts into 4Ω. This is plenty for all but the most inefficient loudspeakers.

This pre/power set up delivered a more than adequate frequency response, spanning 6Hz to 95kHz within 1 dB limits. Distortion figures were particularly impressive with very little change between low and high power levels. High frequency results were notably good which is a typical signature of Field Effect transistor output stages.

Separation figures were a bit lower than the best at 72dB and line sensitivity of 350mV too high for full power from some low output sources. There was no disc stage in the samples provided. HB

TEST RESULTS

| Power | 153 watts |
| CD/tuner/aux. | 6Hz-95kHz |
| Frequency response | 71.8 dB |
| Separation | -85.75 dB |
| Noise | 0.016% |
| Distortion | 350mV |
| Sensitivity | 0.8/3.5mV |
| dc offset | 0/0mV |

AUDION STERLING E.T.S.E

Using EL34M valves at the output stage the Sterling E.T.S.E (Extended Triode Single Ended) delivers 11.2 watts into an 8Ω load, so it does need a sensitive loudspeaker.

Frequency response at ±1 dB was found to be 16Hz to 30kHz with the latter figure falling on the plus side of the limits. There was also a noticeable 0.5dB lift at about 26kHz.

The noise and separation figures were found to be very average possibly giving some background hiss and a more centrally focussed image particularly in the mid-band. Distortion figures weren't of the highest standard either, reaching the mildly dizzy heights of 2.2% at full power, predominantly second order, with third order coming in at a very close second! This should contribute to a warm sound.

Input sensitivity is a fairly decent 200mV which is a little insensitive than average. A valve amplifier of average quality, standard measurementwise. HB

TEST RESULTS

| Power | 11.2 watts |
| CD/tuner/aux. | 16Hz-30kHz |
| Frequency response | 67dB |
| Separation | -78dB |
| Noise | 0.5% |
| Sensitivity | 200mV |
| dc offset | 0/0mV |

ENSEMBLE CORIFEO

A rather curious frequency response of only 4Hz to 18kHz within 1dB limits was achieved on the test bench. Although it could be argued that most, if not all of us can't hear beyond this, the trend has been for wider bandwidths of late.

Power handling into an 8Ω load is a neat 110 watts with a healthy 156 watts into 4Ω. This should be adequate for driving most loudspeakers.

The 280mV sensitivity through the pre-amp/DAC 'Dichrono', all in one unit, is fairly standard and should cope with most input signals subjected to it.

Unusually the Ensemble's distortion went down at higher frequencies (0.03 at 1kHz, 0.02 at 10kHz) which I can only attribute to its early high frequency roll off. A warmer than average sound can be expected. HB

TEST RESULTS

| Power | 110 watts |
| CD/tuner/aux. | 4Hz-18kHz |
| Frequency response | 84dB |
| Separation | -96.7dB |
| Noise | 0.02% |
| Sensitivity | 280mV |
| dc offset | 12/12mV |

AUDIO VALVE PPP 45 MONOBLOCKS

Built so fingers can relatively easily touch the circuit board inside, not intentionally I hope, this Audio Valve concoction delivers a neat little 12.5 watts into an 8Ω load. This seems a modest value when compared to amplifiers in general, but is not out of the ordinary in the valve kingdom. One should be careful however to match them with good, efficient loudspeakers with high sensitivity figures. Otherwise it is rare that anyone requires listening levels that go beyond the capability of this amplifier.

Frequency response is 9Hz to 22kHz, covering the sonic spectrum within the 1dB limits, but not going much further. This probably accounts for the low high frequency harmonic distortion figures that were achieved with 0.1% at full from 10kHz as opposed to 0.35% for the 1kHz response.

The noise figure was found to be higher than normal at -57dB so one might expect some audible hiss. Separation figures shouldn't really be considered here as we are playing with monoblocks, but sensitivity was good for a power amp block. HB

TEST RESULTS

| Power | 12.5 watts |
| CD/tuner/aux. | 9Hz-22kHz |
| Frequency response | 100dB |
| Separation | -57dB |
| Noise | 0.05% |
| Sensitivity | 450mV |
| dc offset | -1.8/-1.8mV |
Bespoke support systems for loudspeakers and audio equipment

Custom built loud speaker stands and equipment supports designed and built by international sound engineer Andrew Corrigan and weld artist Micky Bolton. Personal designs to suit your listening environment both aurally and visually. For further details or to discuss your individual requirements please call.

TEL: 0181 961 0354.
FAX: 0181 965 1527

---

**TECHNICAL & GENERAL**

**Some Necessities - From the Original Classic Turntable Specialists**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connoisseur</th>
<th>P&amp;P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BD1/2 Drive Belt</td>
<td>10.25 1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD1/2 Motor Suspension kit</td>
<td>13.95 2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAU 2 Headshell</td>
<td>16.75 2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAU 2 Connecting lead</td>
<td>15.95 3.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Garrard**

- Wired arm tubes from 12.75 2.55
- Cartridge carriers (sides) 10.25 1.85
- Idler Wheels 9.85 2.25
- 301/401 Transaction Models
  - Original Thrust pad assembly 10.25 2.25
  - Original Idler tension spring 2.95 1.85
  - Original Speed control disc - 401 13.75 2.20
- Xerocopy Owners Manual 301 incl. full size mounting template 7.85 1.85
- Xerocopy Owners Manual 401 incl. full size mounting template 5.70 1.85
- Replacement Intermediate drive wheel 19.95 2.85
- Replacement 301 control levers
  - On/OffSpeed select 20.25 2.55
  - Replacement 301 suppressor unit 5.65 2.25
  - Replacement 301 motor pulley 12.65 2.25
  - Replacement 301 Chrome plated mounting bolts set 4.70 2.25
  - Recommended Lubrication set - early 301/standard 301/401 - please specify 5.60 1.85

**Goldring/Lenco**

- Idler wheel (lock-nut or clip fixing) 19.95 2.85
- Arm Pivot bearings with instructions 8.25 1.85
- Spindle/Main bearing assembly complete 24.85 3.85
- Headshells from 21.95 2.55
- Instruction books from 4.20 1.85

**Thorens**

- TD 124 series
  - Idler wheel - original 27.50 2.85
  - Idler wheel - our redesigned replacement 15.30 2.55
  - Drive belt 15.25 1.85
  - Chassis suspension spring (replaces 'mushrooms') 13.85 2.55
- 120/150 series
  - Drive belt 10.25 1.85
  - Suspension springs (-1%), (5%), (+1%) set 11.85 2.55
  - Suspension bushings set 12.50 2.25
- Ambassadors for most models from 16.90 2.55

Cecil Watts Dustbungs/Parastats (spares incl. Preonor wicks) Cartridges and styli for 78s & Mono LPs in addition to current Stereo LP

TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO Box 53, Crowborough, E.Sussex. TN6 2BY Tel:- 01892 654534

---
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**HI-FI WORLD**

Over forty years of Hi-Fi experience, now at Glasgow's Newest and Biggest Hi-Fi store.

Four superb demonstration areas:
- MINI AND MICRO SYSTEMS,
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- SEPARATES,
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LOUDSPEAKERS

TANNOY 631 SE
The Profile 631 SEs have a very smooth frequency response. There's a little lift in the upper bass which with give them a rich and full-sounding bottom end. Above this though the response stays within tight 1dB limits. Treble extension is good too which should give them fine insight and detail.

They are not the most sensitive miniatures though. I measured 85dB sound pressure level at 1m using a nominal watt (2.83V) pink noise signal. Overall impedance measured 7Ω, and apart from a strong fall at high frequencies, the impedance curve was relatively flat.

I'd recommend amplifiers capable of delivering around 50watts for best results, although these loudspeakers are likely to be used in small rooms where high volume levels are impractical, so you may get away with slightly less.

TECHNICS SB-M500
Technics' SB-M500s have been engineered to a very high standard. Not only is the frequency response very smooth, but the small trends hidden within it I suspect will give good subjective results. There is a gentle plateau lift around 5kHz which will add insight and detail. Above this upper treble is smoothly rolled off to make sure they aren't too sharp. Bass output is very flat, again a gentle lift around 100Hz will add speed and punch.

Like the SB-M300s, the 500s aren't that sensitive. I measured 86dB at 1m with a nominal watt (2.83V) pink noise signal. The impedance curve also shows a sharp rise in the midband indicating that the 500s are a reactive load. With an overall impedance of 7Ω I'd recommend amplifiers capable of delivering around 50watts minimum.

MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY FALCON EXPORT
Big three-way loudspeakers are especially difficult to engineer, so congratulations must go out to Musical Technology who have managed to engineer a remarkably flat response from their Falcon Export loudspeakers. The lift in the upper treble should lend insight and detail, and a shallow drop through the midrange will keep them smooth. Bass didn't go that low though, so expect dry bass.

Driving the Falcon Exports won't be a problem either. They have a reasonably smooth impedance curve, apart from the dip around 3kHz where the tweeter comes in, and an overall impedance of 7Ω. This, coupled with high 90dB sensitivity measured at 1m using a nominal watt (2.83V) pink noise signal, means they will go loud with few watts. Amplifiers in the range of 15-50watts should be appropriate, depending on the size of room you intend to drive.

ENSEMBLE ELYSIA/PROFUNDO
The Ensemble Elysia loudspeakers can be used as a high quality miniature loudspeaker, or stacked on top of the stereo Profundo subwoofers. The response plot below shows a very flat and smooth frequency response from the Elysias, with the extra bass extension provided by the Profundo subwoofers. There is a slight plateau lift in the treble, not enough to unbalance the sound, but it will certainly give them a detailed and insightful sound.

The impedance curve of the Elysia/Profundo combination was especially smooth, presenting a mainly resistive load. Sensitivity was a little low though, so I'd recommend amplifiers capable of delivering at least 50watts, especially as the Profundo subwoofers benefit from the extra control afforded by more powerful amplification.
Liberty Audiosuite

a new standard in PC Audio Measurement and Analysis Systems

advanced...powerful...practical...£545

* MLS and Gated Sinewave testing, with real phase angle
* Amplitude, Impedance and Phase Angle vs frequency
* Thiele/Small parameters
* Waterfall plots and Energy vs Time displays
* Distortion Analyser, Dual Channel Oscilloscope
* Spectrum Analyser......Cepstral Analysis,......and more.

You provide the PC (a 486DX is best) and amplifier

I supply the LAUD software + manual, the assembled mic/probe preamp and probes, the ECHO soundcard, a calibrated microphone, and all the cables ready for easy “plug and go”, plus fax/telephone support and advice for best use of this very sophisticated but easy to use system.

To order, or for more details, call Tony Seaford at MARTON MUSIC 01282-773198
LOUDSPEAKERS

KEF 60S

Coming from KEF I was expecting the 60S monitors to have a flat response. I was wrong. They have a lumpy response, and treble level is too low. As this is high treble it will be noticeable as a lack of space and atmosphere, rather than a dullness. The lift through the midrange will give them good projection though.

As you'd expect from a miniature satellite loudspeaker, bass rolled off early at 180Hz or so. But their intended partner is the 30B subwoofer. Pushing out just 86dB at 1m for a nominal watt (2.83V) pink noise signal, the 60S will need 30-40 watts to drive them properly. Their low overall impedance of 5.8Ω also means they will draw more current than most but impedance does stay high through the midrange and treble. DB

CD PLAYERS

NAD 512

New models seem to flood out of the NAD stable as often as thunder storms hit Florida. Again we have been handed a neatly engineered grey box.

Gently rolling off at the very top, which should ensure a smooth sound, the NAD 512 has a standard 4Hz to 20.8kHz frequency response. Amicably consistent throughout, this CD player displays low distortion at all levels.

No particular measurement aspects could be criticised, with noise low, separation wide and dynamic range healthy. A slightly higher than average output level of 2.25V was produced, but this is no bad thing for those who prefer to use passive preamplifiers. HB

Frequency response 4Hz-20.8kHz

ENSEMBLE DICHRONO

Ensemble have splashed out on TEAC's VRDS mechanism for their CD player and measurement wise at least it certainly seems to have paid off. The Dichrono system comes in the shape of two boxes, the transport and the DAC which is incorporated with the preamplifier (for the power amp.).

Frequency response was near perfectly flat from 4Hz to 21kHz. Distortion at -30dB was predominantly odd order harmonic although still at a reasonably low level of 0.021%.

High frequency separation was to say the least excellent, at well above 100dB. Most other aspects were in the above average class with output voltage at a value of 2.1V.

A generally well engineered set up which I suspect will provide consistent and accurate results. HB
Are you making the right connections?

Send for Britain’s biggest catalogue of specialist cable and connections. All available by mail order. Phone 081-9429124 or clip the coupon for your Free copy.

Audio Masters

Stop Press. WBT Banana Gun!!! Stop Press.
Not just another banana plug but the very latest, CE approved 4mm banana plug from the worlds best connector manufacturer!
These plugs boast some impressive features:
> Fully Insulated
> Stackable
> Gold Plated
> Lockable
> Cable Entry At Right Angle!!!
All this for just £39.95 + £1.50 P&P

Audio Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine V1.1
Audio Alchemy have always managed to produce world beating DAC’s at affordable prices and their V1.1 is just that!!
> Class “A” Output
> Dual Input
> Phase Inverter
> Separate High Current PSU
Direct to Your Door For Just £399.95

Other Agencies Include:
XLO, Target, Soundstyle, Beyer, Goldring, QED, Bib, Audioquest, Discwasher, Grado, Maxell, Ortofon, Shure, Sound Organisation, Stanton, Puresonic, Platform, Chord Co., Van Den Hul, Lyra, WBT, Audio Alchemy, Sennheiser, Kudos, Michell, AKG, Flatline, Ixos, Stax
And Many More!!
If you would like to order or know more about any of the items in this advert please drop us a line or give us a call.

Audio Masters  Mail Order Specialists!
1 dunthrop Farm Cottages
Heythrop, Chipping Norton
Oxon, OX7 5TJ

Cable Talk

The full range of our Award Winning Cables are available from your local dealer.

Telephone: 01252-373434
Fax: 01252-371818

REXTORSTION OF CLASSIC EQUIPMENT

Electronics engineer (Degree/Maes) with over 40 years experience and specialist knowledge of Quad, Radford, Leak, Rogers and Armstrong, etc.
Extensive facilities enable original standards with detailed reports of work carried out. Apparatus is demonstrated prior to clients departure. Available 7 days a week. Valve testing a specialty.

CIRCUIT DATA AND AUDIO EQUIP. ON OFFER...

PLEASE ENQUIRE

Tel 0181 504 5467 Woodford, Essex
AUDI'O INNOVATIONS ALTO
The Alto gave us the lowest -60dB (music level) distortion measurement of all CD players measured to date. A contributory factor could be the neatly tailored high frequency roll off evident from its frequency response, although the Alto did maintain the standard 4Hz to 20.6kHz, at +/-1 dB, response found in most CD players.

Another plus for this baby was that the channels were almost entirely consistent, a remarkable achievement in itself. Clearly a lot of attention has been given to layout and component tolerancing.

Separation results were excellent throughout the audio spectrum with low noise figures too. Output was found to be much higher than the standard 2V giving a near 3V output.

All in all the Alto is a very well engineered product. HB

QUAD 7712
The Quad 7712 has 'well engineered' written all over it. Frequency response is immaculately flat in the range of 4Hz to 21kHz with both channels balanced to near perfection.

This theme really does run throughout. Distortion, separation and dynamic range measurements were virtually identical on both left and right channels as was output signal level. This was set close to the 2V Philips standard at 1.96V.

Separation figures at higher frequencies weren't found to be amazing, but adequate none the less. It was not possible to obtain a noise figure because the Quad muted. HB

CASSette

DENON DRM-55
The Denon cannot exploit metal tape. Under test the head overloaded early, especially at low frequencies, generating high distortion. Both the replay only (pre-recorded) and the record/replay frequency response (recordings) displayed falling bass, so I'd expect the machine to sound bass light too. Since variable bias tuned in ferric and chrome tapes well, I'd recommend users stick to quality ferric tapes, or perhaps chrome for less hiss. With light bass and upper treble roll-off, pre-recorded tapes are likely to sound both bass light and a trifle dull.

The tape transport mechanism held speed well, so I'd expect little audible slewing and jerking of the sort that intrudes into piano sustains, for example. This part of the Denon worked well.

Denon have placed the 0VU peak record point very high - above IEC 0dB. This is OK if the limit is taken literally, with short term peaks going no higher.

The DRM-550 is respectably engineered at the price, but no more. NK
Oxford Audio Consultants

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

Our superb service is the same, regardless of price.

KRELL INTEGRATED AMP - yes, we’ve finally got it!! - product of the year 1996

NOW DEMONSTRATING

CASTLE HOWARD LOUDSPEAKERS - superb quality
COPLAND CD209 CD PLAYER - incredible sound quality
SONUS FABER CONCERTINO - a £4000 knockout!
KRELL KPS20 CD PLAYER - a budget version of the KPS20
WILSON WITT & SYSTEM 5 - the ultimate
MUSICAL FREEDOM NEW PRE-AMP/POWER AMP
UNISON RESEARCH SIMPLY FOUR

For your hi-fi demands:

ARON Audio integrated 18 watt valve amplifier. Latest style stainless steel chassis. Normal price £395. Very few available new with eight years full warranty. £1025

Morel BASISYSTEM 620 compact monitor loudspeakers. Originally £1220 choice of finishes. Very few left at £265

ipswich 01473 622 866

Second hand & ex dem equipment

SL3 - electrostatics at their best - product of the year 1996

Second hand 84 (ex dem equipment)

Vinyl: Mint. S/H.

Accessories available by post.

cartidges: arcam, audio technica, denon, dynavector, goldring, lyra, ortofon, sumiko
cables: audioquest, cable talk, chord company,
headphones: beyer, earmax, grado, jecklin, sennheiser, stax
accessories: audio technica, audiovector, bib, densen, demagic, diswasser, goldring, hunting, ixos, kontakt, ltd, monster, ortofon, qed, sonic link, frichord, van den hul, xio

stands: aphasis, apollo, atacama, heybrook, sound organisation, something solid, soundstyle, stands unique, target

Oxford Audio Consultants

Oxford Audio Consultants

Oxford Audio Consultants

Oxford Audio Consultants

OXFORD UNIVERSITY DAC - needs a good transport to work well. Ex dem at a cheap price £75

John Shoroe phase integrated line input amplifier mint £54

Nakamichi CR3 head cas- sette deck 5/4 virtually unused £175

hi-fi for grown-ups

New
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Vacuum Tubes for Audio Are Back!

Glass Audio brings together yesterday's tube with today's improved components, voltage control, and the exciting new Soviet tubes, to make smooth sound in your living room possible again!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street &amp; Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please send my first issue of Glass Audio. I'll pay just $45.00 for six issues (1 year); $80.00 for 12 issues (2 years) of the best information on tubes to be found anywhere. I understand that my satisfaction is guaranteed!

Glass Audio
PO Box 176, Dept. HFWS, Peterborough, NH 03458-0176 USA
Phone: (603) 924-9464 or FAX 24 hours a day (603) 924-9467

ORANGES & LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer. Free home installation + credit cards, 0% credit finance available.

B & W, CABLETALK, CHORD CO, DENON, EPOS, KEF, MICROMEGA, NAD, NAIM, NEAT, QUAD, REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK, SOUNSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE

Now in our second fruitful year
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO RETAILER
0171 - 924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, CLAPHAM SW11

SPALDINGS
The South East's Leading Hi-Fi Specialists
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey. CR0 7AF
0181 654 1231/2040
Linn, Naim, Audiolab, Mission, Marantz, NAD, Denon, Quad, Ruark, Arcam, Meridian.
Our aim at Riverside Audio is to enable the home constructor to build valve amplifiers which combine superb sound quality with the professional finish of the best high-end products - at a low price. Our rigorous and conservative designs ensure that you get long and trouble free service from your amplifier. We offer our amplifiers in various forms, from circuit designs, through printed circuit boards, to full kits and even fully assembled amplifiers for those who cannot wait to listen to them.

The Riverside 4040 is our integrated amplifier. It features dual mono construction and has line level inputs and both 4Ω and 8Ω outputs. The output stage is configured in the classic Mcintosh connection, which gives stable, wide-band operation even with difficult bass responses. The chassis steel box and transformer cover are hand polished to a mirror finish, and come with a semi-matt black valve cover. 4xEL34, 2xECC83. A full description, including circuit diagram, is given in the 4040 reference manual, £0.50. Kit £65, fully assembled £95.

Technical specification: dual mono construction, 40W/channel, 12Hz to 25kHz frequency response and a primary reflected transformer impedance of 380Ω. Full connection diagrams, specifications, as well as circuits for using each transformer. £2.50. Power supply board: board only £20, component pack, add £45. Power supply board: board only £20.50. Power supply board: board only £27.50, component pack, add £44, populated board £56. Input board: board only £15.50, component pack, add £26, populated board £33.

The output transformers are configured for the McIntosh connection and have excellent low frequency response and a primary reflected impedance of 380Ω. Full connection instructions provided. Price £70. The mains transformer is wound for dual mono construction, as this gives superior isolation between channels which stops phasing and eliminates inter-channel ground loops in the amplifier. Primary 0-230-240V. Secondaries 2x295V@20mA, 2x6.3V@0.45A, 16V@1A. Price £90. Other primary voltages can be supplied to special order. These transformers are also suitable for power supplies in preamplifiers and other line level valve circuits - see data sheet for details, £2.50.

The chassis (main chassis and transformer cover) is made from mild steel, finished in black. Price £110. For those who wish to use a high quality chassis for their own projects, details of the chassis are given in the 402 reference manual, £0.50.

Connector kit: four gold plated phono connectors, IEC mains socket with integral fuse and switch, and IEC mains lead with fitted 13 A plug. £15.

Assembled units despatched by courier free: If we do not have the item in stock we will advise you of expected delivery and confirm before despatch. R&P (in UK) £2 for each part of £40, maximum of £10. manuals line of charge. Assembled units are dispatched by courier, if you would like to use your own courier please let us know and the item will be boxed. We normally ship within three working days. We do not take the item in stock we will advise you of expected delivery and confirm before despatch. R&P (in UK) £2 for each part of £40, maximum of £10. manuals line of charge. Private clients may be left unchallenged.

NEW RHYTHM 211/VT4C LINE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

Gamma Acoustics are proud to bring you another first, with the launch of our baby 211 line integrated valve amplifier designed for the 90's, offering 18 pure class A linear Single Ended watts per channel in a zero feedback, DC 211 Triode design.

With 1140 volts to the HT and a very substantial power supply it delivers and caters for every conceivable demand. The 'Rhythm' presents the bass authority of the best transistors with the sonic refinement and finesse of a Single Ended design.

It offers sonic levels of excellence until now completely unobtainable, except in a very few esoteric elite designs with extortionate price tags attached.

Presenting a flawless performance, awesome dynamic resolution and tonal accuracy, it promises to thrill and enrapture its listener passionately. A very simple sonic correlation allows the listener to discover for himself/herself the obvious superiority over conventional and alternative amplifier designs, a statement not to be left unchallenged.

ONLY £2499

Tel. 01753 526939 Fax. 01753 532262

DISTRIBUTOR/DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME GAMMA ACOUSTICS. IVY LODGE, 81 SUSSEX PLACE, SLough, ROYAL BERKSHIRE, SL1 INN. ENGLAND.
The AP ELECTRONICS Route to Musical Happiness

EXPERIMENT
With different interconnecting and loudspeaker cables
With SonicLink custom designed mains cables
By changing resistors and capacitors
With large power supplies
By applying simple modifications to improve your circuits
By bypassing high value capacitors with higher quality lower values
Purchased from the AP ELECTRONICS CATALOGUE

LEARN
From your experiments
The features which give the best sound quality.
From knowledge gained through reading AP PERFORMANCE AUDIO

MODIFY
Use the knowledge gained from experimentation
And from tips published in AP PERFORMANCE AUDIO
To rebuild your own amplifiers
To improve the sound quality of your system
To get greater enjoyment from your favourite music.

BUILD
Build your own hifi equipment
From the excellent range of AP ELECTRONIC kits

DESIGN
Design the equipment of your dreams
Make your dream come true
With kits & parts purchased from the AP ELECTRONICS catalogue

AP ELECTRONICS
15 Derwent Business Centre,
Clarke St,
Derby DE1 2BU
Tel: +44-1332-674929  Fax: +44-1332-298836

--------------------------- cut out ---------------------------

To: AP ELECTRONICS, 15 Derwent Business Centre, Clarke St, Derby DE1 2BU, UK.
Please send me
AP ELECTRONICS CATALOGUE (UK/EC £4.95, Export £6.95) __________
AP PERFORMANCE AUDIO 1996 (Min 3 issues) (UK/EC £5, Export £10) __________
I enclose cheque/PO __________ Payable to “AUDIOKITS” or please debit
My Credit Card __________ Exp __________
FULL NAME ___________________________ SIGNATURE ___________________________
ADDRESS _______________________________________________________________
POST CODE & COUNTRY ______________________________________________________
The Sound of Music
now playing at
Mike Manning Audio

IF YOU ENJOY MUSIC BUT HATE ALL THE HYPE
CALL US TO ARRANGE A DEMONSTRATION.
WE CARE ABOUT MUSIC IN THE HOME.

OUR HI-FI RANGE INCLUDES SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM:
- ARCAM
- AUDIO ALCHEMY
- ATC
- AVI
- AURA + B&W
- CASTLE
- DENON
- EPOS
- HEYBROOK
- KEF
- MARANTZ
- M&T
- M&K
- NAKAMICHI
- NAIM AUDIO
- NAD
- PIONEER
- RUARK
- REGA
- ROYD
- SHAHINIAN
- TDL
- TEAC

BANG & OLUFSEN CENTRE at Yeovil branch only.

CALL FREEPHONE 0800 627 627
and ask for "MIKE MANNING AUDIO"

110 Middle Street, Yeovil Somerset
Telephone.01935-79361 (32923 FAX)
128 Poole Road, Westbourne, Bournemouth
Telephone.01202-751522 (751103 FAX)

MANTICORE MAKE MORE MUSIC

Turntable Servicing - all makes - please ring for details.

ARISTON - LOGIC - THORENS SPARES

- Arm rewiring - Manticore standard cable £80.00
- Arm rewiring - Van den Hul Isoda £160.00
- Arm rewiring - Cards £160.00
- Silver plated mains cable with IEC socket £50.00
- Aerolam equipment support £54.00
- Fibrelam equipment support - superior performance £130.00
- Mantra replacement belt - supplied in twos £22.00
- Logic DM101 belt - supplied in twos £22.00
- Logic DM101 spring sets £23.00
- Rega armspacer - polished aluminium 1mm increments £11.00
- Impex motor, pulley and PCB £90.00
- Manticore Jazz turntable - choice of tonearms POA
- Manticore Magister with 12'' Magician £3,800.00
- Manticore Mantra turntable - the classic - no arm £4,950.00
- Manticore Musician tonearm £395.00
- Manticore Musician tonearm £695.00
- Manticore 12'' Magician tonearm £795.00
- Part-ex available against all other tonearms

MB5i off-board power supply "suits most decks" £290.00
MB6 off-board power supply £490.00
Motor rebuild £150.00
RIAA and preamplifier "system integrity wiring" £690.00
Active crossovers and AV amplifier POA

Please telephone or write for more information and a copy of Mumbo Jumbo

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL

MAV Shareholders Ltd.
The Courtyard, 56c Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 0AP
Tel: 01767 316437 (office) and 0585 583653 (mobile)
### CLASSIQUE SOUNDS (LEICESTER)
#### VINTAGE HI-FI SPECIALIST

**WANTED**

- **VINTAGE AND MODERN VALVE HI-FI**
- **TOP PRICES PAID**
- **FREE COLLECTION OR CARRIAGE PAID.**
- **WORKING OR NOT.**

#### AMPLIFIERS
- QUAD, LEAK, RADFORD, ROGERS, AVANTIC, LOWTHER, BEARD, AUDIO INNOVATIONS, CHAPMAN, CROFT, EAR, AUDIONOTE, LUNLEY, REVOS ETC.

#### SPEAKERS
- QUAD ELECTROSTATIC, LOWTHER, TANNOY, IMF ETC.

#### TURNTABLES
- GARRARD 301, GARRARD 401, SME 3009 ETC.

#### VALVES
- PHASE 3, OSRAM, BRIMAR, GEC, KT66, KT88, EL34, EL84, KT68, 023234, 300B, PX4, PX25 ETC.

#### RECORDS
- CLASSICAL, JAZZ, BLUES ETC.

#### MISCELLANEOUS
- HI-FI YEAR BOOK (UP TO £15.00 EACH) OLD CAPACITORS OLD CARBON RESISTORS

**FOR SALE**

- **PRE-AmPLIFIERS**
  - PARU QUAD114
  - RADFORD ST-345
  - LEAK STEREO 60 EX COND
  - LEAK STEREO PRE AMPLIFIER
  - LEAK STEREO 20
  - QUAD 45/55 MINT BOXED
  - ROGERS CADER MONOR
  - EAR 850 13W SENDED. NEW
  - QUAD 34 PRE-AMP BOXED
  - NVA AQ 410 PRE-POWER
  - CYRUS ONE AMPLIFIER
  - QUAD 405 AMPLIFIER
  - AUDIONOTE GTC VALVE

- **OTHER ITEMS**
  - JAMO SILOUHETTE MINT BOXED
  - GARRARD 401 SME PLINTH SME 3012
  - AUDIONOTE OTO VALVE

- **CABLES.**
  - 99.99% PURE SILVER WIRE. 0.5MM £ 4.95 PER METRE.
  - 99.99% PURE SILVER INTERCONNECT CABLES.

**FOR SALE**

- **SPEAKERS**
  - NULLARD. OSRAM. BRIMAR. GEC. KT66, KT88. EL34, EL84. PX25 ETC.

- **RECORDS**
  - **VISU & SWITCH**
  - **Howard King**
  - **Access, Visa & Switch**

**DIRECTED DELIVERY**

- Delivered U.K. Mainland F.O.C. ACCESS, VISA & SWITCH

**VINTAGE VALVE AMPLIFIER REBUILDS. FROM £100.00. ADD £20.00 FOR SAME DAY SERVICE. I.E., DELIVER 9AM COLLECT 5PM SAME DAY. 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE ON ALL PARTS FITTED.**

**20% off products marked *"**

**SPECIALS**

- **SPEAKERS. RECORDS. DECKS. AMPLIFIERS. TURNTABLES.**

**FOR SALE**

- **TURNTABLES**
  - GARRARD 301, GARRARD 401, SME 3009 ETC.

- **SPEAKERS**
  - GARRARD 301, GARRARD 401, SME 3009 ETC.

- **RECORDS**
  - **CLASSIQUE SOUNDS (LEICESTER)**
  - **HIFI WORLD**
  - **World Radio History**

**FOR SALE**

- **PRODUCTS WANTED**
  - **TOP PRICES PAID.**
  - **FREE COLLECTION OR CARRIAGE PAID.**

**STUNNING PRE-OWNED BARGAINS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWALLOW ALS 2</td>
<td>350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUAD A411</td>
<td>129.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREEK CAS4040</td>
<td>109.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGREN A68</td>
<td>79.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY CDP 228BSD</td>
<td>199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIDIAN 200</td>
<td>499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIDIAN 206 BS</td>
<td>499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBL L96</td>
<td>250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIDIAN 205</td>
<td>750.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASSIQUE SOUNDS (LEICESTER)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUAD ELECTROSTATIC, LOWTHER, TANNOY, IMF ETC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARRARD 301, GARRARD 401, SME 3009 ETC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROFT, EAR, AUDIONOTE, LUNLEY, REVOS ETC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR SALE**

- **HI-FI WORLD**
  - **213 - 215 Tarring Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 4HW Telephone (01903) 245577**

**CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE, LEICESTER, LE2 8OE**

**TFF AX/FAX PAUL GREENFIELD ON 0116 2835821 OR 0802 213740 ANYTIME**
PREMIER AUDIO

Audio Synthesis
Cable Talk
Chord Company
Classé
Custom Design Stands
DPA
EAD
Exposure
Harbeth
Kora
Mirage
Myryad
Orelle
SonicLink
Stands Unique
Trichord

Demonstration facilities. Home demonstrations & Free Installation.
Part exchange & Used Equipment Available

PLEASE CALL ANY TIME ON:

Barneys (01226) 382530
SERVING THE YORKSHIRE AREA

EXTRACT FROM RECENT REVIEWS

"It's a diamond necklace in a world of plastic - but without a Tiffany price tag"
Eric Braithwaite, Hi-Fi World, Sept. 1992

"Clearly then, these LFD components are of an outstanding quality" Jimmy Hughes, Audiophile, Jan. 1993

"The placing and scale of each element was near perfect. Dynamics were also impressive" Malcolm Steward, Audiophile, Sept. 1993

"The result was music making without the Hi-Fi intruding" Peter J. Comeaux, HiFi News, June 1994

"A definitive machine for those who appreciate real grandeur" Toni Jop, Audio Review, Italy, July 1995

"They offer absolute engineering quality at competitive prices" Dave Berriman, Hi-Fi News, Dec. 1995

"Spirolink I, Spirolink II and Digilink Copper"
HiFi Choice Recommended, June 1994

"Airflex, ***** Rating" What Hi-Fi, Feb. 1994

"Spirolink I, Hi-Fi Choice Recommended, Aug. 1994
LFD Audio, 110 Oxford Crescent, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex, CO15 3PZ
Tel. (01255) 422533, Fax. (01255) 221069
Hi-Fi World

ARCAM DELTA 290+290P (amplifiers with remote control) £120. PMA-757 wired with Van Den Hul cable by Tel: 01438 716149 (eves - Herts) Tel: 01234 215598 (Beds) Tel: 0181 460 2842 (Bromley) boxed £350. Audio Alchemy DDE VIO. only £350 o.n.o. Linn LK280 superb, only 75w) As new condition. 4 months old. Tel 0171 372 3734

ARCAM DELTA 60 amplifier, 3 years old. Tel: 0170 372 3724

MICROMEGA STAGE 1 CD player, one year old £400 o.n.o. Linn Wiktoria line pre-amp. 2 months old, 1 year warranty, realistic offers (£750 new) Tel: 0113 230 368 (W.Yorks)

TWIN CD/STUDIO recorder. Vinylation/VYWool reel to reel recording system. Tel: 01580 832 200

PARISIAN SPEAKERS £300 Linn Saratov 1000 mono block audio power amplifiers £300 (£750 new) Hitachi PT7550 CD player £500. Two Target T27 welded tantalum 30 grain. Target 5 tier welded rack £250. All boxed as new.

PINK TRIANGLE LPTF/BusCl/OCS e.g. recently checked over by dealer, £380. Hart, well constructed phono head amp, detailed, with p.s.u., bargain. £35. Target turntable shell £200

QUAD ESL-63 £2400 (new £3200) REL Stavros 1000 stereo £250, Phase Linear 7200 £550,彤graves, various lengths, under half price £300.

FIDELITY - E100 integrated £450; E200/E300 new, little or no use, all boxed; Musical Instruments £250, as new.

ROGERS STUDIO TA Walnut £325 o.n.o. Rogers Studios, various drive units by KEF. £275.日下午 EM-112 All-Tube stereo £700.


MAY 1996

WANTED: E.M.I. TR/90 studio recorder. £140. Sugden Connoisseur Craftsman 3 amplifier, two months old. 5 year warranty. £550.

CHOICE, November 1995 £600 pair or new £750. Harbeth Monitor £175, LS-10 £275.

RÓGERS - EXPORT MONITORS £175, LS-10 £275. KEF LS-50 £300, KEF LS-55 £600. Offers

AMD AUDION SILVER KNIGHT 300B stereo £1450. Technology - E100 integrated £450; E200/E300 new, little or no use, all boxed; Musical Instruments £250, as new.

REAL & REO 20 matching pair (charcoal), unstereo £4000. All items boxed, mint condition. Absolutely. £200

ACoustiC system. Export Gyro Alphason H.R. 100 £100. Mordaunt Short MS55i Series II £600.

AUXILIARY VOLUME CONTROLLER £450. Sony 501ES £450.

FIDELITY RESEARCH S/6 £300.

MARKS & SPENCER speakers £300. Linn Saratov 1000 mono block audio power amplifiers £300 (£750 new) Hitachi PT7550 CD player £500. Two Target T27 welded tantalum 30 grain. Target 5 tier welded rack £250. All boxed as new.

PINK TRIANGLE LPTF/BusCl/OCS e.g. recently checked over by dealer, £380. Hart, well constructed phono head amp, detailed, with p.s.u., bargain. £35. Target turntable shell £200

ROGERS STUDIO TA Walnut £325 o.n.o. Rogers Studios, various drive units by KEF. £275.日下午 EM-112 All-Tube stereo £700.


MAY 1996

WANTED: E.M.I. TR/90 studio recorder. £140. Sugden Connoisseur Craftsman 3 amplifier, two months old. 5 year warranty. £550.

CHOICE, November 1995 £600 pair or new £750. Harbeth Monitor £175, LS-10 £275. KEF LS-50 £300, KEF LS-55 £600. Offers

RÓGERS - EXPORT MONITORS £175, LS-10 £275. KEF LS-50 £300, KEF LS-55 £600. Offers

MARKS & SPENCER speakers £300. Linn Saratov 1000 mono block audio power amplifiers £300 (£750 new) Hitachi PT7550 CD player £500. Two Target T27 welded tantalum 30 grain. Target 5 tier welded rack £250. All boxed as new.

PINK TRIANGLE LPTF/BusCl/OCS e.g. recently checked over by dealer, £380. Hart, well constructed phono head amp, detailed, with p.s.u., bargain. £35. Target turntable shell £200

ROGERS STUDIO TA Walnut £325 o.n.o. Rogers Studios, various drive units by KEF. £275.日下午 EM-112 All-Tube stereo £700.
WANTED: YOUR HI-FI. BEST PRICES PAID

Full demonstrations by appointment

Audio Innovations S200 power-amp £225
Impulse H7 Walnut
Impulse H5 Oak
Gale 4024 loudspeakers Chrome End Caps and stands
Kelvin 2A85 M30 Monos. £500.00
Lumley Ref 120 Chrome £2450.00
Musical Fidelity P180 Power. £790.00
Adyton Cordis 1.6 ED £2450.00
Audio Research D250 SH £1850.00
Mesa Barron ED £13250.00
Magneplanar MG3A £13250.00
Krell ESA 250 M £3250.00
Meracus Transport ED £3400.00
NRG PA1 M £2300.00
Audio Physic Tempo £1500.00
Kenwood KA70508 Integrated Mosfet with filter power supplies.

SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Full remote control £200 (£450),
Audio Innovations 5000 integrated £495 (£1195).
Impulse H6 Grey/Black £650 (£1250),
Impulse H7 Walnut £400 (£750).

Tel/Fax: Brighton 01273 276716/208649
CLASSIFIED ADS

**PRIVATE**

**LINN KABERS** + Linn base plinth, black, current owners £250. Oak furniture, built,貌orous, boxed + instructions, receipt, £3160 (now £180). Sell £450. Tel: 01895 217 760 (Nevada)

**BRAZEN QUAD ESL 57:** Little use since service 1995. Inccurate £350. Quad ESL 57 speakers £480. Tel: 01423 501 678 (Harrogate)

**TARGET H 153 speaker stands as new:** £250. Monitor Audio R252 speakers, good condition £100. Tel: 020 8385 4733 (Essex)

**PIE TURNS ALL:** SME arm and cartridge £95. Shunt RT 160 tape-tape, little use £45. Armstrong 40 reel, G-V-O. £40. Pair RAY shelf speakers £25. £120 (£65). Tel: 01425 475 465 (Hans)

**SPENDOR 520 loudspeakers, walnut, mint, boxed £235. Foundation Classic speakers stands, £191, £205 & £401. Tel: 01892 536 919 (W Kent)

**audio innovations $1000 valve mono blocks £1499.£1895. Kudos stands £250.** (Now £100. Audio Innovations $1000 valve power amp £1350. £1750. Tel: 01432 275 203 (Hants)

**LINN CARIC (Brilliant switch mode) and R MRA (Reference moving magnet mode) boxed £150. Linn Majik (phonograph) boxed (cost £650) £400. Yamaha RQ-470 Pro Logic amp £400 (cost £240) £200. Richard Allan AV Gold Surround Sound loudspeaker system with 2 subwoofers £1000 (cost £450) £250. Tel: 0114 247 6759

**LINN LP12/ITTOK. ASAK, walun £400. Nam 32. Snups, 250 £65. Superb condition, £395. Walun £1350.** (Now £540)

**PRIVATE**

**Hi-Fi World**

**GFA 545 100w, USA pre power amp £400.** Tel: 01233 321 660 (Eves - Urbis)

**ESL57s servicect 1994. Excellent £95.** Tel: 0181 517 4025 (work)

**BRONZE QUAD ESL 57s, little use since replacing hence £1500) Sell £790** Tel: 01733 868 705 or Fax 01733 855 366 (Orford)

**MARTIN LOGAN H55 £135.** £849 509 972 Brass (rear) & £1575. Macintosh MR71 valve tuner v.g.c. £600. ESL 57 speakers £250. Tel: 0181 856 8912

**LINN EQUIPMENT: Kaim (phonograph-Brilliant) £95, Kremlin £1050, 3 Klips £1300 each. Tekak Black mahogany (new) £675. Linn 100 power amp £150. Delivery possible.** Tel: 01622 858 085

**MICHTEL ARGH preamp with Hera PSU £155. Pair £250. Altavista 1011 linen £250. Mono blocks £95.50, warm, detailed powerful sound £590 accepted for both.** Tel: 01423 322 215 (Cumbria)

**CASTLE CHESTER SPEAKERS, Mid-18. 18 months old £455 (new £750). Audio Innovations Series 1000 Moving Coil Transformer £145 (cost £200). Linn Nexus LS520 speakers £900. Boxed as new £950.**

**MICHELL ARGO preamp with Hera PSU £850.** Tel: 01423 501 678 (Harrogate)

**MICHEL ARGO preamp £200: LPA amp/filter £200. LS3/5a speakers £35.** Tel: 01962 713 832 (Shelford)

**MEDIANIC £31.98. Martin Logan $499.95. High performance external power supply. Helix Cyllone arm (£140 new) Kostus Block cartridge £150.** Tel: 01705 719 032 (Norwich)

**MEDIANA 206 CD player DACKY £400. Denon DTR 2000 DAT recorder £375. Original cartridge £90.** Telefax: 01302 518 938

**NAIM $2 PRE-AMP £215.** Tel: 01962 713 914 (Please leave a contact tel: none)

**AUDIO RESEARCH SP8 valve preamp, original all triode Mk 1 model in superb condition with original packaging and manual £795.**

**Tel: 01630 714 528 (Norwich, evenings before 10pm)**

**MICHEL ARGO preamp, 6 inputs, 2 outputs (bi-amping), with large extra power supply, cost £800, as new £395 (cost £1400). Audion Reference valve preamp, 5 inputs + phone, 2 outputs, cost £1200, £450.**

**Tel: 01434 365 153 (Kent)**

**ARCAM 250 transport + Black Box 50: DAC sync: lock with video X interconnect.** Boxed as new £950.

**Tel: 01423 501 678 (Eves, London S.E)**

**REI, STUDIO 146/144, boxed, mint condition.** £350. Tannoy, variousophile speakers £40.

**Tel: Gedel Martin 0113 245 8441 (Leeds)**

**WANTED: Allarten Music Mk8 power amplifiers, must be in mint condition, cash waiting.** Tel: 01734 714 937

**VALVE AMPLIFIERS, updated Multad 520, monocore 25w, Sovtek EL34 £150, £50**

**Tel: 01425 477 620 (Rayleigh)**

**WANTED: Allarten Music Mk8 power amplifiers, must be in mint condition, cash waiting.** Tel: 01734 714 937

**BEARD P35 Mk2 stereo valve power amplifiers**

**Tel: Gerard 0113 245 8441 (Leeds)**

**FOR SALE: Original Wharfedale drive units W12/SFB, W10/SFB. Super 3. Unused, £450.**

**Tel: Barry 01472 870 367**

**TTL STUDIO 4 speakers, black, including stands, £100.**

**Tel: Martin, very open and musical. £450. Tel: 01734 690 146 (Orford)**

**TECHNICS SL-P580 CD player, mint condition, boxed, 6 months old £275 o.n.o.**

**Tel: 01371 258 865 (Porlock)**

**FOR SALE: Original Wharfedale drive units W12/SFB, W10/SFB. Super 3. Unused, £450.**

**Tel: Barry 01472 870 367**

**TECHNICS SL-P580 CD player, mint condition, boxed, 6 months old £275 o.n.o.**

**Tel: 01371 258 865 (Porlock)**

**FOR SALE: Original Wharfedale drive units W12/SFB, W10/SFB. Super 3. Unused, £450.**

**Tel: Barry 01472 870 367**

**FOR SALE: Original Wharfedale drive units W12/SFB, W10/SFB. Super 3. Unused, £450.**

**Tel: Barry 01472 870 367**

**FULLER A1 single ended monoblocks, cost £2011.**

**Tel: 01733 335 833 (Edinburgh)**

**For sale: summit speakers, £170.**

**Tel: 01733 335 833 (Edinburgh)**

**KLIPSCH HEREST speakers, original imports, £96.**

**Tel: 01733 335 833 (Edinburgh)**

**LINN BOBBARK speakers, black, with stand, excellent crossover, latest spec, with 10 metres Linn triwire cable. £150 o.n.o.**

**Tel: 01753 877 235 or 0385 231 850**

**QUAD ELECTROSTATIC speakers, Bronze 3 £300 o.n.o. Thoroughly serviced by manufacturer.**

**Tel: 01273 540 047 (Surrey)**

**ELITE ROCK/Excalibur (new) £390, plus £150 for Ortofon Quad £400.**

**Tel: 0171 507 4981 (Harrow)**

**AMPLIFIERS, updated Multad 520, boxed with Ortofon Quattro MC cartridge and Meriton black.**

**Tel: 01423 501 678 (Harrogate)**

**Hi-Fi World**

**World Radio History**

**MAY 1996**

**Classifieds**

**Hi-Fi World**
above this "magic" setting? Can you listen to the system for more than a below this setting? Consequently, does the sound get hard and glassy sound right at a specific volume setting? By this does the bass disappear amplification comes into its own. QUESTION: Does your system only when low sound pressure level is required. This is where true class "A" opinion it is a much surer sign of quality to see (hear) how quietly it will amaze me how loud a 9w.p.c. valve amp can go! but in my humble drop dead gorgeous (by eck, Petal...) books, this is a product range that if play! This is an important issue, as I'm sure most of us have occasion "Mana Tables are not cheap. But they are essential if you want to unlock your system's true potential." BEST BUY Malcolm Steward, Hi-Fi Choice February 1996 For information on MANA products please contact: MANA Acoustics 59 Jubilee Close, Pinner, Middlesex HA5 3TB Tel/fax: 0181 429 0118 Tel: 0181 868 2788
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Information overload.

The Parts Connection Catalog & Resource Guide, Volume 2 includes specs and curves for the most commonly used audio tubes as well as some basic tube electronics theory from the RCA Receiving Tube Manual and that’s not all. There are schematics for many classic tube amplifiers and pre-amps from Dynaco, Marantz, Quad, McIntosh and more. Also included are white papers on the technical benefits of premium film caps and metal foil resistors.

Pure Sound

We want your used quality kit!
A selection from this month’s used ex-dem bargains
- Call us for a list with your wants and disposals!

AMPS
California Audio Technology CAT SLI phono preamp (as new) £2,400
Deltec DPA 50s power, pre and phono stages, PSU, balanced cables £1,300
Copland CSA 14 (as new condition) £750
Lumley Reference passive preamp (chrome) £250
Alchemist Kraken two poweramps, one pre, for bridged operation £699
Arion Tycho 50W chrome £1,650
YBA power 3 £299
Audio Note Melshu £210
Arion Elskota export £999
Adyton Opera integrated amp £1,995

DACS
Marantz CD94 (Balanced outputs - excellent sound) £650

TURNTABLES
Michell Gyrodec / Well tempered arm / Supex cartridge £799
SME Series V arm £699

CD TRANSPORTS / PLAYERS
Audiomeca Damnation CD transport £775
YBA CD2 player £1,650
Meridian 208 Transport + DAC, digital preamp, remote control (inc volume) £650

SPEAKERS
Sonus Faber Amator IIs (just fabulous) £1,699
Triangle Altinis (beautiful speaker, sensitive for low power valve amps) £1,499
Triangle Alcante-speakers (sensitive, good match to valve amplifiers) £550
Triangle Scalene speakers (smaller, but also good with valves) £350
Proac Studio towers - 3 ATC drive units, superb, clear, dynamic sound £1,300
Lumley Reference 4s - bookshelf speaker - amazing value £215
Audio Physics Step (slightly marked) £799

01784 458176 0831 178740
Hi-Fi World

EXPOSURE V13 pre-amp, £650. £650.
Bryant 4B-NRB, Power amp., 300W
per channel. £3000. £1900. £1900.

LOWTHER ACADEMY HORN
Loudspeaker. Lacquered piano black.
£950. £950. £950.

SOLDE NOVICE Items for sale.

STANDS
Audio Innovations 800 series Mk I
Speaker. £950. £950. £950.

DYNACO USA, Stereo valve tuner £150.
Dacnoo PAS valve preamp £165.
PACT transistor tuner £55. £165. £165.

DYNACO USA, Stereo valve tuner £150.
Dacnoo PAS valve preamp £165.
PACT transistor tuner £55. £165. £165.

DAC 866 pre/6.2 power £67CD/ £670. £670.
DAC 5/6.2 power £430. DAC 5.
PM21; DAC5; Digital pre/DSP £433.
DAC pre/DSP £505; various DAC cables.

Nap Audio.

DAC QUAD 2010-3s box £1000.

DAC QUAD 2010-3s box £1000.

DAWSON MAGNETIC 2.5 metres.
£290; 6 metres £550. £550.

DAWSON MAGNETIC 2.5 metres.
£290; 6 metres £550. £550.

DAWSON MAGNETIC 2.5 metres.
£290; 6 metres £550. £550.

DAWSON MAGNETIC 2.5 metres.
£290; 6 metres £550. £550.

DYNASONIC USA, Stereo valve tuner £150.
Dacnoo PAS valve preamp £165.
PACT transistor tuner £55. £165. £165.

DAC QUAD 2010-3s box £1000.

DAC QUAD 2010-3s box £1000.

DAC QUAD 2010-3s box £1000.
Desperately seeking top quality Hi-Fi due to the success of The Hi-Fi Exchange, we have clients looking to purchase your equipment.
Call now for best prices
0181 392 1963

401 + SME arm £300. All good condition o.n.o., VVadia 12 DAC Hi-end £190 o.n.o., QUAD ESL63 Electrostatic speakers £1100 (£1750). Garrard 301 SME £450, VPI TNT JR £175. Garrard Deno 330, SME £294 evenings.

Reference turntable £160, plus No.1 Parallel tracking arm £75. Both as new genuine reason for sale. Tel: Home - 0130 327 9478 or Work - 01777 762 947

Audio汨り Oramid amplifier, £100. 4 channel DBX processor, mixer boxes, remote, mint, light domestic use only. Used since service £50. Mahogany finish £110. Tel: 01302 823 813 (Bournemout).

NAKAMICHI 700ZX Auto cassette deck. DolbyC, Improvement on Dragon. Mint, unmarked, occasional use, unused since B+V service, original packing, manual £80. Consider exchange for monaural Telefunken £725.

Tel: 01302 823 813 (Bournemout).

HAFLER SE100 pre-amp, SE240 power amp, mint £50. Better than Audiolab. £250. £100 (£175)

RE- OFFERED Immaculate Tandberg Series 294 evenings. ¥275.

275.

KRELL KST 100 Mint boxed still £750. 7" recording tapes for sale.

Tel: 01564 777 725 (West Midlands).

MUKAMICHI DR- 27. Vinyl equipment? 7"

12 stereo twin track integrated sape transaxle £199. 4 channel c/w DBX processor, mixer boxes, remote, mint in excellent working order. £110 (£175)

Tel: 01549 253 073 (East Sussex)

BLACK SANK interconnect £100. Brand new, never used, unused since B+V service, original packing, manual £80.

Tel: 01549 253 073 (East Sussex).
LIVING VOICE

ABSOLUTE QUALITY

LIVING VOICE POWER TRANSMISSION AND ANALOGUE INTERCONNECT CABLES

Purchase the best in the world direct from the factory by mail order. The sonic benefits are comprehensive. If you think otherwise your payment is returned in full, within 20 days of your purchase.

LVP
A substantial large diameter screened power transmission cable. Silver plated fuse holder and moisture proof encapsulation. For all audio components fitted with a standard IEC mains input. Replacing your conventional or custom power cable with LVP will dramatically increase dynamic range and bandwidth, provide a silent black background and vivid believable tone colours. 1.2 metre terminated. £69 per unit

LV4P
As above but terminated with a 4 way distribution unit. One piece brass and phosphor busbars, polycarbonate casing, silver plated fuse holder. If you are using a conventional extension lead you will have a high noise floor creating a grey hashy background. Densely figured music is often illegible and fatigueing, and tone colours bleached and pale. LV4P will banish these characteristics and provide a clear, calm well ordered presentation. 2.0 metre terminated. £99 per unit

LVC
Analogue music signal interconnect cable. Low inductance, low capacitance, RF screened. Natural free dynamics with fine low level resolution. Consistent tone character and dynamic proportioning across the full band width - the best interconnect in an overcrowded marketplace.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Form</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LVPC</td>
<td>£69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV4P</td>
<td>£99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVC 1m</td>
<td>£165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVC 1.5m</td>
<td>£227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVC 2.0m</td>
<td>£290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inc P&P @ £3.50 - 1&2 items, £4.50 - 3 items and over. (Overseas £10.00)

Please make cheque payable to Living Voice or pay by Visa/Amex/Mastercard.

Card No: __________________________ Expiry Date: __________________________
Name as printed on the card: __________________________ Signature: __________________________
Billing address: __________________________ Post Code: __________________________

Please allow 14 days for delivery. Cut out form and send to: Living Voice, PO Box No. 247, Nottingham NG2 7TX

ANGLIA AUDIO
HI-FI AND SPEAKER CENTRE.
DEDICATED TO QUALITY
HI-FI SINCE 1971

EVENING AND SUNDAY
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT.

OPEN 10-6. CLOSED WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY

THE STREET
HESSETT
BURY ST EDMUNDS
SUFFOLK
IP30 9AZ
(5 MILES EAST OF BURY ST EDMUNDS)

TEL / FAX: 01359 270212

SERVICE FOR ENTHUSIASTS

High quality Push-Pull or single ended Output, Mains, Chokes, Interstage, Input and Cartridge Transformers

Choose from our catalogue or specify a custom design at no extra charge. Range of package options: full or half shrouded or open frame. Encapsulation, as illustrated for our popular size "P+" for output or mains. All transformers built to order by our craftsmen. Usually 6-8 weeks delivery. Free technical support for all our products (Phone, Fax or internet). Write for our free catalogue. Competitive prices.

E. A. Sowter Ltd.
P.O. Box 36 IPSWICH
IP1 2EL England
Tel: (+44) (0) 1473 252794
Fax: (+44) (0) 1473 236188
E-Mail: sowter@tcp.co.uk

MAY 1996 HI-FI WORLD
Hi-Fi World

SPECIAL OFFER! Now you can advertise in the Classified Section for only £10 or £15 in a display black box (incl. VAT). Maximum length is thirty words, each additional word 50p extra.

Telephone and model numbers are treated as one word. All advertisement copy should be typed or written in black capitals and accompanied by the form on this page.

SPECIAL OFFER!
BOOK 1 MONTH GET 1 MONTH FREE
OFFER APPLIES TO PRIVATE ADVERTISERS ONLY.

Cheques should be made payable to Audio Publishing Ltd. Please send your copy to:
Hi-Fi World Classified Ads.,
Audio Publishing Ltd.,
64 Castellain Road,
London W9 1EX.
Classifieds will be published in the first available issue after receipt.

Hi-Fi WORLD CLASSIFIED ADS
Please write your advertisement copy on a separate sheet of paper with this completed form.

Name
Address

Post Code
Daytime Tel No:

☐ Private Advertiser ☐ Trader ☐ Situations Wanted (Tick where applicable)

☐ Display (boxed £15 inc. VAT.)

I enclose cheque/postal order for £.
Made payable to Audio Publishing Ltd.

Please debit my VISA/ACCESS Card No.

Expiry Date:

Send to: Hi-Fi World Classified Ads.,
Audio Publishing Ltd.,
64 Castellain Road, London W9 1EX.

UNIQUE OFFER!
Looking for a job in the hi-fi/audio market? Hi-Fi World can help you. Advertise yourself free for one month in these pages under the heading SITUATIONS WANTED. Maximum length 30 words.

TRADE

LINDA KARIK III CD £195, Mimik II £69...


SONY CDP 715E CD player as new £150.

SOPHIE Black Box £199, Monitor Audio Monitor Audio.

MUSICAL FIDELITY F15 Amp, F22 pre with

ABSOLUTELY VINYL

For our latest free catalogue of used Rock/Jazz/Classical Vinyl
LPs send 1p SAE to:

WANTED

SLATE AUDIO are looking for Garrard 30s and 40s. Fair prices paid for fair examples, better prices paid for fine examples. We can arrange collection if necessary. Telephone Peter Soper on 0525 384174.

Hi-Fi FANATIC and graduate in manufacturing with business seeks full time employment in Hi-Fi production or retailing industry. Excellent product knowledge and understanding of audio equipment.

Tel: Naheed 01642 249 035

WANTED: Position in Hi-Fi industry. Vast experience - home demonstration room available (Dealership and or Sales)

Tel: 01225 480 990

GRADUATE (25) seeks work within Hi-Fi market. As sales rep or in sales. Excellent product knowledge.

Tel: Dale 0116 281 2074

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY Engineering undergraduate seeks summer vacation employment in audio engineering before entering 3rd year. Please contact Michael Burcher, Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge CB2 3HU

Tel: 01223 670 46

WANTED - EARLY HI-FI

Tannoy, Lowther, Parmeko, Voigt, Vitavox, RCA, WE, Garrard, BBC301, EMT, SME, Ortofon, Decca, AEI, Voigt, Vitavox, RCA, WE, Garrard, BBC301, EMT, SME, Ortofon, Deca, AEI, Leak, Rogers, Pye, Quad CLEAR CRYSTAL SYSTEMS

John Petrie-Baker
Tel: 0171 328 9275
Fax: 0171 833 3008

WANTED - EARLY HI-FI
SUGDEN
HAND CRAFTED – FAIT A LA MAIN

OPTIMA COMPACT DISC PLAYER

SIGNATURE 41R PRE/POWER AMPLIFIER

OPTIMA 200R LINE AMPLIFIER

DESIGNERS & MANUFACTURERS OF HI-FI & AUDIO EQUIPMENT
J. E. SUGDEN & CO. LTD.
Valley Works,
Station Lane, Heckmondwike,
West Yorkshire WF16 0NF
Tel. Heckmondwike 01924 404088/9
Fax No. 01924 410069
Mission Group, Huntingdon PE18 6ED. Tel: +44 (0) 1480-451777 Fax: +44 (0) 1480-432777